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ABSTRACT

The analysis of the phonological structure of Catalan leads to a reexamination of the Phonological cycle, and a more general and precise formulation, which centers on the notion "proper cyclic application" is proposed. Cyclic rules are allowed to apply only if their structural description makes use of specific information introduced by virtue of its cycle. This formulation is shown to cover correctly the earlier versions of the Strict Cycle Condition and the Alternation Condition (Chomsky (1973), Kean (1974), Kiparsky (1974)), as well as other phenomena of Catalan. A characterization of cyclic rules as obligatory neutralization rules is proposed also. These results are presented in the Introduction. Chapter 1 deals with stress rules and other stress-related phenomena. The interaction between stress rules modifying underlying stress patterns and other rules is shown to be cyclic in the sense proposed. Further support for the Phonological Cycle is drawn from the analysis of consonantal phenomena that are discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the analysis of the accentual system presented in Chapter 1 is carried over the verbal system and some consequences are discussed.

Thesis Supervisor: Morris Halle
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PREFACE

The present work deals with some phonological aspects of Catalan and their theoretical consequences. In Chapter 1 I examine the stress pattern and vowel alternations, Chapter 2 deals with consonantal phenomena, and Chapter 3 is an analysis of the verb morphology. The main theoretical results are presented in the Introduction, which repeats discussion in Chapter 1. I have used the dialectal variety of Catalan spoken in Barcelona as the source for my data. Most divergences from Standard Catalan regard the verbal morphology. The reader can find some information about Catalan Phonology in Fabra (1912), Badia (1951), Alcover and Moll (1930) and other references in the Bibliography. A very good source is also the extensive and careful analysis within the generative framework of Wheeler (1974), which is more "standard", both in the variety of Catalan described, and in the framework he adopts.

I am indebted to many people who have contributed to the present work with their criticisms and comments. I would like to thank especially Morris Halle, Noam Chomsky and Paul Kiparsky, with whom I have discussed all the material in this work and who have contributed with many valuable comments, criticisms and ideas.
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INTRODUCTION

Twenty years ago, Chomsky, Halle and Lukoff (1956) proposed a convention on rule application by which rules "apply no more than once to each constituent, applying a rule to a constituent of order n only after having applied it to all constituents of order n+1; i.e. beginning with the smallest constituents and proceeding to larger and larger constituents" (p. 75). Since then, this convention, known as the Cycle, has been applied to numerous languages and some modifications have been proposed. In the present work I shall offer evidence from Catalan in favor of a notion "phonological cycle" that covers some of the proposed modifications, as well as other theoretical proposals not connected with the cycle, and other empirical material.

Cyclic application can be formulated as follows:

(1) Given a bracketed expression \([n \ldots [n-1 \ldots, [j \ldots]_1, \ldots]_{n-1} \ldots]_n\),

and a (partially ordered) set of cyclic rules C,

A. C applies to the domain \([j \ldots]_j\) after having applied to the domain \([j-1 \ldots]_{j-1}\), each rule in C applying in the given order whenever it applies properly in \(j\).

B. Proper application of cyclic rules. For a cyclic rule to apply properly in any given cycle \(j\), it must make specific use of information proper to (i.e. introduced by virtue of) cycle \(j\).

Thus the set of cyclic rules applies to the string enclosed in the innermost pairs of brackets, then moves to the second cycle, and so on until the outermost constituent is reached. Within each cycle, each rule has a chance to apply in the given order if it makes specific use of information proper to this cycle (1B.). This condition ensures that no
"improper" cyclic application, that is, multiple application of a rule, opposite rule ordering, etc on the same cycle results. In other words, it makes it impossible for rules to "return to earlier stages of the cycle after the derivation has moved to larger, more inclusive domains" (Chomsky, 1973), 243), which would decisively reduce the empirical content of the cycle. (1B) covers in part, and is in fact a more general formulation of the basic idea of the Strict Cycle Condition (or Strict Cycle, or Strict Cyclicity), which in turn should form part, as pointed out before, of any meaningful notion of the cycle. The Strict Cycle Condition was proposed in Chomsky (1973) for syntax, and Kean (1974) for phonology. Although (1B) is just part of the definition of "phonological cycle" I shall continue to refer to it as the Strict Cycle Condition (SCC) for convenience.

Before examining several cases where the phonological Cycle makes crucial predictions, let's consider an example that illustrates its operation. Three cyclic rules that will be motivated in the first chapter interact in the derivation of the Catalan phrase /prudüirá#5ksidásyó/ 'it will produce oxydation'. Destressing (24) removes all but the rightmost stress within a word, Glide Formation (36) forms glides from unstressed high vowels after another vowel, and Vowel Reduction (49) reduces unstressed vowels, e.g., going to u. More detailed discussion of the derivation can be found in section 9 of Chapter 1, (62).

(2)  

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{GL. FOR. DESTRESS} \\
\text{VOW. RED.} \\
\text{GL. FOR. DESTRESS} \\
\text{VOW. RED.} \\
\text{GL. FOR. DESTRESS.} \\
\text{VOW. RED.}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{GL. FOR.} \\
\text{DESTRESS} \\
\text{VOW. RED.} \\
\text{GL. FOR.} \\
\text{DESTRESS.} \\
\text{VOW. RED.}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{GL. FOR.} \\
\text{DESTRESS} \\
\text{VOW. RED.}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{pruduirawksidasyó}
\end{array}
\]
We can distinguish three different cases under which a cyclic rule might meet condition (1B), the SCC. Each one is a sufficient condition for a rule to apply properly in any given cycle. Correspondingly, when none of the cases is met the SCC blocks the rule (i.e. the rule cannot apply properly on the given cycle).

(3) A cyclic rule R applies properly on cycle j if either a, b or c is met:

a. R makes specific use of information uniquely in cycle j. That is, it refers specifically to some A in $C.XAY[j-1...j]Z$ or $C.Z[j-1...j]XAY$.

b. R makes specific use of information within different constituents of the previous cycle which cannot be referred to simultaneously until cycle j. R refers thus to some A, B in $C.X[j-1...j]A...Y[j-1...j]B...Z[j]$.

c. R makes specific use of information assigned on cycle j by a rule applying before R.

(3a) is Strict Cyclicity as it appears in Kean (1974). She proposes that "on any cycle A no cyclic rule may apply to material within a previous cycle B without making crucial use of material uniquely in A" (p. 179). Notice that Kean's version is stronger than (3) in a sense, since it blocks application of a cyclic rule even if cases (3b) or (3c) are met.

Thus counterexamples to her proposal are cases of rules that apply when (3b) or (3c) obtain, and counterexamples to the version proposed here would be cases that fall under (3b) or (3c) where application of a rule is blocked. Cases that fall under (3a) constitute evidence for or against, if the rules should be blocked) both versions.
Let us first examine the cases where a rule is allowed to apply in each of the three cases in (3), and then consider the cases where it is blocked.

Application of cyclic rules under (3a) can be illustrated with [lafyntimitat] 'the intimacy' and [ala] 'high' (/alt/). Cluster Simplification, which will be presented in Chapter 2, section 6, has as one of its effects the deletion of t in the context l____#. I assume the lexical root is a cyclic node:

(4) [ [ la[ [intim]itat ] ] [###alt###]#]

Underlying forms should be as in (4), since we have [intim] 'intimate' and [alta] 'high' (fem); see Chapter 1 for details concerning underlying stress. Both the a (a after Vowel Reduction) in the first example and one # in the second are made reference to by the corresponding rules, and are uniquely within the domain of the outermost cycle.

Other similar examples can be found in this work and in other cyclic accounts of phenomena in other languages as well.

Condition (3b) can be illustrated with the compound franco-italiå 'Franco-Italian'. Its members are pronounced in isolation [fråjku], [italyå], but the compound is [fråjkuytålyå] (irrelevant constituent structure and boundaries omitted):

(5) [ [fråjku] [italyå] ]

When the last cycle is reached, all the crucial information for Glide Formation, i.e. the sequence ui, is within the previous cycle,
but the rule can refer to both \( \text{u} \) and \( \text{i} \) only as a result of the last cycle. Notice that (3b) is also involved in our previous derivation (2), in the last cycle.

(3c) asserts that a cyclic rule applies properly on a given cycle if it is fed (in the sense of Kiparsky (1968), 196, 197) by a rule that has applied on the same cycle. The rules of Vowel Reduction (Chapter 1, (49)) have the effect of converting unstressed vowels \( \text{a, e, e} \) to \( \text{u} \) and \( \text{e, o} \) to \( \text{u} \). The rule of Destressing mentioned before will supply specific information which is crucial for Vowel Reduction. Thus according to (3c), Vowel Reduction should apply even if the vowel is within an inner cycle. And in fact from [plát] 'dish' we get [plɔtɛt] 'small dish' and from [dirəktɔri] 'directory', [dirəkturiəl] 'directorial':

(6) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{[plát] ġt} & \quad \text{[ [dirəktɔri]iljál]}
\end{align*}
\]

(last cycle)
DESTRESS. \( \text{a} \)
VOW. RED. \( \text{u} \)

So far I have presented evidence that favors the notion "phonological cycle" presented in (1), but that would be consistent with a weaker formulation (e.g. the extremely weak version (1) without the requirement of proper application). This is so because all the cases discussed involved rules that were allowed to apply. In order to show that the condition or applicability of cyclic rules should be as strong as (1), we should present evidence that supports the cases of blocking of cyclic rules predicted by (1).

Before proceeding, recall that the kind of evidence presented disfavors Kean's earlier version of the SCC since it allows rules to apply that violate (3a) but fall under either (3b) or (3c). It might be therefore useful to check the status of the evidence presented there and in other works based on it, and compare it to (1). As was pointed out above, counterexamples to (1) would be cases that fall under (3b)
or (3c) and where a cyclic rule is blocked. Interestingly enough none of the cases presented known to me (Kean (1974), Wilkinson (1974), Halle (1973a) and Halle (1973b)) fall in this category. That is, they all fall under (3a) and are therefore correctly included in our version of the SCC. Consider for example one of the crucial derivations for Klamath in Kean (1974):

\[(7) (47a)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{VOW. RED.}(21) \quad \text{VOW. RED.}(21) \quad \text{VOW. RED.} \quad \text{VOW. RED.} \\
& \text{VOW. DEL.}(18) \quad \text{VOW. DEL.}(18) \quad \text{VOW. DEL.} \quad \text{VOW. DEL.} \\
& \text{SON. CLUST.}(40) \quad \text{SON. CLUST.}(40) \quad \text{SON. CLUST.} \quad \text{SON. CLUST.}
\end{align*}
\]

(3a) predicts that no rule applies to innermost constituents. (3b) cannot be met obviously in that case, and for (3c),
a rule should have applied first, but this rule itself would be subject to (3c), and so on. (3a) requires that there is some A referred to by the rule in \[ jXY(j_1...j)Z \] or \[ jZ(j_1...j)XY \], which cannot be the case for innermost constituents. I shall call the domain of innermost constituent the 0th cycle and first cycle the smallest constituent that contains the 0th cycle, that is, the domain to which cyclic rules apply first.

Consider the following derivation, which involves [[triomf]alizm] 'triumphalism' (cf. [triomf] 'triumph', [triomf] 'triumphal').

(9) \[ \_2[\_10\_0\text{triomf}]_0\text{alizm}]_2 \]

1st
GL. FOR. 
DESTRESS. o
VOW. RED. 

2nd
GL. FOR. SCC
DESTRESS. a
VOW. RED. 
(φ-Ins.) a a

[triomf alizm]

On the first cycle (cycle 1) Glide Formation can't apply because the o hasn't been reduced nor destressed. Destressing can apply by (3a) because it uses specifically the stressed vowel outside the 0th cycle. Vowel Reduction applies then by (3c) since a previous rule, Destressing, has introduced the crucial information removing the stress on the o. On the second cycle the S.D. of Glide Formation is met, but its application would be improper. The sequence iu is wholly within a previous cycle, and conditions (3b) and (3c) don't apply, obviously. Therefore the SCC blocks it. Finally Destressing and Vowel Reduction apply again, meeting (3) as in the first cycle and φ is inserted word-finally (by rule (11), Chapter 3).

Another interesting example is provided by words ending in suffixes
that shift the stress to the preceding syllable, like i, ik, or graf ([fut graf] 'photographer', [fotu] 'photo', [sifilitik] 'syphilitic', [sifilis] 'syphilis', etc). Whenever one of these suffixes occurs, the preceding stressed vowel can be a, e, i, u, but never e or o. Furthermore there are alternations like [numérul] 'I enumerate'~[numéri] 'numerical', [sfýrek] 'sphere'~[sfýrik] 'spherical', [dirktð(r)] 'director'~[dirktóri] 'directory', etc. A rule with the effect

é --> ê and ô --> å would handle these cases. The rule doesn't apply when no prestressed suffix is present as the preceding alternations show. On the other hand, a separate rule is needed that stresses the vowel before a prestressed suffix. Saying that this rule, and the é --> ê, ô --> å rule both apply before some specific set of suffixes would amount to stating the same idiosyncratic environment twice. One could also say that the vowel change takes place if the stress has been assigned to it by the other rule, introducing global conditions. Both solutions are undesirable. Now consider what is predicted by (1) if both rules are cyclic. The alternating pair [séntri] 'he centers' (subj.)~[sėntrik] 'centric' will have the common root morpheme /séntr/ and the (unstressed) subjunctive morpheme /i/, and the (prestressed) morpheme /ik/.

(10) [[séntrli]] [[séntrlik]]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC-RULE</th>
<th>[ ]</th>
<th>[ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>é --&gt; ê</td>
<td>ê</td>
<td>ê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the 0th cycle no rule applies. On the 1st cycle the IC-Rule applies in the second example stressing the ê. Now ê --> ê will be able to apply in this case by condition (3c) since a previous rule assigned specific information required by the rule in question. This is not the case in the first example, and the SCC will block application of the second rule. (10) also shows that for a cyclic application to be proper it is sufficient that a rule on the same cycle assigns infor-
mation specifically required by the rule, regardless of whether or not this information was already present on previous cycles.

The formulation of the phonological cycle in (1) thus covers the evidence for Strict Cyclicity, as well as other empirical phenomena. Yet there is another interesting consequence of this revision of the SCC. Kiparsky (1974) proposed a condition on application of phonological rules by which

(11) (ALTERATION CONDITION)

Neutralization processes apply only to derived forms. .. [A] neutralization process can apply only if the input involves crucially a sequence which arises in morpheme combinations or through the application of phonological processes. (p. 65). .. [the Alternation Condition] must be restricted to obligatory rules. (p. 85)

As I shall show, the Alternation Condition is in fact covered by the SCC, and the numerous pieces of evidence brought forward in Kiparsky (1974) apply equally to it. To make the notion "derived" in (11) clearer and show its connection with the notion "proper cyclic application" in (1) and (3), let's consider the Finnish examples in Kiparsky (1974).

Rule (12) (= (2-1)) applies in (13a) and (13b) but not in (13c):

(12) t --> s / _i

(13) a. across morpheme boundary (e.g. /halut+i/ --> halusi) -- t --> s applies;

b. morpheme-internally, with derived i (e.g. /kante/ --> kansi) -- t --> s applies;

c. morpheme-internally, with underlying i (e.g. /koti/ --> koti) t --> s does not apply.

(13a), [Chalut3i] in our terms, allows (12) to apply by (3a),
since the rule crucially mentions material uniquely on the outer cycle. (13b) is a case covered by (3c), because a rule $e \rightarrow i$ applying on the outer cycle introduces information which is crucial for (12). On the other hand, in kotil, no rule applies on the 0th cycle, and on later cycles either, since (12) involves only the sequence $ti$ within the 0th cycle.

There still are two main differences between the Alternation Condition and the part of the Phonological Cycle that covers it. First, the SCC applies only to cyclic rules; secondly, the Alternation Condition applies only to obligatory neutralization rules. There are several possible ways of avoiding this problem; we could, e.g., modify the SCC, or keep it unchanged and changed the predictions of the Alternation Condition. Although much has to be done in this domain, I shall take the strongest position, namely that all and only obligatory neutralization rules are cyclic.²

Before returning to this proposal, it will be appropriate to discuss some methodological questions. It should be clear that there is no a priori reason to prefer a theory with cyclic grammar to a theory with noncyclic grammars (or, correspondingly, with cyclic or noncyclic components). A change from cyclic to noncyclic, or vice-versa, changes the class of languages generated but does nothing at all to the class of grammars. Hence no question of restrictiveness can be raised. On the other hand, a theory which allows rules (in general or in a given component in the grammar) to be cyclic or noncyclic language particularly defines a much larger set of possible grammars, and is thus a priori less preferable to a theory with cyclic rules, a theory with noncyclic rules, or a theory which gives some universal criterion for distinguishing cyclic from noncyclic rules.
All this does not mean that questions of restrictiveness can't be posed a posteriori in connection with cyclicity. It might very well be argued for example, that in order to account for some data, changing from a cyclic to a noncyclic theory forces us to resort to some mechanism that in fact increases the class of grammars. That was the case with the discussion of (10) where the Phonological Cycle made global rules unnecessary.

Returning to the takeover of the Alternation Condition by the SCC, it is clear that the solution proposed, restricting cyclic rules to a particular type of rules narrows the class of grammars in the desired way. The evidence presented in Kiparsky (1974) in favor of the Alternation Condition, can be easily reanalyzed cyclically, as far as I can see, although a cyclic alternative was not considered there and a reexamination of the examples would be in order. The data of Catalan covered in the present work, on the other hand, favor the proposal. The twenty-two rules presented have the following characteristics (I indicate in parentheses the number of the rule and the section where the argument for or against cyclicity appears; Roman numerals refer to the number of the chapter).

Six rules are neutralizing and obligatory, and can apply either cyclically or noncyclically, as far as I can see (IC-Rule (I, section 4), N-Deletion (II-46), R-Deletion (II-50), B to W (II-56), 1st and 2nd e-Insertion (III-(10), (11)). The other eight obligatory and neutralizing rules have to be cyclic (Destressing (I-24) I.8, Glide Formation (I-36), I.8, I.9, Vowel Reduction (I-49) I.8, I.9, Major Assimilation of Nasals (II-36) II.7, Cluster Simplification (II-28) II.7, Assimilation of Continuants (II-10) II.5, Contraction (II-23) II.5, D-Insertion (III-14) III.3). Of these rules, only the last is cyclic just because it obeys the
part of the SCC covered by the Alternation Condition and could be covered by it alone. Finally, the remaining rules are optional or non-neutralizing. Neither can be cyclic because the SCC would wrongly prevent application (Assimilation of Stops (II-7) II.2, Assimilation of Labial Stops (II-8) II.2, Minor Nasal Adjustment, (II-39), II.7 G to j (II-9) II.2, Assimilation of Laterals (II-12) II.7, Final R (II-17) III.4, Initial R (II-18) III.4).

Footnotes

1. Although the present formulation of the cycle was intended for Phonology, it is interesting that all the arguments presented in Bach and Horn (1976) against the formulation of SCC in Chomsky (1973) are covered by the present version. All the examples involve a rule operating on the outer cycle that introduces specific information used by a later rule that operates within the domain of the previous cycle.

2. Other proposals to characterize the class of cyclic rules have been made in Brame (1972) and Brame (1974).
1. Introduction

The most superficial observation about Catalan stress is that words are either unstressed, or else stressed on one of the last three syllables. To take the simplest cases, consider a few monomorphemic words with no or zero flexion marks.

(1) u 'it' ú '(letter) u'
    pòpá 'dad' pàpa 'pope'
    mòrit 'husband' mèrit 'merit'
    putàsi 'potassium' pròtàzi 'protasis'
    difícil 'difficult' dèfisit 'deficit'

Although oxytones are more common than paroxytones, and proparoxytones are least common, there is no clear correlation between place of stress or any other general property of morphemes.¹ There are, of course, some obvious observations to be made. Items belonging to major lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs) are always stressed. Monosyllabic words cannot be proparoxytone. Polymorphemic words show only one stress on the surface, the position being determined by the inherent properties of their constituent morphemes.

Affixes might be divided into three types, stressed, unstressed, and prestressed. Unstressed affixes don't affect the stress of the stem and, of course, show up unstressed on the surface. Stressed prefixes don't show any stress on themselves, nor do they affect the stress on the stem, but their stress is needed, since it has an effect upon other phonological processes that will be discussed later. Stressed suffixes show stress on the surface (provided no other stressed suffix follows, in which case it gets stressed) and cause the stem (and any preceding stressed suffix) to
lose its stress. Finally, prestressed suffixes show no stress on themselves, but cause the stress of the stem to be positioned on its last syllable, i.e. the one preceding the suffix. Here are some examples:

(2) **Unstressed**

in-, -ə innúmarə (root, númar) 'countless' (fem.)
daz-, -i dazgásti (root, gást) 'he wears away' (subjunctive)

**Stressed**

-āl numarāl 'numeral'
mál-, -á malgastā 'to waste'

**Prestressed**

-ik numārik 'numerical'

Most inflectional suffixes are unstressed. Thus the feminine marker ə, the masculine marker u and most verbal suffixes don't bear or affect stress. A few verbal flexion markers, however, are stressed. The same is true of most derivational suffixes. Some of them belong to the class of prestressed suffixes, like -ik. Prefixes never affect the stress of the stem, and can be unstressed or stressed.

So far we just have a rather simple outline of stress patterns in Catalan. Nonetheless we can begin to make some assumptions about the general characteristics of stress assignment, i.e., of the formal devices that will account for stress in Catalan. I will discuss two basic types of treatments. They can be distinguished by the presence or absence of prosodic (in particular, stress) features in underlying representations. So in the first type, stress is assigned to words solely by rule, in terms of segmental, morphological and syntactic properties of strings. This is the kind of analysis developed in Chomsky and Halle (1968) and in numerous subsequent work based on it. Under the second type of treatment, stress is predicted on the basis of both phonological rules and un-
derlying prosodic properties of lexical items. To give a somewhat more
external characterization of the two approaches, the basic idea or guiding
hypothesis in the first one is that, since stress is discovered to be
largely predictable, finding the correct stress assignment rules will
simplify underlying representations to the point of getting rid of prosod-
ic information in the lexicon. The second solution, on the other hand,
argues that prosodic information in the lexicon and a reduction of phono-
logical rules and diacritic features is the right answer. Needless to
say—yet important to remember—that the question of grammar simplicity,
and a fortiori the question of relative simplicity of different parts in
the grammar, is empirical. In other words, we should determine which of
the solutions is empirically supported, and construct the formalism so
that the other solution is either excluded or less highly valued. This
does not mean, of course, that questions of restrictiveness—as distinct
from questions of simplicity—cannot be raised.

In the next section, I shall present an analysis of the first type,
where stress is assigned by two rules. In section 3 some inadequacies of
the analysis will be pointed out, and in section 4 an alternative that
belongs to the second type will be proposed.

2. Stress Assigned by Rule

An example of "standard" treatment is the detailed analysis by
Wheeler (1974), chapter II and 129-131, 310-311. It also has the merit
of being part of a work dealing with other phenomena relevant to stress,
so that the solution reached has rather considerable motivation, given
the framework.

I will first discuss the Major Stress Rule and the Minor Stress
Rule, and then deal with two sets of verbal forms that require special
Stress is assigned by two rules, the Major Stress Rule and the Minor Stress Rule (MSR and MinorSR henceforth). Lexical items are marked either [+E], or [-E]. Items marked [+E] are redundantly marked [-Major Stress Rule]. The diacritic feature [+E] is thus used to distinguish two basic nonpredictable stress patterns. Let's consider the MSR first:

(3) \([\text{+syll]} \longrightarrow \text{[+stress]} / \text{[X}_0 \text{[+seg]} < ([\star \text{syll}]+_1 \text{hi})]< \text{N,A}>\]

To begin with, in no case can the MSR apply in expansions with both \([\text{+seg} Internet and [+syll]+_1 \text{V when [+seg]=V, since there are no underlying VVV sequences (if [+seg]=C then } C_0(\text{[+seg]}) \text{ is equivalent to } C_0). The other expansions with some characterized examples, are the following:

(4) a. \(-C_0 [\text{+hi}] +V +\left[\begin{array}{l}
\text{-vocal} \\
\text{coron} \\
\text{-distr}
\end{array}\right]_N,A \text{ karísi+e+s PROPARoxyTONES in i+e, u+e}

b. \(-C_0 [\text{+hi}] +V \#_N,A \text{ karísi+e 'caress'}

c. \(-C_0 \text{ & seg} [\text{-vocal} +\text{coron} \#_N,A \text{ martiri+ts imit+e+n PARoxyTONES in } -C\#}

 'torments' 'they imitate'

(\text{pl.}) \text{ antik+e askúp+e OXYTONES in } C\!C\# \text{ 'ancient' 'you spit'}

mártiri imit+u \text{ PARoxyTONES in } V\# \

'de torment' 'I imitate'

antik askúp OXYTONES in C\# \

'ancient' 'he spits'
e. $-C_0^+\{[-\text{vocal}][\text{+coron}][\text{-distr}]\}$ already covered by d.

f. $-C_0^+\{[-\text{vocal}][\text{+coron}][\text{-distr}]\}$

The final $[-\text{vocal}][\text{+coron}][\text{-distr}]$, which covers $s$ and $n$, stands for the plural marker $s$ and 3rd person plural marker $n$. The two other morphemes consisting of a single consonant are $m$ and $w$, the 1st and 2nd person plural markers. Being excluded from (4 a, b, c), expansion (4d) applies to them and the corresponding verbal forms get oxytone stress. So the contrast $\text{sur+ti+n} 'they go out' (subjunctive) - sur+ti+m 'we go out' (subj.) is gotten.

$[+\text{syll}][+\text{high}] [+\text{v}]$ stands for a considerable number of words ending in $+$ (and some in $u+$) that are stressed on the preceding syllable. Since words with the same ending but stressed on the penultimate vowel ($+$) exist, those are considered to be /iy+e/ underlyingly. Although no mention is made of them, words in $u+$ (like $\text{cacatu}$ 'cockatoo') would have to end in /uw+a/, accordingly. (Existence of independent support for a rule with the effect iy $\rightarrow$ i is claimed).

The angled brackets are an attempt to capture the fact that verbs, as opposed to nouns and adjectives, are never stressed before the last syllable of the stem. Thus compare:

(5) $\text{kər+isi}+$ 'caress' $\text{əkər+isi}+$ 'he caresses'
$\text{bəlu}+$ 'value' $\text{əbəl+u}+$ 'he evaluates'
$\text{t̠imit}$ 'shy' $\text{i+tim+idi}+$ 'he intimidates'

For the remaining cases, the rule stresses the last syllable if the word ends in C, and the penult if it ends in V (expansion (4d)) and the
only vowel in monosyllables even if it is final (4f).

A considerable number of lexical items, which are marked [+E], do not undergo the MSR. They are instead subject to the Minor SR which reads

(6) \[ \text{[+syll]} \rightarrow \text{[+stress]} / [X_{-}C_{0}[\text{[+E]}][\text{[+segm]}][\text{[+segm]}(+C)] \]

and can be expanded into

(7) \[ \]

a. \[ -C_{0}[\text{[+E]}][\text{[+segm]}][\text{[+segm]}(+C)] \]

b. \[ -C_{0}[\text{[+E]}][\text{[+segm]}][\text{[+segm]}(+C)] \]

c. \[ -C_{0}[\text{[+E]}][\text{[+segm]}(+C)] \]

d. \[ -C_{0}[\text{[+E]}][\text{[+segm]}(+C)] \]

\[ C_{0}[\text{[+syll]}] \]

accounts for the extra syllable the stress is shifted backwards for items marked [+E], the following [+segm] ensuring that [+syll] is nonfinal.

Before discussing the inadequacies of MSR and Minor SR, let me present some cases connected with verbal morphology that are dealt with in a special way.

Some tenses, mainly the past indicative and the past subjunctive, show paroxytone stress not predicted by the MSR (recall that verbs are redundantly marked [-E]):

(8) \[ \text{pint+â+bâ+w 'you-pl painted'} \]

\[ \text{bib+i+a+f+m 'we lived'} \]

\[ \text{pint+é+si+m 'we painted' (subjunctive)} \]

Two alternative solutions are proposed. One consists of a rule
assigning the feature [+El to the appropriate verb forms so that they undergo the Minor SR, 

(9) \[ V \longrightarrow [+El] \begin{array}{c} +\text{PRET} \end{array} \begin{array}{c} -\text{INF} \end{array} X \longrightarrow [+\text{lab.}] \]

[+\text{PRET} \begin{array}{c} -\text{INF} \end{array}] defining the corresponding tenses, and [+\text{lab.}] the class containing \( m \) and \( v \), the 1st and 2nd person markers, respectively. Under the second alternative the MSR is modified so that final s and n (2nd sg. and 3rd pl.) suffixes are extended to m and v in the appropriate tenses.

(10) \[ V \longrightarrow [+\text{stress}] / \begin{array}{c} \text{X} \langle [-\text{PRET}] \rangle \begin{array}{c} \text{c} \end{array} \begin{array}{c} \text{C} \end{array} \begin{array}{c} 0 \end{array} \langle [+\text{segm}] \rangle \langle [+\text{high}] \rangle \begin{array}{c} \text{V} \end{array} \rangle \langle [+\text{cont.}] \rangle \rangle \]

condition: if c then d

A second case in verbs where stress falls on the syllable preceding the one normally stressed by the MSR, involves two irregular verbs, caber, 'to fit in' and saber, 'to know' which show the following forms in the present subjunctive:

(11) kápigə sápigə
kápigəs sápigəs
kápigə sápigə
ekápigém sápigém
ekápigéw sápigéw
kápigan sápigan

The MSR would stress the 1st and 2nd plural forms correctly but would wrongly stress the vowel i in the remaining forms. To prevent this, a rule is proposed that assigns the feature [+El to 1st, 2nd and 3rd sg. and 3rd pl. in present subjunctive for verbs sar- and caber.

For unstressed words several rules affecting boundaries are proposed. Thus prepositions and conjunctions are assigned word boundaries in the lexicon (or alternatively by rule). In the case of unstressed
prepositions or conjunctions (a, amb, de, en, per, i, que) a special rule deletes the word boundary so that stress rules can't apply. Compounds are treated as two-stress words (compounds are discussed later, sections 6 and 8).

3. Discussion

To summarize, the assignment of stress works as follows. Two rules, MSR and Minor SR, assign stress to lexical items. One rule assigns stress to a last nonfinal vowel (i.e., /C_0 [+segm]#) optionally followed, in N's and A's, by the following sequences of suffixes, characterized in the S.D. of the rule by their segmental properties: i+a, u+a, plural marker s, 2nd person sg. s, 3rd person pl. n. The Minor SR assigns stress in similar though not identical conditions, one syllable further back.

MSR and Minor SR are disjunctive. Disjunctivity is attained in the following way. Items are marked either [+E] or [-E]. A redundancy rule marks [+E] items with a rule feature, [-MSR]. Some verb forms that are subject to the Minor SR are marked also [+E] by a special rule.

One of the main characteristics of this system is that disjunctivity is gotten through the use of diacritic features and rule features, instead of restricting it to the use of parentheses. Notice that the former procedure doesn't force the S.D. of one of the rules to be a proper subset of the other. Thus, in this case, a) MSR and Minor SR share identical expansions, and b) there are strings that never meet the S.D. of the rules. In the first case either of the specifications of the diacritic feature E would do to get the correct stress assigned, in the second the implicit claim is that some class of strings never receive stress. As one might expect, most of the examples that would fall in the second
case (S.D.'s not met) are either impossible or nonexisting phonological representations. Actual examples, however, are also found. Consider the words vértebra, ōmicron, intégra, 'honest' (fem), Hélsinkki, Júpiter, déficit. They should be marked [+E], since the only case where the MSR yields proparoxytones is when the sequence [+syll]+V occurs (like in karísí+a). Now consider how these items would be stressed by the Minor SR (6). The +C part of the rule never plays a role since no final consonant is a morpheme on its own.

(12) ( (7b)) ( (7d))

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bërtæ} & \quad r + a & \text{bërtæ} & \quad r + a & \text{NO STRESS} \\
\text{intæ} & \quad g & \quad r + a & \text{intæ} & \quad r + a & \text{NO STRESS} \\
\text{ālsi} & \quad ŋ & \quad k & \quad i & \text{ālsi} & \quad ŋ & \quad k & \quad i & \text{NO STRESS} \\
\text{omi} & \quad k & \quad r & \quad u & \quad n & \text{omi} & \quad kr & \quad u & \quad n & \text{āmikrun} \\
\text{župi} & \quad t & \quad r & \quad župi & \quad t & \quad r & \text{župíter} \\
\text{dēfi} & \quad s & \quad i & \quad t & \text{dēfi} & \quad s & \quad i & \quad t & \text{dēpisit}
\end{align*}
\]

(where \( \text{\textasciitilde} \) means S.D. not met)

For three items the S.D. is not met and they are left unstressed, whereas for the other three the wrong vowel gets stressed. It might be possible that changing the form of the rules might account for vértebra, intégra, Hélsinkki and similar examples, but for the rest a new rule and a new feature would be needed. Words like déficit could in fact be stressed on any of the vowels (cf. dēpisit, sulisit 'solicitous', plabisit 'plebiscite').

A second case of nonpredictable stress is provided by polysyllabic words ending in a stressed vowel. Under either MSR or Minor SR the stress would be assigned to one of the nonfinal vowels. Wheeler (1974), p. 310,
proposes an underlying final r for these cases. There is a general rule deleting final r, as illustrated by the following alternations (see also Chapter 2, section 9):

(13) kə̃rē 'street' kə̃rərō 'alley'
pō 'fear' purǔk 'fearful'
dū 'hard' dūrə 'hard' (fem)
flō 'flower' flurētə 'small flower'
sə̃nse 'whole' sə̃nserə 'whole' (fem)
klā 'clear' klə̃ritat 'clarity'

But for some words with no derivative there is no evidence of an underlying final r:

(14) mərsə 'mercy' šimpanzē 'chimpanzee'
bustē 'you' (polite) kumitē 'committee'
tə̃rənnə 'disposition, way of acting'
tə̃bū 'taboo' məmā 'mum'
papū 'Papuan' purē 'pure'
pəpā 'daddy' rundō 'rondo'
bəmbū 'bamboo' sufā 'sofa'
munəstī 'monastery' šampū 'shampoo'

Furthermore, in cases where derivatives occur, no r appears:

(15) kə̃fē 'coffee' kə̃fərərīə 'coffeehouse'
pərunē 'fibula' pəruneál 'fibular'
frənəzī 'frenzy' frənəzīə 'frenzy'
pərū 'Peru' pərəu 'Peruvian'

Of course there is an expansion of MSR that would stress a final vowel, namely —C₀#(=l4f)), but in polysyllabic words the expansion —C₀ [+segm]# would apply first. Hence a new diacritic feature triggering
the appropriate expansion would be needed to stress word final vowels.

Another set of cases that also involve oxytone stress is treated in a different way. Future and conditional tenses have stress on the desinence, whereas MSR would predict stress on the thematic vowel for future singular and 3rd plural and stress on the desinence for 1st and 2nd plural and conditional. Minor SR would give even worse results, retracting stress further back. The following examples correspond to the verb *cantar* 'to sing', the underlined vowel being the one stressed by MSR.

(16) 
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{kantaré} & \quad \text{kantaría} \\
\text{kantarás} & \quad \text{kantarías} \\
\text{kantará} & \quad \text{kantaría} \\
\text{kantaré} & \quad \text{kantaríam} \\
\text{kantarés} & \quad \text{kantaríes} \\
\text{kantarén} & \quad \text{kantarión}
\end{align*} \]

The solution proposed goes along the lines of Harris (1969), 91-98 for future and conditional in Spanish. These tenses are analyzed as an infinitive (*cantár*) and an inflected auxiliary verb (*è, ás, etc.; ía, íes, etc.*), namely the verb *haver*, also used to form perfect compound tenses (*he cantat, etc.*). See Appendix II for conjugation of *haver*.

No real argument is offered to support the claim that future and conditional are compound forms, except, of course, that stress is correctly assigned by MSR. In addition the conditional desinence differs from the corresponding form of *haver* and a v deletion rule which is not independently motivated has to be posited.

(17) 
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{stress-as.} & \quad \hat{\varepsilon} \\
\text{v-delet.} & \quad \emptyset \\
\text{truncation} & \quad \emptyset \\
\text{kantar} & \quad \hat{\varepsilon} \\
\text{kantar} & \quad \text{ía}
\end{align*} \]
Of course there exist similarities between future and conditional on the one hand, and infinitive+ have on the other. But this does not mean that such similarities have to be accounted for by the grammar. The explanation is, at least in part, historical. Future and conditional were once compound forms as shown by the fact that clitic pronouns could appear between infinitive and auxiliary. The question is rather whether the forms that are similar for historical reasons are analyzed today as compounds. Verbs with allomorphic roots usually have the same allomorph for infinitive, future and conditional (as would be expected historically) but this is not always the case: we thus have, along with the normal 1st person sg. form for cantar in (17), the following 1st person sg. forms.

(18) Future       Conditional       Infinitive
pudré          pudría           pugér          'can'
səbré          səbría           səbér          'to know'
kəbré          kəbríe           kəpigér         'to fit in'
əwərè          əwəríe           əbér           'to have'
suldré         suldríe           sulér           'to use to'
bəldré         bəldríe           bəlgér         'to be worth'
buldré         buldríe           bulgér         'to want'
tindré         tindríe           tənir          'to have'
bindré         bindríe           bənir          'to come'
ənirè          əniríe           ənár           'to go'

If, as will be proposed in Chapter 3, Future and Conditional forms have been reanalyzed, into a sequence of verb stem-desinence (tense and person markers) as all other tenses, these facts can be easily explained. In a synchronic analysis, just as we have different stems, e.g. for the
first two verbs in (18), as in gerund pug\textsuperscript{\textdag}nt, sap\textsuperscript{\textdag}nt, respectively, and 3rd person Pl. Present Indicative p\textsuperscript{\textdag}d\textsuperscript{an}, s\textsuperscript{\textdag}b\textsuperscript{an}, respectively, we find the same allomorphic stems pug\textsuperscript{\textdag} and sap\textsuperscript{\textdag} in the Infinitive, and p\textsuperscript{\textdag}d and s\textsuperscript{\textdag}b in Future and Conditional (in these tenses the stem vowel changes because it is destressed; see note 3). Diachronically, if Present, Future and Conditional were formed on the Infinitive, we would expect any change in the Infinitive stem or desinence to be carried over to these tenses, which is not the case. On the contrary, if Future and Conditional are independent tenses, we expect the facts in (18), namely that they take their own allomorphic stems, not necessarily the same as those of the Infinitive. The same is true of the desinence. In Chapter 2, section 9, I shall argue that a class of verbs has an irregular Infinitive marker \textsuperscript{\textdag} (instead of \textsuperscript{\textdag}). As expected, Future and Conditional show up with the \textsuperscript{\textdag} of their tense marker even though the Infinitive lost its \textsuperscript{\textdag} at some previous stage.

Another characteristic of the system under discussion is the use of phonological information to characterize the morphological environment in which a rule applies. In the MSR, for example, the rule applies regardless of the presence or absence of the plural marker (s), the 2nd sg. marker (s), and the 3rd pl. marker (n). Stating this as (+vocal, +coron, distr) at the end of the environment amounts to claiming that the generalization is of phonological nature. Given the fact that the number of morphemes consisting of a single consonant is scarce, this claim is difficult to support or discredit. However, let's imagine a situation where this would be possible. Suppose Catalan changes some of its suffixes. In the Present Indicative the present 1st person sg. marker is u and the 1st person plural marker is m. Thus surt\textsuperscript{\textdag}u 'I go
out' is stressed by MSR (expansion (4d)) on the penultimate syllable ([súrtu]), and surt+i+m on the last since m is [-coron] and (4d) and not (4c) is met ([surtîm]). (i is the thematic vowel, that deletes in some cases, like in surt+u). Now suppose the underlying form of u and m changed to ut and n, respectively. Normally when a change is introduced in underlying representations, the existing phonological rules apply to the new underlying forms as well. Thus in Catalan a rule voices word final continuants before an immediately following word initial voiced segment:

(19) triómf 'triumph' triómvànàmík 'enemy's triumph'
pás 'step' pázhârk 'long step'
pêš 'fish' pêžikârń 'fish and meat'

Recent borrowings ending in θ and x which were not part of the underlying representations of Catalan undergo the rule as any other item:

(20) el senyor Smi[θ] el senyor Smi[â]rríba
 'mister' 'arrives'
J. S. Ba[x] J. S. Ba[x] [m]lagraða
 'pleases me'

There is some reason to believe that the opposite would happen to our previous hypothetical cases, i.e., that despite the change in segmental form, the new verbal suffixes would behave in the same way with respect to stress. But the present rules predict a change in stress for those new forms:

(21) surt+u surt+i+m

(4d) _C₀ [+segm] (4d) _C₀ [+segm] (C₀=0)

(4d) _C₀ [+segm] (4c) _C₀ [+segm]^+[vocal ]

(4d) _C₀ [+segm] (C₀=0)

[-distr]
Of course to say that one would expect or find more natural to have the stress pattern preserved in spite of minor phonological changes in underlying representations does not make (21) a counterexample. Although some real, more detailed case of that sort would be needed, it is perhaps worth observing that in the evolution from Latin, stress pattern tends to be preserved in the Romance Languages. Just to give an example, consider the Present Indicative in Latin, Catalan, Italian and Spanish (respectively):

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{amo} & \text{amo} & \text{amo} & \text{amo} \\
\text{amas} & \text{ames} & \text{ami} & \text{amas} \\
\text{amat} & \text{ama} & \text{ama} & \text{ama} \\
\text{amàmus} & \text{amèm} & \text{amíamo} & \text{amàmos} \\
\text{amàtis} & \text{amèu} & \text{amàte} & \text{amàis} \\
\text{amànt} & \text{àmen} & \text{àmano} & \text{àman} \\
\end{array}
\]

Moreover, the hypothetical form with ut instead of u does actually occur in a Catalan dialect close to the one discussed here. The actual form is [surtut] and not [ surgut] as would be predicted by the MSR.

4. Underlying Stress

In the following paragraphs I will present a system that follows from a quite different assumption, namely that for Catalan, stress, rather than being a feature added in the course of the derivation, is like other segmental features part of the underlying representation of morphemes.

This doesn't mean that there are not generalizations to be captured or that surface stress is entered in the lexicon. First, conditions on well-formedness of underlying representations will restrict it to one of the three last vowels, the rest remaining unstressed. As far as
monomorphemic nominals are concerned, this condition will do. Furthermore, such regularities as nonexistence of unstressed major lexical categories, oxytone character of verbal stems, can be easily accounted for in a similar way. In the case of polymorphemic words, three different situations may arise. In case only one stressed morpheme is present, the word stress falls on its accented syllable. If there are several stressed morphemes in the word, the word stress falls on the stressed vowel of the last one. Therefore a rule destressing all but the last stressed vowel is needed:

(24) \( V \rightarrow [-\text{str}] \) /###X ___ Y [+str] Q###

The third case, where prestressed suffixes are involved, poses interesting problems. It is not possible to predict the effect of a prestressed suffix from the underlying stress pattern of the suffix. Consider the following cases, where the two possible alternatives (i.e. [+stress] and [-stress]) are considered for ic (desgästen 'they wear away', malgastador 'spendthrift', atómic 'atomic').

(25) desgästen  malgastador  átomic  átomic

Destressing - - - a a a - a - - -

desgästen  malgastador  atomic  átomic

If ic has no underlying stress, it will behave like en in mal-
gästen, and stress will remain in the position it had in the stem (penult since 'atom' is átom). If, on the other hand, we enter ic stressed, Destressing will apply. So we will get either atomic, or átomic but not the actual atómic. One might think of different solutions to the problem. In any event, prestressed suffixes must carry the information that distinguishes them from both unstressed and stressed suffixes; some kind of boundary, for instance, might be proposed. Another in-
Interesting possibility is to adopt an autosegmental representation of stress in underlying form where suffixes like ic had penultimate stress. Under any proposal, however, it is clear that there must be some rule, call it IC-Rule, assigning stress to the vowel preceding the suffix. I will return to this problem later.

Let us now turn to the problem of dealing with the facts accounted for by MSR and Minor SR and the problems that arose.

For the stress of words ending in ita, u+a, (section 2) (e.g. agonía vs. angúnia) there is no more need for setting up an otherwise little motivated underlying /iy+a/, /uw+a/ to get the stress on penultimate syllable. Instead, the first word will have underlying stress on the last syllable of the root, the second word on the penultimate: /agoni+a/, /anguni+a/.

The use of the diacritic feature BEJ (section 2) and the others that are also needed (see section 3) will be dispensed with. Differences in stress pattern that are lexically idiosyncratic will be differences in underlying representation, and not differences of membership in classes of lexical items as defined by a set of diacritic features. Notice that diacritic features like BEJ are operative just for stress. There won't be need for rules assigning rule features either. Let's consider the cases involving verb forms. A detailed and systematic analysis will be presented in Chapter 3. A verb form has a stem consisting of a root, possibly with derivational affixes, and a thematic vowel. The stem is followed by tense markers, and these by person markers (in the finite forms). Under the present system the stress should fall on the root when no stressed suffixes follow, and on the last stressed suffix if there are any. Such an analysis is compatible with the data furnished by verbal morphology. Considering the thematic vowel and the
future and conditional markers stressed (as well as the root and any derivational suffix in the stem), and all other suffixes unstressed, accounts for all the verbal stress patterns. See Chapter 3 for details. I shall give here only a set of illustrative forms (verb bullir 'to boil'; whole paradigm in (1), Chapter 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(26) ROOT THEMATIC VOWEL</th>
<th>TENSE MARKER</th>
<th>PERSON MARKER</th>
<th>SURFACE FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bûl  Ø</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>bûlu 'I boil'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûl  i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>bulias 'you boiled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûl  i</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>bulisim 'we boiled (subj.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûl  i</td>
<td>rê</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>buliré 'I shall boil'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûl  i</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>bulim 'we boil'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûl  i</td>
<td>ria</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>buliras 'you would boil'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be recalled that some verb forms presented some problems to stress assignment by MSR and Minor SR. Since verbs were redundantly marked [__E], the MSR had to apply to them. MSR assigns stress to the penultimate vowel only if the verb ends in a vowel ((bd)) or in n, s preceded by morpheme boundary. Thus cases (ba, b., c) are excluded. Proparoxytones like the irregular forms in (27d, e) (also in (11)) cannot be stressed at all by MSR. The solution proposed to deal with (8) and (11) involved some complications in the rule and use of rules assigning diacritic features to some verb forms. Consider now the underlyingly stressed forms and their phonetic counterpart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(27) THEMATIC VOWEL</th>
<th>THEMATIC VOWEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. pint+tê+î+m</td>
<td>pintâbên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. bíb+i+ê+m</td>
<td>bíbiâm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. pint+tê+si+m</td>
<td>pintésim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. kâpigt+ô+a</td>
<td>kâpigê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. sâpigt+ô+a</td>
<td>sâpigê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the cases where there is no thematic vowel the stress falls on the root, otherwise on the thematic vowel. Cases (d), (e), (f) are irregular. But notice that the irregularity involves suppletive forms for some tenses. In the present system there is no need to make stress assignment "irregular" as well, since surface stress follows from our system automatically. The irregularity of caber and saber consists of having two allomorphic roots /káːb/ and /káːpiɡ/.

Notice also that the previous system couldn't state the generalization that "irregular" stress occurs whenever "irregular" suppletive stems occur, since some forms, namely capigué, capiguéu, etc. get the "normal" stress. Under the present analysis, however, all forms in (27) are irregular, in the sense of having an allomorphic root /káːpiɡ/, but the fact that [káːpiɡɛm], [káːpiɡɛv] don't get penultimate but final stress, follows from the fact that they have--as in other verbs--a stressed thematic vowel. Destressing (24) erases the "anomalous" stress on the root.

For future and conditional no compound structure needs to be posited in order to get stress assigned correctly. Future markers ré, ré, and rá are stressed suffixes and so is the conditional marker rif. Destressing (24) will eliminate the root and the thematic vowel stress and the future and conditional forms will appear stressed, correctly, on the desinence.

5. Some Segmental Processes

Before continuing the discussion of our proposed stress system, some phonological processes have to be motivated and formulated in detail.

B-Devoicing. The combination [+syll] [+stress] [-son] [-lab] is almost always
realized phonetically as \( \overline{\overline{v}}p_1 \):

\begin{align*}
(28) \quad & k\acute{o}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{e} \quad 'music band' \quad u\acute{b}_{\acute{l}i\acute{k}} \quad 'oblique' \\
& f\acute{e}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{e} \quad 'feeble' \quad u\acute{b}_{\acute{l}i\acute{d}a} \quad 'to forget' \\
& m\acute{s}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{e} \quad 'furniture item' \quad u\acute{b}_{\acute{l}i\acute{g}a} \quad 'to force' \\
& d\acute{o}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{e} \quad 'double' \quad s\acute{\acute{e}}m\acute{b}_{\acute{l}a} \quad 'it is likely' \\
& a\acute{g}_{\acute{t}a}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{a} \quad 'stable' \quad f\acute{\acute{e}}b\acute{r}_{\acute{a}} \quad 'fever' \\
& a\acute{m}_{\acute{a}_{\acute{p}l}\acute{a}} \quad 'kind' \quad b\acute{i}_{\acute{d}_{\acute{r}a}} \quad 'glass' \\
& p\acute{\acute{g}_{\acute{p}l}_{\acute{a}}} \quad 'people' \quad a_{\acute{b}_{l}r^t_{\acute{a}t_{\acute{a}n}}} \quad 'ablative'
\end{align*}

Only the following exceptions are known to me:

\begin{align*}
(29) \quad & \tilde{r}_{\tilde{a}_{p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}}_{\tilde{k}_{\tilde{l}}}\kappa_{\tilde{l}}} \quad or \quad \tilde{r}_{\tilde{a}_{p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}}_{\tilde{p}_{\tilde{l}}}\kappa_{\tilde{l}}} \quad 'republic' \\
& p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}} \quad or \quad p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}} \quad 'public' \\
& b_{\tilde{i}_{b_{l}}_{l}i_{a}_{\tilde{b}{\tilde{l}}_{\tilde{i}}}} \quad 'Bible' \\
& b\acute{b}_{l_{l}i_{k}} \quad 'biblical'
\end{align*}

Furthermore, there exist some alternations \( \hat{b} \sim p \) in cases like those in (28):

\begin{align*}
(30) \quad & m\acute{s}_{\acute{p}_{\acute{l}l}_{\acute{a}}} \quad 'furniture item' \quad m_{u_{b}_{l}i_{y}_{a}r_{i}} \quad 'furniture' \\
& n\acute{a}_{\acute{p}_{\acute{l}l}_{\acute{a}}} \quad 'noble' \quad n_{u_{b}_{l}i_{y}_{a}r_{i}} \quad 'relative to nobility' \\
& b_{u_{k_{a}_{l}_{a}}} \quad 'word' \quad b_{u_{k_{a}_{l}u_{b}_{l}_{a}r_{i}}} \quad 'vocabulary' \\
& d_{i_{a}_{l}_{a}_{p_{l}l}_{a}} \quad 'devil' \quad d_{i_{a}_{b}_{l_{a}l_{i}_{k}}} \quad 'devilish' \\
& p_{u_{s_{i}_{p_{l}l}_{a}l_{a}}} \quad 'possible' \quad p_{u_{s_{i}_{b_{i}_{l}_{a}l_{i}_{t}}} \quad 'possibility' \\
& p_{r_{u_{b_{i}_{a}_{l}_{a}}_{p_{l}_{a}}} \quad 'probable' \quad p_{r_{u_{b_{i}_{a}_{l}_{a}}_{b_{i}_{l}_{a}l_{i}_{t}}} \quad 'probability'
\end{align*}

The structure of words where the labial is always voiceless is \( X_{\acute{v}_{p}_{l}_{a}} \), since final \( a \) is either epenthetic (no word ends up in surface structure as \( X_{C \{+\text{sonor} \}} \)). See rule (11), Chapter 3), or the feminine suffix. For the exceptions in (29) there are two possible analyses for the first two examples: \( \tilde{r}_{\tilde{a}_{p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}}_{k_{\tilde{l}}}a_{\tilde{k}_{\tilde{l}}}}, p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}k_{\tilde{l}}, \) or \( \tilde{r}_{\tilde{a}_{p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}}_{k_{\tilde{l}}}a_{\tilde{k}_{\tilde{l}}}}, p_{\tilde{u}_{b_{l}}}k_{\tilde{l}} \) since relation to \( p_{\tilde{s}_{\tilde{p}_{l}_{a}}} \) in (28) is debatable. For \( b_{\tilde{i}_{b_{l}}_{l}i_{a}_{\tilde{b}{\tilde{l}_{\tilde{i}}}} \) there is no independent morpheme \( b_{\tilde{i}_{b_{l}}} \) and it should be analyzed as \( b_{\tilde{i}_{b_{l}l}} \).
and excluded from the process of devoicing. Let's therefore propose tentatively the following rule, that would apply to items in (28) and (30) and exclude or not, depending on morphemic analysis, those in (29):

(31) \( b \rightarrow p / \tilde{v} \_l t + \)

The following examples might indicate that the process should be extended to \( g \):

(32) ñékłå 'rule'
    sêkłå 'century'
    ñékłå 'ruler'
    sîkłå 'cycle'
    ññékłå 'he arranges'

The only possible alternation, however, is ñékłå~ńregulár 'rule' ~ 'regular' where the relatedness is dubious. (31), thus extended, would not apply to words like [églå] 'eclogue' since there is no morpheme boundary after \( l \). Finally, [sîglå] 'acronym' is sîglå and constitutes hence a counterexample to extending (31) to \( g \). A modification for the status of (31) will be proposed at the end of section 9.

**Glide Formation.** Consider the following alternations:

(33) i tórnå 'he returns there' tórnå y 'return there!'
    sål i pá 'salt and bread' pá y sål 'bread and salt'
    u tórnå 'he returns it' tórnå w 'return it!'
    fëz un sål '(make a) jump!' fë wñ sål 'to (make a) jump'

In general an unstressed high vowel becomes a glide after another vowel and across word boundaries (the boundary between clitics i and u, and the verb should be weaker than boundaries between words). But the rule is also operative across morpheme boundary. Masculine marker is usually \( \emptyset \), but in a reduced number of cases it is u (feminine marker is a):
When the prestressed suffix ik appear after a vowel, they show up as y, yk:

(35) déw 'god' daizma 'deism'
impíw 'impious' impiatát 'impiety'
awrupíw 'European' awrupéa 'European' (fem.)
kunříw 'cultivated land' kunréa 'to cultivate land'
olžebraýyk 'algebraic' olžebra 'algebra'
diérýyk 'diarrhoeic' diérëa 'diarrhoea'

The distribution within morphemes, where both glide and vowel appear (řéyna 'queen', řaimêt 'small grape') will be dealt with later.

Glide Formation can be formulated as follows, where # stands for any number (including zero) of boundaries:

(36) $^{[+syl]}_{[+high]} [-syl] / [ [+syl] #_0 }$

6. Vowel Reduction

Catalan has seven distinct vowels, and the derived vowel âː 6
In unstressed position, the vowel system is generally reduced to three vowels, , , , as shown by the following derivatives of the examples in (38):

(39) ṣ̄kēt 'small sack' λuminós 'light' (adj.)
    purtuári 'related to harbor' (adj.) pálút 'hairy'
    gušás 'big dog' sarpóta 'big snake'
    āprimá 'to make thin'

It is clear that the rule that will account for these alternations will have as input the vowels of (38) and derive those in (39), but not in the opposite direction, since  and  have different sources.

The rule should have this effect:

(40) +stress -stress
Although this accounts for the vast majority of cases, there are examples where the process described does not take place. I will divide these "exceptions" in three groups:

1) **Contextual exceptions**
   
   Underlying e, ε, followed by a, ã (derivable from a), are phonetically e (instead of ã) when unstressed:

   (41) teátra 'theater'  paraphētāl 'fibular'
   reálitát 'reality'   lineāl 'linear'
   meándra 'meander'  kreañtrā 'he'll create'
   asteārik 'stearic'  kunrētā 'to cultivate'
   useanográf 'oceanographic' kunrētārā 'he'll cultivate'
   (cf. paraphē 'fibula', krea 'he creates' and kunrē 'he cultivates')

2) **Lexical exceptions**

   Some lexical items do not undergo the rule, but this property doesn't correlate to any other phonological or morphological property, i.e., it is lexically idiosyncratic.?

   (42) kláse 'class'  cf. with  plásē 'square'
   bóston  bósfur 'Bosphorus'
   soprano
   báter 'restroom'
   kátedra 'university chair'
   ópera
   deskártēs 'Descartes'  deskártēs 'you discard'
   klēra 'cholera'  kūlēra 'rage'

   Two things have to be said with respect to the class of cases exemplified in (42). First, ã appears in these forms, and, since it is not
present in underlying representation, the Vowel Reduction rule must have applied in some cases to the corresponding underlying source. Secondly, although the change to \(u\) and \(e\) is blocked, \(o\), \(e\) never appear in unstressed position (but \(o\), \(e\) do appear).

3) **Morphological exceptions**

Some compounds, prefixed words, or phrases show a single stress, and an unstressed non-reduced vowel before it:

(43) \(\text{se} \text{mi s} \text{en} \text{tr} \text{a} \) 'semi-center' \(\text{s} \text{en} \text{s} \text{a g} \text{än} \text{s} \) 'without hunger'

\(\text{rent} \text{a pl} \text{å} \text{ts} \) 'dishwasher' \(\text{k} \text{a} \text{p r} \text{a} \text{ó} \) 'no reason'

\(\text{k} \text{a} \text{r á} \text{gr} \text{a} \) 'heartburn' \(\text{k} \text{äm k} \text{ánt} \text{å} \) 'how he sings'

Since Vowel Reduction has been traditionally considered a general process, cases like (43) are usually treated as though the first element with the non-reduced vowel had a (secondary) stress on it. There is, however, evidence in Mascaró (1975), summarized here in Appendix I, that this is not the case. It is worth noting that here neither \(a\) "reduces" to \(e\) nor \(e\), \(o\) are "reduced" to \(e\), \(o\) respectively. The seven vowel distinction in stressed position remains in the case of morphological exceptions.

The formulation of the rule of Vowel Reduction poses no problem if the three kinds of exceptions just discussed are ignored. It might take, for example, the following form:

(44) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{+syll} & \rightarrow \text{+back} \\
\text{-hi} & \rightarrow \text{+ATR} \\
\text{-str.} & \rightarrow \text{+hi} \\
\langle \text{lab} \rangle & \rightarrow \langle \text{hi} \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

But it seems that at least the contextual exception should be built into the rule, its characterization being purely phonological. One problem is that the context most easily definable—most "natural"—is the context in which the rule does not apply, i.e. before [+CP].
Recall that the a's before which e appears will be a at the time Vowel Reduction applies. The context under which the rule applies is its complement, namely [-CP], [-syll], #. But assuming the latter generalization (i.e., before a non-CP vowel, a consonant, or word-finally) were to be right, we would still be faced with the problem of stating the structural change correctly. Recall that some kind of "partial" reduction with the effect ε → e is needed (krɛtā → kre+ā). Consider one possibility:

\[(45)\begin{bmatrix} +\text{syll} \\ -\text{hi} \\ -\text{str} \\ +\text{lab} \\ -\text{back}\end{bmatrix} / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{ATR} \\ -\text{hi} \\ +\text{lab} \\ +\text{back} \\ +\text{CP} \end{bmatrix}
\]

**CONDITION:** \(((\sim b \land \sim c) \leftrightarrow d) \land (b \rightarrow c)\)

(45) is a scheme for the following rules (\(V^1 = \begin{bmatrix} +\text{syll} \\ -\text{hi} \\ -\text{str}\end{bmatrix}\)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>RULE</th>
<th>EFFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a b c d</td>
<td>\begin{bmatrix} V^1 \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{ATR} \ +\text{hi} \ +\text{back} \end{bmatrix}</td>
<td>{\varepsilon} \rightarrow e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T T F i)</td>
<td>\begin{bmatrix} +\text{lab} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{ATR} \ +\text{back} \end{bmatrix}</td>
<td>{\circ} \rightarrow u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F T T F ii)</td>
<td>\begin{bmatrix} V^1 \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} -\text{ATR} \ -\text{hi} \ +\text{back} \end{bmatrix}</td>
<td>a \rightarrow \varepsilon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F F T Fiii)</td>
<td>\begin{bmatrix} V^1 \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{ATR} \ -\text{hi} \ +\text{back} \end{bmatrix}</td>
<td>{\varepsilon} \rightarrow \varepsilon \text{ (disjunctive with iv)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T F F T</td>
<td>no [+lab, -back] segment existing in Catalan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F F T iv)</td>
<td>\begin{bmatrix} V^1 \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{ATR} \ -\text{hi} \ -\text{back} \end{bmatrix}</td>
<td>/a {\varepsilon} \rightarrow e/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that \(\text{back}\) has to be added to the SD of the rule (since a \(\rightarrow \varepsilon /\varepsilon a\), cf. [sɔːrɪk] 'saharic!') and that Boolean conditions on expansions of brackets had to be introduced is a consequence of the
assumption that what we have been calling "Vowel Reduction" is a single process and has to be captured by a single rule. Since no evidence has been brought so far to strongly support such a claim, it might be advisable to consider some alternatives. Suppose we consider that the fact that e, e are realized as e before a has to be taken care of by a separate rule. Now this rule would have to be ordered with respect to the rule that accounts for the rest of the cases of Vowel Reduction. If ordered before, it would have to apply to e, e, and if after, to a since e, e would have been converted into a by the rule. To give an example,

(47) a. kréá
   b. kréá

   e, e → e e Vowel Red. a
   Vowel Red. *a a → e e

Quite clearly, only the second ordering could work, since under the ordering e, e → e — Vowel Reduction, the output of e, e → e would feed Vowel Red. and the final output would be *[kréá]. But consider what happens under the alternative ordering. The rule has to be formulated a → e / _a, and at this stage a is the reflex not only of unstressed e, e but also of unstressed a. Cases of aa, which would feed the rule also, show that the result is not ea but aa: [sáárik] 'Sahara' (cf. [sáára] 'Sahara'), [baál], 'Baal' ; furthermore a couldn't possibly have any other source than e, e or a. Even worse, the context of application, namely _a has been subject to Vowel Reduction and appears as _a, but _a originates also from _e, _e, in which case we don't want the rule to apply:

(48) kréá kréa+syó 'creation' pael+ýta 'small pan'

   a → e e a a a a e e e
   kréá kreasyó *pealéta
The second rule would wrongly apply to yield [palaÊta], since at this stage the e, ã distinction is lost.

Before rejecting the hypothesis that contextual exceptions are to be accounted for by a separate rule, let us pursue it a little bit further. In order to avoid the contrary results of the two possible orderings discussed, a → e should apply to a representation that will not undergo e reduction to a later and to a representation that has the distinction e, ã → a. The only way to achieve this without recourse to an increase in the power of phonological rules, allowing them to refer to more than one representation, is to split Vowel Reduction into two separate rules, (49a) and (49c), a → e being ordered between them. 8

(49)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
<th>c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+syll</td>
<td>+back</td>
<td>+syll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hi</td>
<td></td>
<td>-hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CP</td>
<td></td>
<td>+CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-str</td>
<td></td>
<td>-str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This solution avoids the use of rule-specific Boolean conditions on brackets, but has to state the whole process in three (perhaps two, see note(8)) steps. The need for having a single rule rests upon the need for capturing thereby a significant generalization. Rather, evidence can be presented that suggests that the opposite is true. In other words, in order to capture some generalization, two rules instead of one are needed. Recall that what we called "lexical exceptions"
were words that didn't show so to say "full" reduction but only partial reduction of unstressed vowels. Furthermore, one case, namely a, showed "full" reduction to a:

\[(50)\] 

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|}
\hline 
\text{partially reduced} & \text{totally reduced} \\
\hline 
a & \to \hat{a} \\
\hline \\
\varepsilon & \to e \\
\hline 
e & \to e \\
\hline 
\partial & \to o \\
\hline 
o & \to o \\
\hline 
\end{array}
\]

If rule (45) is adopted, some of its expansions must be prevented from applying to these kind of items and, furthermore, a separate rule must be introduced to achieve the partial reductions. Under the revised formulation of (49), however, it is sufficient to say that lexical exceptions are not subject to rule (49a), i.e., that they don't undergo \( \partial, \varepsilon \to u \) and \( \varepsilon, \varepsilon \to \partial \) reduction. They will undergo (49c), however, that makes unstressed vowels [+ATR], thus with the effect needed, i.e. \( \varepsilon, \varepsilon \to e; \partial, \partial \to o; \) and a \( \to a([-CP]) \) supplied by convention, see note 8).

Thus, having a separate "Major" Vowel Reduction rule captures the fact that (except for morphological exceptions which are dealt with later below) no \( \varepsilon, \partial \) or \( a \) appear unstressed in surface phonetic form, whereas \( o, e \) appear unstressed in some specific cases.

7. **Further Support for Underlying Stress**

One of the consequences of underlying stress is that before the Destressing rule applies, representations will have a considerable number of phonetically nonrealized stresses, a situation that didn't arise in the theory of stress outlined in section 2. It is possible at this
point to look for empirical evidence that would bear on this difference. In section 5 two rules were presented that had something in common, namely the feature [xstr] in the S.D. A theory that predicts stress by assigning it only to the vowels that will show it in surface phonetic form predicts that rule (31) will apply only to b after phonetic stress, and that (36) will fail to apply only if, the rest of the S.D. being met, the second vowel is phonetically stressed. If stress is underlying, on the other hand, it might be possible that underlying but not phonetically realized stress has an effect on rules (31) and (36). It might be possible that b devoices even after a phonetically unstressed vowel and i doesn't become a glide after another vowel even if unstressed. But, in addition, the conditions under which this could happen are limited precisely to the cases where an underlying stress further deleted by Destressing was present.

Let's now consider some of these situations. (cf. with (30) and (33)):

(51) o b ligaré 'I'll force' sa u quér 'elder'
enno b liré 'I'll make noble' re u matísme 'rheumatism'
mo b láble 'furnishable' re i etó 'kinglet'
su b limáble 'sublimable' arr u inát 'ruined'
pro b lemátic 'problematic' re i ncídír 'to relapse'
dia b lería 'devilry' rai met 'small grape'
no b léssé 'nobility' arca i tzava 'It was archaic'

In all cases the stress shows up in the surface to the right of the vowels that would be involved in the rules of B-Devoicing and Glide Formation. But the actual phonetic forms show p in some cases, b in others for the first set of examples, and i and y alternate similarly in the second set. Furthermore, (52) below shows that there is
a clearcut correlation between those alternations and the presence of an underlying stress predicted by our theory. In other words, \textit{b} devoices if the preceding vowel, though phonetically unstressed, was stressed underlyingly; \textit{i} doesn't become a glide if, although unstressed, it had a stress underlyingly. The presence of the crucial underlying stress in our examples (marked \(\_\)) is determined by the related forms in the second column:

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{llll}
\textbf{(52)} & \textbf{Related forms or derivatives} & \textbf{Obliga} & \textbf{obligar} \\
\hline
\textit{o}bli\textit{gar\textae} & \textit{obliga} & 'he forces', & \textit{obligar} & 'to force' \\
en\textit{n}obl\textit{ir\textae} & \textit{noble} & 'noble', & \textit{ennoblir} & 'to make noble' \\
m\textit{oble} & \textit{moble} & 'furniture', & \textit{moblir} & 'to furnish' \\
s\textit{ublim\textae} & \textit{sublim} & 'sublime', & \textit{sublimar} & 'to sublimate', & \textit{*sulim} \\
\textit{probl\textae} & \textit{problema} & 'problem', & \textit{*proble} & 'problem...' \\
di\textit{e} & \textit{di\textae}ble & 'devil' & \\
n\textit{oble} & \textit{noble} & 'noble' & \\
sa\textit{u}qu\textit{r} & \textit{sa\textae} & 'elder' & \\
r\textit{ema} & \textit{reuma} & 'rheumatism', & \textit{reumatic} & 'rheumatic', & \textit{*reum} \\
re\textit{y\textae} & \textit{rey} & 'king', & \textit{rey\textae} & 'little king', & \textit{*rei} \\
ru\textit{ina} & \textit{ruina} & 'ruin' & \\
\textit{re(\textae)c\textae} & \textit{re(\textae)c\textae} & 'it is archaic' & \\
ra\textit{i\textae} & \textit{ra\textae} & 'grape' & \\
ar\textit{a\textae} & \textit{arca\textae} & 'archaic', & \textit{arca\textae} & 'it is archaic' \\
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Clearly, if B-Devoicing and Glide Formation apply before Destressing has wiped out the crucial stresses, the S.D. of the former will be met in the appropriate cases, and the S.D. of the latter won't be met in the appropriate cases:

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{lllll}
\textbf{(53)} & \textbf{obligar\textae} & \textbf{noble\textae} & \textbf{rein\textae}c\textae} & \textbf{raim\textae}t \\
\textbf{B-Devoicing} & --- & \textit{p} & --- & --- \\
\textbf{Glide.\textae}bor\textae} & --- & --- & \textit{y} & --- \\
\textbf{Destressing} & \textit{o}bli\textit{gar\textae} & \textit{noble\textae} & \textit{rein\textae}c\textae} & \textit{raim\textae}t \\
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
Having underlying stress allows this to correctly predict some phenomena difficult to handle by the previous theory. It might be pointed out the one could propose, under the previous stress-assignment theory, that stress is assigned cyclically and a Destressing rule similar to (24) eliminates the superfluous stresses. Although such a modification would do, as far as the present data are concerned, it should be noticed that cyclic application is not necessary to handle them. In other words, only one aspect of the cycle, a multiply-stressed structure, would be needed. Underlying stress restricts its power to just this aspect.

8. The Cycle

Let us return now to the morphological exceptions to Vowel Reduction mentioned in section 6, which have not been accounted for so far. As I said, compounds (including some phrases) showed only one stress, but had a nonreduced (not even partially as in lexical and contextual exceptions) vowel. Since stress is present underlyingly, we would have to have this vowel stressed, which would prevent Reduction (49). We already motivated a Destressing rule (24) that would yield finally the desired nonreduced unstressed vowel. So Destressing seems to be a general process accounting for the monoaccented character of words, simple or compound. The problem arises when we are faced with the fact that destressed vowels don't reduce in compounds as just discussed, but do reduce in simple words (see (38) and (9) for example). It looks like opposite Destressing ~ Vowel Reduction orderings are required for each case. Consider one example with n⁶bl+ɛz+a 'nobility' and p⁵k+a#bargɔn+a 'wicked person', phonetically [nulɛzɔ] and
The ordering paradox in (54) can be solved by cyclic application of the rules involved but, unlike the case discussed in the preceding paragraph, it needs cyclic application or a device with equivalent power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Vowel Reduction</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>DESTRESS</td>
<td>0 → 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 → 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>VOW. RED.</td>
<td>0 → 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 → 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To block Vow. Red. in the second cycle we have to assume that this is a word level rule, i.e., that it applies in the domain [ Q, Q'] to the whole string (Q, Q' not containing #). So the apparent exception to the process of Vowel Reduction can be derived from a general principle of rule application. Destressing can be applied generally to any lexical item, but in simple words the cycle predicts that Vow. Red. will reduce the vowels just destressed, and in compounds this will not happen since it will have been restricted to previous cycles where the stress was still present.

Consider yet another case. As discussed in the preceding section, underlying stress prevents i and u from becoming a glide, even when this stress is removed later in the derivation. But Glide Formation (36) applied also across word boundary, and we would expect blocking of the rule also in that situation, but instead we get the glide. In this particular case, namely Glide Formation across #, the theory of underlying stress seems to fail. Consider the derivations of a obrir 'in order'.
to open' and no instar 'not to instate'.

(56)  a# 5bIr   n6#  instár
(36) GLIDE FORM.  ---   ---
(24) DESTRESS   o   i
(49) VOW. RED.   a   u
*5bIr*  *n6instár*

If we want Glide Formation to apply to get the correct [owbri] and [nóynstár], (36) should apply after Destressing, but this would yield the wrong result in our previous cases in (52). Here again we can take advantage of the fact that the destressed vowel is within the inner brackets ([5bIr], [instár]) and the preceding vowel in the outermost. Cyclic application, while not affecting our previous data in section 7, correctly predicts the ones in (56):

(57)  [a[5bIr]]  [n6[instár]]

GLIDE FORM.  ---  ---
DESTRESS   o   i
VOW. RED.   u   -

GLIDE FORM.   w   y
DESTRESS   -   -
VOW. RED.   a   -

awbIr  nóynstár

9. Strict Cyclicity

In the two previous sections certain processes requiring what we might term multiple application of rules were presented. It was shown that for stress assignment the full effect of the cycle was not needed--and therefore cyclicity of stress assignment not justified. Rather, the presence of stresses not found in surface phonetic form was correctly predicted by a system where stress is not assigned by rule but predicted on the basis of the presence of [stress] in underlying form, and a few stress rules. Interestingly enough, arguments for the cycle appear in connection with those processes involving phonological rules
(Destressing, Glide Formation) and not with such regularities as distribution of underlying stress. In this section I will discuss some cases that bear on the notion "phonological cycle", as defined in the Introduction.

A first problem arises by overapplication of cyclic rules. In section 8 it was shown that Destressing and Glide Formation, as well as Vowel Reduction, apply cyclically. Furthermore, in section 7 it was argued that Glide Formation preceded Destressing. This prevented underlyingly stressed vowels from becoming glides. But under cyclic application Glide Formation would have a chance to apply after the vowel had been destressed. Consider, for example ruïnosíssim 'very ruinous' derived from ruïnôa 'ruinous', which in turn is derived from ruïna 'ruin' (the final vowel in ruïna is the feminine marker).

(58)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GL. FOR.</th>
<th>DESTRESS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td>*y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESTRESS.</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After Vowel Reduction we would get [ruynuzísí] instead of [ũuynuzísí].

In other cases the ordering Glide Formation-Vowel Reduction prevents the former from applying. In [kãūs] 'chaos', [ɔtǐup] 'ethiopian' [diúprí̞a] 'diopter', the u doesn't become a glide because it is underlyingly ɔ and Glide Formation applies before it is reduced to u. The u is not underlyingly stressed since in this case it would show its stress, being the rightmost, on the surface. But the vowel must be ɔ, because when stress is shifted by a prestressed suffix, ɔ shows up: [kãōstik] 'chaotic', [ɔtǐspik] 'ethiopic', [diǐmprí̞ik] 'dioptic'. Here again, even though ordering correctly prevents Glide Formation from applying, reapplication of this rule in a later cycle would give the wrong result:
And, instead of [suparkaús], #suparkaw would be derived. But reapplication of rules in both (58) and (59) would be "improper" under the notion of "phonological cycle" developed in the Introduction, since Glide Formation would, in both cases, return to earlier cycles without making use of information "proper" to its cycle. Three cases under which a rule R applies properly on any given cycle j where distinguished in the Introduction ((3)). I shall continue to refer to (60) as the Strict Cycle Condition (SCC):

(60) a. R makes specific use of information uniquely in cycle j.
That is, it refers specifically to some A in \([j \ XAY \ [j_1 \ldots j_{-1}Z]_j \text{ or } [jZ[j_1\ldots]_j XAY]_j\).

b. R makes specific use of information within different constituents of the previous cycle, which cannot be referred to until cycle j. R refers thus to some A, B in \([j \ X \ [j_1 \ldots \ A \ldots \]_j_{-1}Y \ [j_1 \ldots \ B \ldots \]_j_{-1}Z \]_j\).

c. R makes specific use of information assigned on cycle j by a rule applying before R.

None of these cases applies to either (58) or (59) and Glide Formation can't apply.

Consider also the derivation of raonament 'reasoning' where both the fact of being underlyingly [-hi] and the fact of having underlying stress, prevent o from becoming a glide. For justification of a being stressed underlyingly, see the parallel nominal derivatives in Chapter 3 (section 2, (4)). Recall also that (60a) prevents rules from applying
on the 0th cycle (see Introduction). 

(61) \[ \text{[ [\text{ræn]} \text{ á] mén]} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th></th>
<th>DESTRESS</th>
<th>VOW. RED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd</th>
<th></th>
<th>DESTRESS</th>
<th>VOW. RED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td>blocked by S.C.</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESTRESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOW. RED.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glide Formation is blocked because at the stage it can apply, it applies to the string au that contains no crucial information proper to the third cycle.

In general it is the case that Glide Formation operates only across cyclic boundaries. Thus we find in front of the examples just mentioned those in (33) and (35) like [\text{tórna}]w and [\text{elzibrá}]yk. We find therefore contrast between VV and V-Glide sequences, like in the following derivations:

(62) \[ \text{[ [səuk]l} \text{ [ [frid]át]} \text{ [ [prudufr]á]} \text{ [ [škis]dál]sy6]} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th></th>
<th>DESTRESS</th>
<th>VOW. RED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESTRESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOW. RED.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd</th>
<th></th>
<th>DESTRESS</th>
<th>VOW. RED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESTRESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOW. RED.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd</th>
<th></th>
<th>DESTRESS</th>
<th>VOW. RED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GL. FOR.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESTRESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOW. RED.</td>
<td></td>
<td>pr u d i r á w k s i d á s y 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlying stressed are justified by [səuk] 'elder', [frit] 'hybrid', [prudufr] 'to produce', [prudufrm] 'we produce', [škis]t 'oxide', [uksidál] 'to oxidize'. See also Chapter 3, sections 2, 3 for evidence that thematic vowels as ñ, á in the verbal forms mentioned are underlingly stressed. The phonetic forms that result from the derivations in (66)
show both two sequences of nonconsonants, one of the form vowel—high vowel, the other of the form vowel—high glide. (60) correctly prevents application of Glide Formation on the first cycle, but doesn't on the last cycle, by virtue of which some crucial information is used.

I still haven't presented any case which falls positively under (60c). Recall that part φ allows a cyclic rule to apply if crucial information in the form of the result of application of a previous phonological rule is introduced during the given cycle. I showed earlier (see (25) and corresponding discussion) that the stress of words with prestressed suffixes like *ik had to be predicted by rule, since underlying stress and Destressing were insufficient. Whenever a prestressed suffix appears the preceding vowel is either a, i, u, ɔ, or ɛ but never e or o.

(63) pūdik 'modest, chaste' teléfun 'telephone'
     ārābik 'Arab' mikršfun 'microphone'
     mítik 'mythical' magafun 'megaphone'
     kántik 'canticle, song' dákамatra 'decameter'
     tősksik 'toxic' talématra 'rangefinder'
     ãsplěndit 'splendid' tarľmatra 'thermometer'
     báltit 'valid' děsǐmatra 'decimeter'

Furthermore, morphemes with stressed ę, ş change it to ɛ, ɔ before these suffixes:

(64) sěntrə 'center' sěntrik 'centric'
     glukōzə 'glucose' glukšmatra 'glucometer'
     numěru 'I enumerate' numěrik 'numerical'
     pédra 'stone' pětri 'stony'
     tōrũ 'I toast' tōřit 'torrid'
     dibizǒ(r) 'divisor' dibizǒri 'divising'
Therefore, a rule is needed with the effect

\[
(65) \begin{align*}
\text{[\text{syl}]} \quad \text{-hi} \quad \text{[\text{-ATR}]} \quad \text{under certain conditions} \\
\text{[\text{str}]} \quad \text{-hi} 
\end{align*}
\]

To determine the conditions under which this takes place, we might just refer to the class of prestressed suffixes in an ad hoc manner. But it would be surely better to refer to them in some general way, i.e., by some shared property. The most obvious property of the class is that they attract stress to the preceding syllable. But to build such a condition into the rule itself would mean to increase considerably the power of phonological rules and correspondingly so decrease their empirical content. To abandon the reference to the stress attracting property on the other hand, would mean to lose a generalization by allowing two rules, namely the rule attracting stress (IC rule) and (65) to refer twice to an arbitrary set of morphemes.

The only way of allowing reference to the prestressing property is to derive it from some general principle of the grammar. In other words we can ask ourselves if (65) applies just to the class of words containing a prestressed suffix without having to put any additional constraint on the rule itself. Consider the four possible cases, a word without suffix, with a neutral suffix, with a stressed suffix and with a prestressed suffix (\(a\) in [s\text{éntr\(a\)}] is epenthetic, see rule (11), Chapter 3):

\[
(66) \begin{align*}
\text{s\text{éntr\(a\)}} & \quad \text{'center'} \\
\text{s\text{éntr\(a\)l}} & \quad \text{'central'} \\
\text{s\text{éntr\(i\)}} & \quad \text{'he centers' (subjunctive)} \\
\text{s\text{éntr\(i\)k}} & \quad \text{'centric'}
\end{align*}
\]
is no problem since the root vowel is going to be destressed and reduced to ə anyway. Rule (65) would predict correctly [sentrik], but would give incorrect results *[sentra] and *[sentri]. But what distinguishes [sentra] and [sentri] from [sentrik] is precisely the property in (60c). Our theory of underlying stress makes all the information crucial for rule (65), i.e. [+syl, -hi, +str.], underlying information. No crucial information will be introduced by any cycle in [sentra] and [sentri]. But for [sentrik] there is a rule that stresses a preceding vowel when a prestressed suffix appears. On the cycle where this occurs, crucial information for rule (65), namely [+str], will be introduced, and the rule allowed to apply. Furthermore, notice that the rule applies whether or not the vowel was already stressed (cf. [sɪmbʌl] 'symbol'-- [sɪmbɔlik] with [sentra] -- [sentri]). Thus the sole fact that crucial information was introduced by virtue of that cycle, whether or not it was already present, allows the rule to apply.

To give some additional support to the analysis presented for the data in (63) and (64), recall that one of the Vowel Reduction rules, (49c), read as follows:

(67) (=49c) [+syl] [-hi] [-str] -->({+ATR})

and (67) and (65) can be collapsed:

(68) [+syl] [-hi] [-str] -->({±ATR})

Returning to Vowel Reduction, it should be noticed that in cases like [sʌntr+ ál] in (66), Vowel Reduction will not be blocked by the SCC, because on the corresponding cycle Destressing will apply first, introducing information specifically required by the rule: [sɛntr+ ál] -->({sɛntr+ ál}) -->({sʌntr+ ál}). Therefore destressed vowels will reduce and
restressed vowels (like $\ddot{e}$ in [s$\ddot{f}$ntrik]) will become $\ddot{e}$, $\grave{a}$. On the other hand, the SCC predicts that underlyingly stressed vowels that are not restressed will remain the same, as they do, as I have shown. Finally, never-stressed vowels should, except for $\ddot{a}$ which is not an underlying segment, be entered in the lexicon in their surface form. This is the only consequence of the SCC not given support so far. Notice that it will imply some kind of morpheme structure condition to disallow underlyingly unstressed vowels other than $\ddot{a}$, $i$, $u$. If this is true, that is, if there exist separate rules of morpheme structure and phonological "Vowel Reduction", we would expect as a possibility that they evolve separately. It is a well known fact that lexical exceptions to Vowel Reduction mentioned in section 6, are recent. Thus words with unstressed $e$ and $o$ like [b$\ddot{o}$ston], [k$\ddot{a}$tedr$\ddot{a}$], [s$\ddot{p}$era] will have to be underlyingly /b$\ddot{o}$ston/, /k$\ddot{a}$tedr$\ddot{a}$/, /s$\ddot{p}$era/. This means that the rules of Vowel Reduction can now apply obligatorily and lexical items will not have to be marked as exceptions for some of the rules, contrary to what was proposed in section 6. Instead, words like those just mentioned will violate an otherwise quite general condition on underlying forms that prohibits unstressed e, o. The SCC will prevent obligatory Vowel Reduction from applying to these items since the rule is obligatory and neutralizing and makes no further use of information introduced during the cycle. Now recall that Destressing (24) was presented in its more general form, assigning [-stress] to any vowel in the context $\sharp\#X_\ddag Y$ [\#stress] Q$\#\ddag$. In other words, the vowel in the S.D. need not be stressed. Since Vowel Reduction specifically mentions [-str] if this feature specification is introduced during any given cycle, Vowel Reduction will no longer be blocked by the SCC. Like in the cases where a stressed vowel was restressed and underwent the rule forming
\[\acute{\varepsilon}, \acute{\alpha} ([\text{séntrik}] \rightarrow [\text{s'ntrik}]),\] here the SCC predicts that any destressed vowel, whether or not underlyingly unstressed, will reduce. And here are the facts:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{IC RULE} & \text{DESTRESS.} & \text{VOW. RED.} & \text{FACTS} & \text{FACTS} & \text{FACTS} \\
\hline
\text{[bóston][bóstonyál][kátedral][kátedra+lik][ópéra]} & \text{[bóston][bóstonyál][kátedral][kátedra+lik][ópéra]} & \text{[béstón][béstonyál][kátedral][kátedra+lik][ópéra]} & \text{á} & \text{á} & \text{á} \\
\end{array}
\]

We should also revise B-Devoicing, rule (31), in the light of the SCC. The process in neutralizing, because both \(\ddot{b}\) and \(\ddot{p}\) are underlying segments, and obligatory. Therefore SCC should block application on the first and subsequent cycles. Since the sequence \(\ddot{v}\ddot{pl}\) is always within the 0th cycle. It follows that B-Devoicing cannot be a phonological rule. The restatement of (31) as a morpheme structure condition is quite natural, since B-Devoicing always applies within morphemes.
CHAPTER TWO: CONSONANTAL ALTERNATIONS

In this chapter I shall examine in detail several consonantal phenomena found in Catalan. The cyclic nature of some segmental processes that was argued for in the case of vowel alternations in Chapter 1 is extended here to other segmental rules. They will be used to test the proposal about the phonological cycle presented in the Introduction. The analysis of stress presented in the preceding chapter will be given additional support. In addition to the argument presented in section 10, it should be noticed that although several of the rules discussed are sensitive to stress (46), (50), (56)), they are, as those in Chapter 1, applying after a putative rule of Stress Assignment, and therefore are consistent with the theory that maintains that stress is present underlyingly.

1. Assimilation of Nasals

Regressive assimilation is a common feature of Catalan consonants. There are assimilations of voicing, point of articulation, nasality, and total assimilations.

Regressive assimilation takes place in a sequence of a nasal and a consonant. The following examples illustrate the different possibilities.¹

1) Place of Art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(VOWEL)</th>
<th>so[m]amics</th>
<th>so[n]amics</th>
<th>so[m]pocs</th>
<th>so[n]pocs</th>
<th>ti[ŋ]pa</th>
<th>'I have' bread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LABIAL</td>
<td>'we are' 'friends'</td>
<td>'they are'</td>
<td>'few'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABIODENTAL</td>
<td>so[m]feliços.</td>
<td>so[m]feliços</td>
<td>'happy'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTAL</td>
<td>so[m]dos</td>
<td>so[n]dos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALVEOLAR</td>
<td>so[m]sincers</td>
<td>so[n]sincers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTALVEOLAR</td>
<td>so[m]rics</td>
<td>so[n]rics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The examples illustrate the different possibilities of assimilation in Catalan.
LAMINOPALATAL  so[m][lژ]ermans  so[n,][ژ]ermans
  'brothers'
PALATAL      so[m][λ]iures           so[n,][λ]iures
  'free'
VELAR        so[m]grans              so[ŋ]grans
  'big'

(1) shows that assimilation in point of articulation isn't complete in many cases. First of all, high nasals, n and ŋ never assimilate to the following consonant. Secondly, m assimilates only to a following labiodental: so[m]felicsos, but so[m]grans. Finally, although palatal consonants trigger assimilation of n, this does not become homorganic with them, but only laminopalatal: so[n,][λ]iures instead of *so[ŋ]-[λ]iures. In (1) nasal and consonant were separated by word boundary.

Assimilation takes place also within words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word1</th>
<th>word2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>siblonia</td>
<td>sibloni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symphony</td>
<td>infinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diume[n,ژ]le</td>
<td>diune[n,ژ]le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>unjust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aŋglesai</td>
<td>eŋgəkllitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>enclitic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different points of articulation are defined by the following features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>pbm</th>
<th>p,ŋ</th>
<th>t̠d̠n̠</th>
<th>t̠d̠n̠</th>
<th>t̠d̠n̠</th>
<th>t̠d̠n̠</th>
<th>t̠,d̠,l̠</th>
<th>j̠,l̠,k̠</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anterior</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributed</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specifications for [bk], [lab], [ant] and [cor] are clear from the articulatory characteristics of the consonants (see Badia (1951), 85-86). For [distr] see the palatograms in Barinils (1933), 31-36 and the measurement thereof in Mascaro (1972) 63-65. Evidence of at least the trilled
[r] being [⁺hi] will be given below, section 3.

Using the variable notation for assimilation processes, we might propose tentatively the following rules, to be modified later, which apply across any number of boundaries.

\[
\begin{align*}
(4) \quad & \left[\begin{array}{c}
+\text{nas} \\
+\text{cor}
\end{array}\right] \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{bk}}_\text{lab} \\
\text{\textit{ant}} \\
\text{\textit{cor}} \\
\text{\textit{distr}}
\end{array}\right] / \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
+\text{cons} \\
\text{\textit{bk}}_\text{lab} \\
\text{\textit{ant}} \\
\text{\textit{cor}} \\
\text{\textit{distr}}
\end{array}\right] \\
(5) \quad & \left[\begin{array}{c}
+\text{nas} \\
+\text{lab}
\end{array}\right] \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{distr}}
\end{array}\right] / \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
+\text{cons} \\
\text{\textit{lab}}_\text{distr}
\end{array}\right]
\end{align*}
\]

The omission of [hi] in (4) accounts for the partial assimilation of n to palatals, as in so[n,ʌ]lures. The other case where n is before a [⁺hi] consonant is before a velar. In this case n becomes [⁺hi] by linking conventions and the feature need not be mentioned in the rule (cf. Kean (1974), 120-121 and 28-29).

2. Assimilation of Stops and the Strict Cycle Condition

The assimilation of stops to a following consonant is parallel to that of nasals: t, d assimilate in point of articulation to any following consonant, but only partially to a palatal, and p, b assimilate only to a labiodental. In addition, however, t, d become nasals or laterals if the following consonant is a nasal or a lateral, respectively; and p, b become nasals before m. k, g don't assimilate, but g is nasalized before [n] morpheme internally. Here are some examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
(6) \quad & \text{se[t]} \quad 's. sawen' \quad \text{ca[p]} \quad 'no' \quad \text{po[k]} \quad 'few' \\
& \text{se[m]mans} \quad 's. hands' \quad \text{ca[m]ma} \quad 'n. hand' \quad \text{po[k]pa} \quad 'f. bread' \\
& \text{se[p,]focs} \quad 's. fires' \quad \text{ca[p,]foc} \quad 'n. fire' \quad \text{po[k]sol} \quad 'f. sun' \\
& \text{se[l]linies} \quad 's. lines' \quad \text{ca[p,]signe} \quad 'n. sign' \quad \text{po[k][š]ai} \quad 'f. lamb' \\
& \text{se[t,][š]ais} \quad 's. lambs'
\end{align*}
\]
All the processes illustrated in (6) are optional. When there is no assimilation in place of articulation the stop appears agreeing in voicing with the following consonant as a result of the rule of voicing assimilation. se[m][m]ans or se[d][m]ans, se[k][k]ases or se[t][k]ases, ca[m][m]a or ca[b][m]a, po[g][l]iure, etc.

The corresponding rules are ((7) and (8) (optional)):

(7) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{(-son)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\alpha bk \\
\beta lab \\
\gamma ant \\
\delta cor
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\alpha bk \\
\beta lab \\
\gamma ant \\
\delta cor
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(-cont)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\epsilon distr \\
\zeta nas \\
\eta lat
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\epsilon distr \\
\zeta nas \\
\eta lat
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(+cor)} &
\end{align*}
\]

(8) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{(-son)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\alpha distr \\
\beta nas
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\alpha distr \\
\beta nas
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(-cont)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\epsilon lab
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\epsilon lab
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(+lab)} &
\end{align*}
\]

(9) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{(-son)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+nas}
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+nas}
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(-cont)} & \rightarrow \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+cor}
\end{array}\right] / \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+cor}
\end{array}\right] \\
\text{(+bk)} &
\end{align*}
\]

Rule (9) requires some comments. It could be argued that since the rule applies within morphemes converting XgnY into XgnY it might be dispensed with and the corresponding morphemes set up underlyingly XgnY. First of all there seems to be no case of gtn but there is no case of gtn either, to my knowledge. But g would then also be the only stop not appearing before n. Cf. hi[bn]osi 'hypnosis', â[dn]lic 'ethnic'. There is in fact no word of the form XgnY. Foreign words with gn are pronounced with gn, e.g. Wa[gn]er. But these facts alone don't justify the rule. We still could have a morpheme structure condition
disallowing $\text{gn}$ but allowing $\text{nn}$. This in fact would be required by the SCC which would prohibit the application of a rule such as (9) on the 0th cycle, i.e., within the morpheme. But there is no evidence whatsoever that $\text{n}$ is an underlying segment in Catalan. To see this, consider the cases where phonetic $\text{n}$ appears. It can appear a) before $\text{n}$, as we have seen, b) before a velar consonant, as a result of nasal assimilation (section 1), and c) word finally. In this last case in most cases there is evidence of a velar consonant being deleted, so c) can be reduced to b) (see sections 6 and 7). Now if $\text{n}$ is not an underlying segment, the SCC doesn't prevent (9) from deriving $X\text{nY}$ from $X\text{gnY}$, (9) being noncyclic.

The other rules discussed, however, will be affected by the SCC. Thus simpàtic 'kind' will have to have underlying /mp/ since assimilation of nasals would be prevented from applying to [simpàtic]. The SCC therefore implies that there is a morpheme structure condition with the effect of disallowing sequences /np/.

Consider now the case of assimilation of coronal stops. This rule being optional, the SCC doesn't apply and we will be able to have underlying sequences /dn/, /tp/, etc. Nothing prevents the existence of sequences /nn/, /pp/, etc., and, in fact, they exist. We therefore find contrasts between stops presenting always "total assimilation" and stops having two variants, one with "total assimilation", the other just with voicing assimilation: [parénnə]→*[paréndə] 'perennial', but  [ɛnık]→ [ɛnık] 'ethnic'; [ɔbbi]→*[ɔdbi] 'obvious' but [ɔbbén]→[ɔdbén] 'Advent'. Interestingly enough, some of the examples belonging to the first group (always "total assimilation") must have belonged at some stage to the second group: [kōnnə]→*[kōdənə] 'crackling' Lat. CUTINAM through [kόtna] by normal evolution (Corominas(1971), 358). At some stage the assimilation must have been obligatory, at least for [kόtna] and similar cases.
In such a situation, cotna would have to change its underlying form /kótna/ to /kónnna/, for the SCC would prevent obligatory assimilation tn --> nn from applying. If the rule then becomes optional, as it must have, since cotna has changed its underlying form, it will not be subject to it and should show up, as it actually does, always as [kónnna:]. If its underlying form were to be, against the requirements of the SCC, /kótna/ or /kódna/, at the time the rule became optional, we would expect cotna reappearing with the two variants as other words, i.e., [kónnna] and *[kódnə]. A more recent example of reanalysis is the word [fubbål] 'soccer' from Eng. [fötbal]. Other possible direct sources of the borrowing, Spanish [fútbol] or [fúbagol] (cf. Real Academia (1973), 20) or early (foothball) and actual (futbol) orthographic forms don't show assimilated b. In my own speech at least, futbol hasn't the variant *[fudbål]. Another case is the sequence tɬ, phonetically [d,ɬ] (see(6)): se[d,ɬ]libres 'seven books'. If there were morpheme-internal /tɬ/ (or /dɬ/), they would appear as [d,ɬ], but there are only examples with [ɬɬ]: [œspéllə] 'back' (body part), [ɾəλəl] 'roll', [mόλəl] 'mold', [əmméllə] 'almond'. Thus a morpheme structure condition disallowing /tɬ/ or /dɬ/ is independently motivated. If this condition didn't exist, the morphemes with underlying /tɬ/ or /dɬ/ would have to undergo complete assimilation, so the rule of assimilation would have to be modified to yield complete assimilation to palatals, but only within morphemes. Moreover, some of these forms arose from words with tɬ or dɬ<tl, dl<tvl, dvl: SPATULAM> [œspéllə], ROTULUM> [ɾəλəl], MODULU> [mόλəl], AMIDDULA [əmméllə] (Badia(1951) 216, 217). Here again, if after undergoing complete assimilation to [ɬɬ] they had been represented underlyingly as /tɬ/ or /dɬ/, the actual rule which doesn't yield complete
assimilation would wrongly predict \( \text{[a}sp\text{á}d,\text{e}] \), etc.

3. **Nonstops and Laterals**

\( \tilde{f} \) never assimilates in point of articulation. The case of sibilants is a little bit complicated because of an independent rule that merges sequences of identical nonstops, e.g., \([\text{pé}\text{s}[\text{šik}] \rightarrow \text{[pésik]} \) 'small fish', \([\text{búf}[\text{f}rt] \rightarrow \text{[búf}rt] \) 'strong blow', \([\text{més}[\text{sál}] \rightarrow \text{[mésál]} \) 'more salt'. Merging occurs also between different sibilants, e.g. \([\text{més}[\text{šik}] \rightarrow \text{[mésik]} \) 'smaller'. For cases with \( \ddot{s} \) one could either postulate the existence of assimilation yielding \( \ddot{ss} \) and subsequent merging to \( \tilde{s} \), or just suppose that a single rule deleted the first of two sibilants, thus \( ss \rightarrow \tilde{s} \). Cases with identical sibilants would be handled by either solution. But consider the following cases involving sequences \( ss \) and \( sr \) (\( r \), a trilled \( r \)). \([\text{pé}\text{s}[\text{slát}] \rightarrow \text{[pész}lát] \) 'salted fish'. What I transcribe as \( s' \) has been described as a sound 'intermediate between \( s \) and \( s' \) (Badia (1951), 105) or as a sequence \( \ddot{ss} \), \( \ddot{s} \) being more weakly articulated (Coromines (1971), 247-248). What is of interest for the present discussion is that in any case the duration of the resulting sound is that of a single sibilant. The merging rule has applied, quite naturally, also in the case of \( \ddot{ss} \). But if the process were to be formulated as the truncation of the first segment without assimilation, we would expect \([\text{pé}\text{s}[\text{slát}] \rightarrow \text{[pész}lát] \). The phonetic output of sequences \( sr \) also indicates that assimilation precedes the rule of merging, provided that the latter applies also to \( r \), as will be argued for below. \([\text{més}[\text{řba}] \) 'more clothing' results as \([\text{méř}ba] \), but also, in more careful speech style, as \([\text{méz}řba] \), or \([\text{méř}ba] \) (\( ř \) a fricative untrilled \( r \)). If the only possible output of \( sr \) were \( r \), it would be possible to suppose a rule \( sr \rightarrow \tilde{sr} \) in effect, but the variants \( \ddot{sr} \),
suggest that assimilation takes place first, optionally except for voicing, and the rule of merging takes place once and just in case \( s \) is totally assimilated to \( \tilde{r} \).

The structural description of the rule assimilating nonstops should refer to the sequence \{s, z, \( \tilde{s} \), \( \tilde{z} \}\{s, z, \( \tilde{s} \), \( \tilde{z} \), \( \tilde{r} \)\}, given the cases of assimilation presented above. The odd element in the second class is \( \tilde{r} \), but it could be naturally included in it if we characterize it as continuant. Further motivation for this characterization will be given below, sections 4 and 6. As other high consonants, namely \( n \) and \( \eta \), \( \tilde{r} \) does not assimilate: Ba[rs]elona, pe[\tilde{r}] [\tilde{z}]ugar 'in order to play'.

\[
\text{(10) } \begin{array}{c}
+\text{cont} \\
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{hi} \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ant} \\
\text{distr} \\
\text{son} \\
\end{array} / \begin{array}{c}
+\text{cont} \\
+\text{cor} \\
\text{ant} \\
\text{distr} \\
\text{sonor} \\
\end{array}
\]

The (high) palatal lateral \( \lambda \) doesn't assimilate to a following consonant, but \( l \) does:

\[
\text{(11) } \begin{array}{l}
e[l] \quad \text{'the'} \\
e[l]pa \quad \text{'the bread'} \\
e[l]foc \quad \text{'the fire'} \\
e[l]dia \quad \text{'the day'} \\
e[l]sol \quad \text{'the sun'} \\
e[l]ric \quad \text{'the rich'} \\
e[l,\tilde{z}]erm\acute{e} \quad \text{'the brother'} \\
e[l,\tilde{z}]ibre \quad \text{'the book'} \\
e[l]gos \quad \text{'the dog'}
\end{array}
\]

\( l \) assimilates to dentals, alveolars (vacuously), postalveolars, lamino-palatals, palatals, and velars, but it doesn't assimilate the features \( [hi] \) (like nasals and stops) nor \( [\text{cor}] \). This means that before nonhigh nonlabials there is complete point of articulation assimilation, but
before palatals and velars only partial assimilation: e[l,j]ibre, e[l]gos (l, being [-ant,+cor,-*hi]; ʎ a velarized l, being [+bk,+cor, -*hi]).

(12)

\[
\begin{align*}
\{+\text{lat}\} & \rightarrow \begin{cases}
\alpha_{\text{bk}} \\
\text{-hi}
\end{cases} / \begin{cases}
\vdash_{\text{ant}} \\
\text{dist}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that (12) is similar to the pair (4), (5) in that both don't assimilate the feature [hi]. Nonetheless nk results in ñk, ȷ being [+hi], and ʎk in ʎ̃k, ʎ being [-hi]. But [+hi] was assigned by linking convention to the assimilated nasal, and linking doesn't apply to the assimilated l which is coronal.

4. Distribution of r and ɹ and the rule of Contraction

Under "Contraction" I shall group a set of processes like the one described in the preceding section (merging of fricatives), having to do with the reduction of two segments to a single one.

As in other languages, two immediate occurrences of the same segment are resolved, in some cases, in a geminate, phonetically long, segment. Here are some examples:

(13) cap porta káp:ɔrt 'no door'
    set trens sět:ɹɛns 'seven trains'
    un nas ún:ás 'a nose'
    el límit əl:ɪmit 'the limit'
    ell llegeix ěl:əʎɛs 'he reads'
    poc gust póɡ:ʊst 'little taste'
    som molts sóm:ʊls 'there are a lot of us'

As can be observed from the examples, there is gemination with stops, laterals and nasals. The rest of the consonants, i.e. continuants,
affricates and \( \tilde{r} \) are not subject to gemination when two identical instances of one of them occur. Thus the pairs of phrases in (14a) are phonetically distinct ([C] vs. [C:]), but those in (14b) are undistinguishable phonetically:

(14) a. pót astá pót taštá b. u sén us sén
he can be taste it he hears/you
un ús un nús laz ónás laz zónás
a use knot the waves zones
éA uếš éA luếš matež Žw matež Ž5w
he hears shines same egg yoke

There is also merging, as opposed to gemination, in the case of affricates, although here examples are scarce, especially due to the fact that word-initial affricates are scarce:

(15) mosqui[cl], [c]le-tse --> mosqui[c]le-tse
mosquitoes tsetse
mi[c], [č]lec --> mi[c]lec
half Czech

So far it is possible to distinguish the class of consonants that are realized as geminate (stops) from the class that is reduced to a single segment (fricatives and affricates). It appears that the same classification can be carried over sonorants. We saw in the preceding section that \( \tilde{r} \) was grouped with continuants in the environment of nonstop assimilation (rule (10)), which correctly excluded nasals and laterals from triggering assimilation. Here again manner of articulation determines the kind of contraction that results, and laterals and nasals are grouped together with stops, and \( \tilde{r} \) with affricates and continuants. But before we proceed, the distribution of \( \tilde{r} \) and \( r \) has to be examined. \( \tilde{r} \) (trill) and \( r \) (flap) contrast intervocalically but are otherwise neutralized. a) Morpheme initially, and therefore word initially, only \( \tilde{r} \) can appear; b) Word finally \( r \) appears before vowel, \( \tilde{r} \) otherwise (C or pause); c) Morpheme internally \( \tilde{r} \) appears preconsonantly and after \( l \),
n, s, and r after other consonants; d) they contrast, as said, inter-
vocalically, and are not found, as other liquids, between consonants:

(16) a. [r]îtmîc 'rhythmic'  b. pu[r] 'pure'
a[.]îtmîc 'arhythmic'  pu[r]îssim 'very pure'
no [r]îtmîc 'not rhythmic'  pu[r] alcohol 'pure alcohol'
poc [r]îtmîc 'little rhythmic'  pu[r] cafè 'pure coffee'

c. po[r]ta 'door'  d. ce[r]a 'wax'
f[u]l[r]ar 'to line'  se[r]a 'saw'
hon[r]lat 'honest'  ba[r]l 'Barium'
Is[r]ael 'Israel'  ba[r]l 'neighbor-
hood'
k[r]lit 'scream'  co[r]al 'coral'
co[r]al 'farmyard'

Whereas in intervocalic position there must be a contrast, in other po-
sitions the result can be predicted by rule. We could have in principle
rules r → r or r → r, in the appropriate contexts. Directionality
doesn't matter for morpheme internal cases, but consider pur. The final
liquid should be /r/ underlyingly since we have the feminine form [pûr+tə]
(contrasting with, e.g., fem. [øskêr+tə] 'left'). Therefore there must
be a rule converting this final /r/ into [r] in absolute final position
or before a consonant. And this same rule will account for the pre-
consonantal examples with [r] in (16c):

(17) r → r / _[-syll]_

Let's consider now the case of initial r (16a). Whereas morpheme finally
there is a contrast, if a vowel follows ([pûr+tə] vs. [øskêr+tə]), morpheme
initially we find the trill r. There is however one exception, namely
the future and conditional morphemes /râ/, /rîa/, etc. Thus we have
[pûrêr∩tə] 'he will bring', [bûlîr∩tə] 'he would boil'. Future and
conditional forms involve stem and inflectional suffixes /rā/, /rīə/, etc., whereas in cases like ar[r]imic the root is preceded by a derivational suffix, and in this case the internal boundary should be # instead of +. This choice has independent justification since morphological exceptions to Vowel Reduction had also necessarily (Chapter 1, section 8) and they included prefixed words (Chapter 1, section 6).

The r appearing after l, n, s can be also included in the rule:

(18) \( r \rightarrow \overline{r}/\#(x^{+\text{cont}}) \)

Arguments against an alternative with underlying \(/\overline{r}/\) will be given directly. Now notice that (18), (and (17)) would violate the SCC. The solution that would be imposed by the SCC, namely a morpheme structure condition, is impracticable, since it would apply equally to [rīmm] and the future marker [rā]. This apparent contradiction will be solved in favor of the SCC in the following paragraphs.

Having determined the distribution of r and \( \overline{r} \), we can find two cases where Contraction might apply, namely \( r\#r \), and \( r\overline{r} \).

(19) mār rōc mārčc pūr rēalizma pūrerealizma
sea red Red Sea pure realism pure realism

intəŕēnum cf. rēnum 'kingdom', intərpula 'to interpolate'
interregnum

supərrealizma cf. rəlizma 'realism', supərsənik 'supersonic'
superrealism

But contraction of [rr] is also possible if occurrences of intervocalic trilled [r] are considered to be underlying sequences /rr/, as Harris (1969), 50-51, does for Spanish, and Mascaró (1972), 47-49 and Wheeler (1974) 216-217 do for Catalan. I shall repeat and extend slightly the arguments offered in the two last references.

Contraction and the rules for the distribution of r and \( \overline{r} \) already predict that /rr/ will be realized as [\( \overline{r} \)]. The first r in the sequence
will become \( \bar{r} \) by (17), and the second will become \( \bar{r} \) by (18), since it follows a sonorant coronal. \( \bar{rr} \) being a sequence of continuants, it will be merged into \( \bar{r} \) by Contraction. Consider now the distribution of underlying /\( r \)/ and /\( \bar{r} \)/ in word final position. Whereas any sonorant can appear word finally, \( \bar{r} \) cannot, but \( r \) can (the examples on the second column show the unchanged underlying sonorant):

(20)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ca[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'expensive'} & \text{ca[\( r \)]issim} & \quad \text{'very expensive'} \\
\text{pu[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'pure'} & \text{pu[\( r \)]esa} & \quad \text{'purity'} \\
\text{moto[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'motor'} & \text{moto[\( r \)]isme} & \quad \text{'motorism'} \\
\text{esque[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'left' (mas.)} & \text{esque[\( r \)]ans} & \quad \text{'leftists'} \\
\text{fe[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'iron'} & \text{fe[\( r \)]ic} & \quad \text{'ferric'} \\
\text{co[\( r \)]} & \quad \text{'he runs'} & \text{co[\( r \)]eria} & \quad \text{'he would run'} \\
\text{be[\( \lambda \)]} & \quad \text{'beautiful'} & \text{be[\( \lambda \)]issim} & \quad \text{'very beautiful'} \\
\text{rea[l]} & \quad \text{'real'} & \text{rea[l]}esa & \quad \text{'royalty'} \\
\text{ant\( \o \)no[m]} & \quad \text{'autonomous'} & \text{autono[m]isme} & \quad \text{'autonomism'} \\
\text{empe[p]} & \quad \text{'he pushes'} & \text{empe[p]eria} & \quad \text{'he would push'}
\end{align*}
\]

The impossibility of underlying /\( r \)/ to appear word finally (which is perfectly general) could be handled by an ad hoc condition, but follows from independent generalization if its underlying form is /\( rr \)/ rather than /\( \bar{r} \)/. To see this consider the realization of other geminate sonorants in final position:

(21)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ba[\( \lambda \lambda \)a]} & \quad \text{'mayor'} & \text{ba[\( \lambda \lambda \)ia} & \quad \text{'mayorship'} \\
\text{mo[\( \lambda \lambda \)o]} & \quad \text{'mold'} & \text{emmo[\( \lambda \lambda \)]em} & \quad \text{'we mold'} \\
\text{pere[\( mm \)a]} & \quad \text{'perennial'} & \text{pere[\( mm \)]itat} & \quad \text{'perenniality'} \\
\text{su[\( mm \)a]} & \quad \text{'supreme'} & \text{su[\( mm \)]um} & \quad \text{'maximum'}
\end{align*}
\]

In these cases, like in the cases of final underlying /\( r \)/, the consonants don't ever appear in word final position. Instead, a vowel is inserted after them. To formulate the vowel insertion rule as operating after
sequences of geminates and after \( \underline{r} \) would amount to losing a generalization that can be captured once intervocalic \( \underline{r} \) is represented underlyingly as \( /rr/ \).

The fact that the opposition \( /r/ \sim /\underline{r}/ \) is neutralized everywhere except intervocalically can now be explained, too. Quite independently, sequences of liquids cannot appear except intervocalically. Thus we find pe\( \underline{rla} \) 'pearl', fa\[ll\]era 'anxious desire' but\[ll\]o\( \underline{fa} \) 'blist er' but no word with initial or final \( \underline{rl}, \underline{ll}, \underline{ll}, \) etc. or with one of these sequences preceded or followed by a consonant. If our previous \( /r/ \) is represented as \( /rr/ \) in intervocalic position, it follows—correctly—that the same is true for this case.

Returning to rule (18) it is now clear that the SCC will no longer prevent it from operating since \( \underline{r} \) is no longer an underlying segment and therefore (18) is not neutralizing, hence 'not cyclic (see Introduction).

Contraction takes place also despite some minor differences between the two consonants. One case is the sequence \( \underline{ss} \) (and, similarly, \( \underline{zz}, \underline{cz}, \underline{jz} \)) mentioned at the beginning of section 3, where the difference is probably in the feature \( [\text{ant}] \). Another case is the sequence stop-fricative where the result is an affricate: ca[p]forat \( \rightarrow \) ca[pf]orat 'no hole', se[d,]j\[z]ocs \( \rightarrow \) se[j]ocs 'seven plays' (cf. (6)). But an affricate is also formed from two affricates or the sequences stop-affricate and affricate-continuant. The consonant must, of course, be homorganic, either underlyingly or as a result of assimilation.

(22) m\[ič \̆]ček \̆ šik tót
half Czech small all

m\[iček \̆] toč\[iček \̆]

m\[ičık \̆] toč\[ičık \̆]

Affrication thus takes place when the sequence is \([-\text{cont}], [+\text{DR}] \).
(continuants being [C+DRI]). Otherwise the rule is the same as the one forming geminate stops or nongeminate fricatives. In all cases the segments have to be homorganic (except probably for [ant]). There is no natural way in the present framework to express the fact that the result of Contraction is a geminate if the two consonants are [-cont, -DR]; an affricate if they are [-cont], [C+DRI], respectively, a simple consonant if they are both [C+cont], and that there is no contraction in the rest of the cases (i.e. [C+DRI], [-cons, -DR] and [C+cont] [-cont]). I shall leave the question of how to represent what seems to be a natural process open, and state the rule as follows.

(23) A sequence of two homorganic (except for [ant]) consonants is contracted into a single segment in the following cases:

a) two stops into a geminate stop
b) two continuants into a single continuant
c) a stop or an affricate followed by an affricate or a continuant into an affricate.

5. Assimilation, Contraction and the Cycle

The consideration of Contraction as a single phenomenon forces a specific solution to the problem that arises with the interaction between Contraction and Assimilation. Clearly the latter must precede the former, since, as has been justified in the preceding paragraphs, Contraction operates on homorganic clusters. Thus, we have [tótżák] → [tódźjk] → [tójjk] but no contraction in [dós fásks], Now consider the words [řeboštst+š] 'pantries' and [želát+s] 'chilly' (pl.). As the rules are formulated, in [řeboštštželáš] the word final š will assimilate to the following ż giving [řeboštžželáš] and Contraction will apply to żž yielding *[řeboštžželáš]. If Contraction is supposed to be iterative, the pre-
ceding t, and s will be assimilated, and the final result will also be 
wrong: *\[\text{raboz}jzalats\], or *\[\text{raboz}d, zalats\]; even *\[\text{raboz}jzalats\] allo-
ing Contraction to iterate also. The only way to get the correct out-
put would be to restrict assimilation to the last two segments of the 
first word, allowing Contraction to iterate. We would then get \text{sts}z \rightarrow 
\text{sd}z \rightarrow \text{s}l, and the correct \[\text{rabzs}jzalats\]. But this solution is not 
only intuitively implausible, but actually wrong. Consider a case where 
no Contraction takes place, like \[\text{s}uk\text{naturals}\] 'natural juices', which 
turns out phonetically \[\text{s}ukznaturals\].

Another alternative is to form first the affricate, i.e. \text{sts}z \rightarrow 
\text{sc}z, then assimilate the affricate to \text{s}, \rightarrow \text{s}l, and form the final 
affricate \rightarrow \text{s}l. But to do that, not only Contraction as a single 
process should be given up, but even a subpart of it, the formation of 
affricates should be split into two different rules one including \text{ts} \rightarrow 
c, the other \text{ts} \rightarrow \text{c}.

But if Assimilation and Contraction are allowed to apply cyclically, 
one of these problems arises, and the two rules can be kept at their 
initial generality, and the ordering Assimilation--Contraction preserved. 
Here is the derivation:

(24) \[
\begin{array}{c}
1\text{st} \\
\text{ASS.} \\
\text{CONTR.} \\
2\text{nd} \\
\text{ASS.} \\
\text{CONTR.}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[rabost s]} \\
\text{[\text{z}alats s]} \\
\text{rabosc} \\
\text{zalac} \\
\text{rabos} \\
\text{zalac}
\end{array}
\]

Notice that the cyclic application of these rules has also other 
consequences. After the second (final, in (24)) cycle, for example, 
the sequence of segments subject to the rules is \text{s}l. In the third cycle 
one would expect Assimilation to apply again to give *\[\text{rabzs}jzalac\].
But reapplication of Assimilation is prevented by the SCC, since Assimilation would make no specific use of information made available as a result of the third cycle.

6. **Simplification of Consonant Clusters**

Morpheme final or word final two consonant clusters are simplified by deleting the second consonant under certain conditions. The clusters in question consist of a sonorant or \( s^3 \) followed by a stop. Deletion of the stop depends on the nature of the cluster and its right environment. In (25) the effect of both factors, deletion (=DEL) or optional deletion (=\((\text{DEL})\)) is summarized (\( 11 \) stands for pause. Clusters are represented with a voiceless stop, but voiced stops can appear also).

(25) CLUSTER (right) ENVIRONMENT
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
+V & \#V & \#V & \#11 & +C & \#C \\
mp, nt, lt & & & & & & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\eta k & & & & & & \text{(DEL)} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
rt & & & & & & \text{(DEL)}(\text{DEL}) & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
st & & & & & & \text{(DEL)}(\text{DEL}) & \text{DEL} & \text{DEL}
\end{array}
\]
lp, lk, rp, rk, sp, sk ..

To illustrate (25) with some examples, let's take the words camp 'field', punt 'point', malalt 'sick' (person), banc 'bench', hort 'orchard', gust 'taste', and as representatives of the last group, serp 'snake' and disc 'disc'. The environment \(+V\) is represented by the diminutive morpheme \( \text{et} \) (feminine \( \text{eta} \)), \(+C\) by the plural morpheme \( s \). In word final position \( \#V \) will be illustrated by \( \text{es} \) 'is' and \( \#C \) by \( \text{signi} \) 'is' (subjunctive).

(26) \[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
+V & \#V & \#V & \#11 & +C & \#C \\
kompét kám és kám kám s kám signi
\end{array}
\]
Before giving some examples for the environments with a single word boundary (+V and +C), let's recall that the three way distinction +/♯/## is not set up merely for the purpose of describing the behavior of clusters in the situations presented above. First, in most cases the distinction is clear on syntactic grounds: # separates major lexical categories, clitics from words on which they cliticize, etc. But, in addition, the distinction +/♯/## is also necessary to differentiate the three corresponding stress patterns examined in more detail in the first chapter: where X and Y are morphemes or words, in X+Y X might have an underlying stress which must be erased and which cannot affect Vowel Reduction. In X#Y the stress of X can be erased but affects Vowel Reduction, and in X##Y, X has a secondary stress. To repeat an example, compare [ɾanta+dora] 'washing machine', [ɾenta#plác] 'dishwasher', and [ɾenta##plác] 'he washes dishes' or [ɾenta#dora] 'he washes early'.

The following illustration of the environments +V and +C contains present participles or imperatives followed by clitics, and compounds with a single #, as shown by their unreduced unstressed vowel:

(27) +V intaromp u sant andrew surt i postalveolar
      interrupt it saint Andrew go out postalveolar

      +C intaróm lu san simó sul li postalveolar
      him Simon to him postdental
Returning to (25), it is clear that e following consonant, two word boundaries, and pause contribute to deletion. On the other hand, it is also clear that the nature of the stop alone does not determine deletion.

Notice however that after Assimilation has appled, the first two groups of clusters in (25) are homorganic. Quite clearly, this is not the case for non-deletion cases lk, lk, rp, rk, sp, sk, where there is no assimilation. As for rt and st, they also have to be distinguished from the other groups. The second consonant cannot make the distinction, since t is in the set with obligatory deletion in most contexts (nt, lt), and in the set with optional deletion (rt, st). The first consonant of the cluster, however, is m, n, p or l in the first set (1st and 2nd group in (25)), and r or s in the second set. This partition indicates once more that [+cont] should be assigned to r (recall /r/ is realized [ɾ] before C), and [-cont] to nasals and laterals, as has been argued earlier, sections 3 and 4. Let's then consider a possible formulation of the rule:

(28)

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{CONITIONS:} \\
\text{a then b} \\
\text{~a, then b OPTIONAL}
\end{array} \right.
\]

There are still two cases that are not correctly covered by the rule, namely the non-deletion in st+C (obligatory deletion predicted by (28)), and the optionality in the case of r#V (obligatory deletion predicted by (28)). In the case of st+C, notice that the example presented in (26), and the only one known to me, is st+s in masculine nominals where s is the plural morpheme. Masculine nominals ending in st, sk or in a sibilant form the plural either by adding s or us. But whereas for sibilants us is added to oxytones and s to nonoxytones, for st and sk the normal solution is, in my own speech, us, the cases with s being un-
predictable and exceptional. Along with *gust*-'pleasure', *trist*-
*tristus* 'sad', *lést*-'léstus' 'clever', *bást*-'bástus' 'vaste', etc., we
find *uést*-'uéstus' 'West', *dæzgást*-'dæzgástus' 'wear' *æzawst*-'æzawsts
'exhausted', *rabést*-'rabéstus' 'pantry'. The class of exceptions to stop
deletion is then the same as the class of exceptions to the normal
plural formation with *us*.

The second case, namely *ŋkšV* is more complex, since the presence
of the stop is dependent on syntactic structure (e.g. el *baŋk* obre
'the bank opens' but *sa* obre el *baŋʃ* obre la botiga 'if opens the bank,
opens the shop'). But sometimes instead of *k*, *g* appears although
/k/ was the underlying segment (cf. *baŋké* 'banker') el *baŋg* obre
(cf. Badia (1951), 110). This suggests that *k* or *g* are deleted reg-
ularly after *ŋ*, as our rule predicts, and that a different rule inserts
*g* between *ŋ* and *V*, in some contexts.

7. Assimilation of Nasals and Cluster Simplification

The discussion of the preceding sections assumed a given ordering
between the rules of Assimilation (at least Assimilation of nasals)
and Cluster Simplification. This is so because the notion "homorganic
cluster" was used to characterize the clusters that underwent Simpli-
ification, and it was formally expressed in the rule itself. That is,
those clusters whose members were homorganic either underlingly (*nt, *lt, *rt, *st) or as a result of Assimilation (*mp, *ŋk*), underwent Simpli-
ification, but those that were not didn't. The ordering should therefore
be Assimilation→Simplification. Furthermore, in the cases where both
Assimilation and Simplification apply, if the latter were to apply
before the former, the consonant that triggers Assimilation would be
no longer present at the time this rule applies. The two cases where
this can occur are np → mp → m and nk → nk → ñ. It could be
argued that words ending in /np/ have really underlying /mp/, in fact
a requirement of the SCC. But this is not the case for nk, since there
is no independent underlying ñ in Catalan (see section 2). Moreover,
there is a set of cases where nk is a derived sequence. Consider the
following verb forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(29)</th>
<th>3rd Sg Past</th>
<th>2nd Sg Prs</th>
<th>3rd Sg Prs</th>
<th>1st Sg Prs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>'to cost' bələ</td>
<td>bəls</td>
<td>bəl</td>
<td>bəlk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'to grind' mələ</td>
<td>məls</td>
<td>məl</td>
<td>məlk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>'to sell' bənə</td>
<td>bənə</td>
<td>bən</td>
<td>bəŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'to melt' funə</td>
<td>fəns</td>
<td>fən</td>
<td>fəŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 1st Sg Pres Indicative in (29a) are formed with the verb roots
bəl, məl, by adding k; the same thing happens with bən, fən in (29b),
but there Assimilation and Simplification apply giving the derivations
bənk → bənk → bəŋ, and fənk → fənk → fəŋ.

Let’s consider now cases with a nasal-stop cluster followed by
another consonant. The output of our rules would be a nasal assimilated
to the point of articulation of the stop, followed by the other con-
sonant, i.e. NC₁C₂ → N₁C₂. But the result is different:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(30)</th>
<th>bɪntə</th>
<th>bɪn</th>
<th>bɪm</th>
<th>pans</th>
<th>bɪn, ŋəys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twentieth'</td>
<td>'twenty'</td>
<td>'twenty''breads'</td>
<td>'twenty''lambs'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fənt</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>fən</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>fən, əmūm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'doing''it'</td>
<td>'doing'</td>
<td>'doing''to me'</td>
<td>'doing''light'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bəŋ</td>
<td>kəps</td>
<td>fəŋ</td>
<td>gas</td>
<td>'twenty''heads'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first column indicates that the underlying forms are /bɪnt/ and /fənt/, ŋ not being deleted because of the following vowel (cf.
set 'seven' satέ 'seventh', fēm 'let's do', fēmu 'let's do it'). In the rest of the cases the t is deleted because it is word final or followed by a consonant. But the nasal shows up homorganic, not with the deleted stop, but with the following consonant. For these cases an ordering reverse of that suggested before would work. The ordering conflict can be illustrated with the sentence venc vint pāns 'I sell twenty bread loaves'.

(31)  

Let's consider two possible ways of overcoming the ordering problem. One solution would consist of having two separate rules of nasal assimilation, one assimilating them to velars, the other to any point of articulation, and order in between them the rule of Cluster Simplification. We then would have the derivation běnk bīnt pāns → běyk bīnt pāns → bēŋ bīn pāns → bēŋ bīm pāns. A second solution would keep the previous rules, but extend nasal assimilation so as to assimilate n to a consonant C, in the environment (t)\#C, that is allowing an intervening t (or d) between them. The derivation would be běnk bīnt pāns → běyk bīmt pāns → bēŋ bīm pāns. Notice that Simplification would have to be modified since it has to delete t in the nonhomorganic cluster mt.

Although these alternatives are technically feasible, they share a common drawback, namely the loss of a generalization. In addition to the lack of any evidence in favor of splitting Assimilation in the way presented, or modifying both Assimilation and Simplification, there is loss of a generalization in each case. In the first solution Assimilat-
ion of nasals (in particular assimilation to velars) has to be stated twice. This is clearly seen in bnk bint gâts 'Isell twenty cats' where n has to be assimilated to k by the first rule, before k is deleted, and the second n to g, after t has been deleted. In the second alternative the proposed modification of Assimilation merely takes into account the fact that the intervening t or d is going to be deleted by a later rule, and with that "in mind" assimilates nasals to the other consonant. Moreover the generalization that Simplification takes place if the cluster is homorganic can no longer be captured.

More generally, what any solution has to do, more or less surreptitiously, is to state the same process twice. This, however, does not by itself imply that there is a loss of a generalization. This will only happen if the grammar states the process twice, not if by (universal) convention a process stated once applies twice. But to go and stipulate that there exists some convention that lets rules apply twice in cases like the one under discussion, would be simply to be begging the question. There is however an independent universal type of rule application, namely the cycle, that gives the desired result. The original rules and ordering that were justified previously can be kept unchanged. Here is the derivation of our illustrative example (#'s omitted):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{1st} & \text{2nd} \\
\text{ASS.} & \text{ASS.} \\
\text{SIMP.} & \text{SIMP.} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
bnk \\
bint \quad \text{[pâns]} \\
\end{array}
\]

In the first cycle the rules apply at word level giving as output what would be the phonetic form of the words in isolation. On the second cycle the process of assimilation takes place again. Notice that reapplication
of assimilation does not violate the SCC. In the third cycle no rule would apply since Assimilation of nasals only applies to coronals and labials, hence not to \( \eta \).

There is still a problem left. The rules as stated predict that after the loss of the stop as a result of Simplification the preceding consonant should retain the point of articulation of the deleted stop (unless further assimilation takes place). This is true, as we have seen, for \( \eta \) from /nk/. But in other cases the prediction is wrong:

\[
\begin{align*}
(33) & \quad \text{punt 'point' m\=al\=\=\=\=\, 'sick'} \\
& \text{ASS.} \quad \eta \quad \text{\( \downarrow \)} \\
& \text{SIMP.} \quad \emptyset \quad \emptyset \\
& \ast \text{punt} \quad \ast \text{m\=al}\=\=\=\=\=\( \downarrow \)
\end{align*}
\]

Instead we get [pún] and [m\=al\=\=\=\,] with alveolar, and not dental l, n. The underlying forms must be /p\=unt/ , /m\=al\=\=\=\=/ as shown by (26).

The problem here is similar to the preceding one. The reverse ordering would give the right result: punt (SIMP) \( \rightarrow \) pún (ASS, inapplicable) \( \rightarrow \) pún. But notice that here the situation is slightly different. The opposite orderings are necessary, b\=ank (ASS.) \( \rightarrow \) b\=aj (SIMP) \( \rightarrow \) b\=aj and punt (SIMP) \( \rightarrow \) pún (ASS, inappl.) \( \rightarrow \) pún, but both within the same cycle. Thus no cyclic solution will make any difference. Consider however the rules proposed to account for nasal assimilation, (4) and (5) repeated here as (34) and (35).

\[
\begin{align*}
(34) & \quad \left[ +\text{nas} \right] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{cor} \right] \\
& \left[ +\text{cor} \right] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{distr} \right] / \quad \left[ +\text{cons} \right] \\
& \left[ +\text{cons} \right] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{distr} \right] / \quad \left[ +\text{lab} \right] \\
& \left[ +\text{lab} \right] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{distr} \right]
\end{align*}
\]

They are difficult to collapse, because \( \eta \) assimilates [lab] and \( m \) assimilates only to a labial, so both \( [\text{lab}] \) and \( [+\text{lab}] \) have to be pres-
ent in the rule. There is however another possible formulation with two rules, where the first one is simplified by eliminating the feature [distr]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(36)} & \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{+nas}} \\
\text{\text{+cor}}
\end{array} \right] \rightarrow \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\alpha \text{bk} \\
\text{\text{lab}}
\end{array} \right] / \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{+cons}} \\
\text{\text{lab}}
\end{array} \right] \text{ ASSIMILATION OF NASALS}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(37)} & \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{+nas}} \\
\text{\text{-hi}}
\end{array} \right] \rightarrow \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\beta \text{distr} \\
\text{\text{lab}}
\end{array} \right] / \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{+cons}} \\
\text{\text{lab}}
\end{array} \right] \text{ NASAL ADJUSTMENT}
\end{align*}
\]

Under this formulation, first \( n \) assimilates to "major" points of articulation, and then \( m \) and \( n \) undergo a "minor" adjustment in point of articulation when the following consonant is already partly homorganic with the following consonant (i.e. \( mf \rightarrow mf, nt \rightarrow nt \), but not \( mt \rightarrow mt \), etc.). (37) is a more "phonetic" rule, never causing neutralization of underlying distinctions, and should be noncyclic, according to the conclusion reached in the Introduction. It applies therefore after all cyclic rules have applied, therefore after (36). This gives the correct result for [p\(\text{instead of \( n\)}\text{ün}]. The general Assimilation rule (36) will apply before Simplification, and Nasal Adjustment (37) after the latter. So we shall have p\(\text{ün} \) (ASS, vacuous) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ün} \) (SIMPL) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ün} \) (ADJUST, inappl.) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ün} \), but diminutive [p\(\text{ünEt} \) by p\(\text{ünEt} \) (ASS, vacuous) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ünEt} \) (SIMP, inappl.) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ünEt} \) (ADJUST) \( \rightarrow \) p\(\text{ünEt} \).

I repeat some of the examples, with the rules proposed.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(38)} & \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{b\'njk}} \\
\text{\text{bín}} \\
\text{\text{büm pint\'s}}
\end{array} \right] \rightarrow \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{p\'nnt}} \\
\text{\text{p\'nnt}} \\
\text{\text{b\'nm pint\'s}}
\end{array} \right] \text{ combs'}
\end{align*}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASS.</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMP.</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{b'njk} )</td>
<td>( \text{bín} )</td>
<td>( \text{pint's} )</td>
<td>( \text{p'nnt} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{b'njk} )</td>
<td>( \text{bín} )</td>
<td>( \text{pint's} )</td>
<td>( \text{p'nnt} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{b'njk} )</td>
<td>( \text{büm pint's} )</td>
<td>( \text{büm pint's} )</td>
<td>( \text{büm pint's} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \rightarrow \text{(ADJ.) \( \text{b\'njk \) büm pint\'s} \)
8. N-Deletion

In most morphemes, a final \( n \) doesn't appear when it is word final, but appears elsewhere:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
(39) & \text{sg.} & \text{plural} & \text{derivative} \\
plá & \text{plán+s} & \text{plan+ísim} & \text{very even}' \\
\text{'even'} & & & \\
kuzí & \text{kuzín+s} & \text{kuzín+ét} & \text{'small cousin}' \\
\text{'cousin'} & & & \\
\varepsilon l+€ & \varepsilon l+€n+s & \varepsilon l+εn+ízmá & \text{'Chileanism' } \\
\text{'Chilean'} & & & \\
upurtú & \text{upurtún+s} & \text{upurtun+ítát} & \text{'opportunity'} \\
\text{'opportune'} & & & \\
distribu+sjó & \text{distribu+sjón+s} & \text{distribu+sjun+íl} & \text{'distributional'} \\
\text{'distribution'} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

However, not every word final \( n \) is deleted. In (39) already, all contexts of deletion are \( ^{\text{V}} \). After a consonant or proparoxytones there is no deletion: [kărn] 'meat', [kuntörn] 'contour', [ąspēsíman] 'specimen', [lipērbatun] 'hyperbaton'. After an unstressed vowel in paroxytones \( n \) is normally retained, but there seem to be also cases of deletion. Thus, besides [ątun] 'atonic' [urīţen] 'origin', [ęgzāmən] 'examination, and the majority of paroxytones, we find the following eleven cases in (40a) (from Fabra (1968), 110; examples in orthographic form):

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
(40) & \text{a.} & \text{b.} & \text{c. plurals} \\
jove & \text{joveníssim} & \text{joves} & \text{very young}' \\
\text{'young'} & & & \\
home & \text{homenet} & \text{homes} & \text{'small man'} \\
\text{'man'} & & & \\
orfe & \text{orfenet} & \text{orfes} & \text{'small orphan'} \\
\text{'orphan'} & & & \\
as & \text{asenet} & \text{ases} & \text{'small donkey'} \\
\text{'donkey'} & & & \\
freixe & \text{freixeneda} & \text{freixes} & \text{'ash tree plantation'} \\
\text{'ash tree'} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]
The derivatives in b) are all in the Diccionari General (© Fabra (1932)), but some of them (asenet, freixeneda, covenada, arguenell, as well as argue) are not familiar in my own idiolect. Even putting aside this fact, there is a very clear cut distinction between (39) and (40). In (39), n is not present if it is word final, but appears elsewhere. In (40), on the other side, n doesn't show up word finally, and in general in any flexionally related forms, it appears on derivationally related forms.

But the normal case of deletion, \( \checkmark \), has also exceptions:

(41) a. | plural | derivatives
---|---|---
són  | sóns | sunetə  
'sleep, sleepiness' | 'small sleep'
zuán  | zuánə | zuanet  
'John' | 'little John'
ərən  | ərənə | ərənə́  
'close' | 'to cut close, short'
uzón  | uzóns | uzónik  
'ozone' | 'ozonic'
žén  | žëns | ženutípus  
'gene' | 'genotype'
(41, cont.)

ségón    ségóns
'second'

b.

ún 'one', (fem. úna)    ú '(number) one' (pl. úns)
algún 'some' (fem. algúna)    algú 'someone'
miján 'middle'    mijá 'middle' (fem. mijána)
bón 'good' (fem. bôna)    bô 'good' (fem. bôna)
bén 'well' (cf. benestá 'well-being')    bé 'well'
kín 'which' (fem. kîna)    kî 'who'

(41a) are simply exceptions to N-deletion that cannot be characterized but idiosyncratically. The examples in the first column of (41b) are interesting in that they are closely related to identical words (second column in (41b)) that undergo deletion regularly. Non-deletion occurs when the words in question are modifiers preceding the modified head, i.e., determiners or adjectives preceding N or NP, or adverbs preceding participles or adjectives. It is worth noting that this includes the case when the head has been deleted, or left unfilled lexically. Sentences are in orthographic form:

(42) Tinc un llibre. En tinc un Compta de u_  (of them)
     I have one book. PRO I have one Second from one.
     Algú amic t'ajudarà. Algú t'ajudarà. Algú t'ajudarà.  
     Some friend will help someone will help you
     you (of them) you
     Vindré a mitjan agost. Faré el curs mitjá
     I'll come in the middle of I'll do the course middle
     August
     És un bon lloc     El lloc és bo_
     It's a good place the place is good
     Està ben fet.     Ho han fet bê_
     It's well done it they've done well
(42 cont.)

Quin equip juga? Quin juga? qui juga?
which team plays which plays who plays
(of them)

But there is a number of adjectives that can appear before the head
and nevertheless show regular N-deletion word finally, as witnessed by
the contrast between feminine and masculine forms:

(43) masculine feminine

ple full, midst summer plena primavera
estiu summer
ela the cinquè the fifth dia day
la the cinquena the week
approaches setmana
el the comí the common interès interest
la comunca cause
el the diví the divine càstig punishment
la divina justice
el veï Portugal the neighbor- la veïna la veïna
Portugal
ing Franca France

These examples suggest that unless there is some property distinguishing
(41b) and (43), which seems not to be the case, the prehead modifiers
of (41b) are lexically marked so as not to undergo N-deletion. That is,
they belong to the same class as (41a). This raises the question of why
should they be exceptions just when they appear in prehead position.

But there are independent reasons to believe that prehead variants are
separate lexical entries, since they share different syntactic and seman-
tic properties from the head or posthead variants. First of all, not all
adjectives can appear before the head; u refers only to the number 1.
algú and qui are necessarily human, but algún and quin can be nonhuman;
mitjan is only used in the expression a mitjan de, before masculine time
nouns or noun phrases (e.g. *a mitjan camí 'in the middle of the way';
* a mitjana setmana (fem.) 'at the middle of the week').
To summarize, we have five types of cases: after stressed vowel
a) normally, deletion, b) exceptionally, non-deletion; after unstressed
vowel, c) normally, non-deletion, d) exceptionally, deletion in flexion;
after C e) regular non-deletion:
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utive and other derivatives have the second variant with n: [žubanět], [žubantút] 'youth'. One consequence of this analysis is that it would be possible that in the cases of allomorphy the variant without n appeared in nonfinal position and the variant with n in final position, i.e., the reverse of the rule-governed cases. At least the first case can be attested. [šma] 'man' forms an adjectival derivative, not with the variant šman (like in [umántü]) but with a variant without n: [umá] (cf. [bosk] 'forest', [buská] 'silvester', [lú] 'far' (adverb), [lujá] 'far' (adj.)). And from [žōba], there is the derivative [žubén]. ě, and therefore n must belong to the suffix, otherwise the stress wouldn't be explained. On the other hand, the existence of suppletion of the kind presented in (40) is independently attested in the language. Consider the regular derivations from a) to b) with those from c) to d) in (45):

(45) a) b) c) d)

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λéť</td>
<td>λéťéřa</td>
<td>kafé</td>
<td>kaféřéřa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk</td>
<td>milk can</td>
<td>coffee</td>
<td>coffee pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>žěnóľ</td>
<td>žěnuléřa</td>
<td>pité</td>
<td>pitéřéřa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>knee guard</td>
<td>chest</td>
<td>bosom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>méksik</td>
<td>méksiká</td>
<td>běrgé</td>
<td>bárgadá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>name of town</td>
<td>inhabitant of b.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flūš</td>
<td>flůšzsa</td>
<td>tů</td>
<td>tutěžá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak</td>
<td>to weaken</td>
<td>you</td>
<td>to address someone with 'tu' (as opposed to polite busté</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fům</td>
<td>fůmós</td>
<td>pédra</td>
<td>pédrágós</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>smoky</td>
<td>stone</td>
<td>rocky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mór-ků</td>
<td>můráľ</td>
<td>káp</td>
<td>kapsál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snout</td>
<td>nosebag</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>bedhead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words in (45c) show the same pattern as (40): plurals are [kaféš], [tůš], [pitéš], [běrgés], [tůš], [pédrás], [káps].
In addition the extra consonant is not present regularly in all derivatives: [kɛfɛˈɪnə] 'caffein', [pɪˈtɛt] 'small chest, bib', [fɛˈrik] 'ferric', [pɛdʁɛˈtə] 'small stone').

It might still be argued that the examples in (40) are different from (45c, d) because, first, they are a larger set showing the same additional consonant, and second, because this alternation is related to an independently motivated phonological rule, N-deletion, whereas there are no independent rules deleting t, r (at least after C), d or g.

It would be certainly useless to claim that those facts--the alternations in (40)--are accidental. Yet to include them under the rule of N-deletion would mean to have to allow rules to have so-called "positive" exceptions: /zôbən/ and /zôbən+s/ would have to undergo the rule, even though they wouldn't meet its structural description, because of the preceding unstressed vowel. The structural description has to contain a stressed vowel, since otherwise the n would be incorrectly deleted in the regular cases ([ˌʊrɪˈzən], etc.) where it stays. And there are other reasons, as we have seen, to believe that the alternation is present underlyingly.

This apparent contradiction vanishes once it is realized that the fact that a given regularity exists doesn't entail that it should be accounted for by the grammar. It is on the contrary the notion "grammar" or "possible grammar" that defines what a linguistic regularity is. The arguments given above suggest that the alternation -n-→ q is a phonological regularity for (39) but not for (40). Yet the number of items affected by the alternation in (40) suggests that its existence is not accidental. They are indeed the result of some rules once operative in the grammar. A word like [ʒmə] originated from Latin HOMINEM to a
stage where [s̪men] and pl. [s̪mens] der. [s̪men--] coexisted. The rule deleting n operated after stressed and unstressed vowels to give Old Catalan [s̪me]→[s̪mens]→[s̪men]+der. suf. (Coromines (1971), 313-314), a system still found in occidental and southern dialects. Another process reduced ne to ç in some cases to give [s̪me]→[s̪mens]→[s̪men]+der. suf.

At this stage the rule was modified so as to apply only after stressed vowels, as words introduced later in the language ending in N (e.g., [uríñan], etc.) witness.

N-deletion will have therefore the following form:

(46) \[+[nas]\] → 0 \[[+syl]\] → #

9. R-Deletion

Consider the following adjectives in their masculine and feminine forms.

(47)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masc.</th>
<th>fem.</th>
<th>masc.</th>
<th>fem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. nû 'naked'</td>
<td>nuə</td>
<td>tôt 'all'</td>
<td>tôta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ff 'fine'</td>
<td>fínə</td>
<td>sá 'sane'</td>
<td>sánə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. dú 'hard'</td>
<td>dúra</td>
<td>primé 'first'</td>
<td>priméra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. pûr 'pure'</td>
<td>pûra</td>
<td>sunôr 'sonorous'</td>
<td>sunôrə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. kûr 'short'</td>
<td>kûrtə</td>
<td>fár 'fed up'</td>
<td>fárta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class a), like the majority of adjectives, forms the feminine by adding the morpheme ə, but the same can be said of other cases. In d) the alternation é-r in masc. and fem. is predicted by rule (17), and b) and e) will have underlying forms like /fín/→/fínə/ and /kûrt/→/kûrtə/.

The masculine phonetic forms [ff] and [kûr] (or [kûrt], since in this case (28) is optional) will be predicted by the rules of N-deletion (46) and Cluster Simplification (28), respectively. Similarly, a rule of
The situation for final r is partially parallel to the one of final n discussed in the preceding section. The majority of final r's are deleted, but there are also numerous exceptions. These words with word final phonetic ř that are exceptions to R-deletion should not be confused with those arising from řt → ř by Cluster Simplification. They are distinguished in words where ř is followed by another morpheme beginning with a vowel, since there the t is not deleted (cf. [půrə] vs. [kurtə] in (47)), and also because Cluster Simplification applies optionally to řt: [kůř], [kůřt] but [půř] ≠ [pur].

So far the cases of deletion presented suggest an environment V #%. r never appears after a consonant word finally, but instead of deletion what happens in cases of underlying Cr is insertion of epenthetic a. The verbal root bát 'beat', when added the infinitive marker r becomes [bátrə]; see Chapter 3, section 2, and rule (11). If R-deletion operated after 2-Insertion it could be formulated applying just before #%. But the nonoxoytone words with final r would disqualify such an approach:

(48) sůfar 'chauffeur' mízar 'miserable'
fůstur 'phosphorus' sátir 'satyr'
murťfar 'deadly' zřimar 'ephimer'
zřir 'zephyr' səməfər 'traffic light'
útar 'uterus' əlmibər 'syrup'
kərniброс 'carnivorous' žůpitər 'Jupiter'

As the examples in (48) show, paroxytones and proparoxytones conserve their final r. There is a single exception, [kántil] 'jug', diminutive [kəntirət]. This alternation can be included in the class of lexical alternations already discussed (cf. (40) and (45c, d)), and excluded from the scope of R-deletion. It should be made clear that this
kind of move is not equivalent to allowing rules to have "positive exceptions". Although it allows some degree of irregularity it confines it to a specific place in the grammar, namely the lexicon, where, in addition, most idiosyncracies are lodged anyway.

Unlike n, r is also deleted before the plural marker s, exactly in those cases where it is deleted also word finally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(49)</th>
<th>plural</th>
<th>feminine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dů́</td>
<td>'hard'</td>
<td>dů́řa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klá́</td>
<td>'clear'</td>
<td>klá́řa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pijó</td>
<td>'worse'</td>
<td>pijóš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sans̩̀</td>
<td>'whole'</td>
<td>sans̩̀řa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kulō</td>
<td>'color'</td>
<td>kulóš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pnpḿ̩</td>
<td>'paper'</td>
<td>pnpḿ̩řt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pintá</td>
<td>'to paint'</td>
<td>pintár u 'to paint it'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deletion before plural s does not make these cases similar to those in (40) which were excluded from the rule of N-deletion. First, those in (49) are far from exceptional, and second, they have, as expected, their r appearing when there is a feminine form, or when a clitic beginning with a vowel or a single consonant follows. So R-deletion will have the following form:

\[
\text{(50)} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+son]} \\
\text{[-lat]} \\
\text{[-nas]}
\end{array} \rightarrow \emptyset / \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+syll]} \\
\end{array} - (\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-cont]} \\
\text{[-cor]} \end{array}) \# \begin{array}{c}
\text{[#]} \\
\text{[CC]}
\end{array}
\]

This formulation of the rule being justified, it provides an argument for the analysis of Future and Conditional in Chapter 1. The infinitive morpheme is r for all verbs. This r gets deleted by (50) unless a clitic beginning with a vowel or a single consonant follows,
as illustrated in (49). When the verbal stem ends in a consonant, in most cases an epenthetic \( \tilde{a} \) is inserted, as said, after the \( r \): \([b\check{a}t]\) (stem), \([b\check{a}\check{r}\check{a}]\ 'to beat', \([k\acute{a}b]\)[k\acute{a}\acute{b}\check{r}\check{a}] \ 'to fit in', \([k\acute{a}\acute{w}]\)[k\acute{a}\acute{w}\check{r}\check{a}] \ 'to fall'. But after \( m, n, \check{s}, r\check{r}, r\check{s} \) and \( n\check{s} \), apparently \( \tilde{a} \) is inserted between the stem and the infinitive marker \( r \), as the following verbs, in orthographic form, show (\( n\check{y}=\check{\mathfrak{n}}, i\check{x}=\check{\mathfrak{s}} \)): \( \text{t\'emer} \ 'to fear', \text{pl\'anyer} \ 'to pity', \text{c\'orrer} \ 'to run', \text{t\'orc\'er} \ 'to twist', \text{v\'encer} \ 'to win'. \)

If \( \tilde{a} \) is inserted in these cases, R-deletion will not apply, since the inserted vowel preceding \( r \) is unstressed. But whereas the "inserted" vowel always stays, the final \( r \) appears to be deleted. This analysis conflicts with our decision to restrict R-deletion to apply after stressed vowels. But the analysis seems to be incorrect. In fact \( r \) not only deletes word finally or before a clitic beginning with two consonants, but it deletes everywhere, i.e. it never shows up:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{t\'ema} & \text{t\'emal} & \text{t\'emaw} \\
\text{pl\'aju} & \text{pl\'ajal} & \text{pl\'jaw} \\
\text{kun\'es\'a} & \text{kun\'es\'al} & \text{kun\'es\'aw} \\
\text{k\'ora} & \text{k\'oral} & \text{k\'oraw} \\
\text{t\'ors\'a} & \text{t\'ors\'al} & \text{t\'ors\'aw} \\
\text{b\'ensa} & \text{b\'ensal} & \text{b\'ensaw} \\
\end{array}
\]

We are forced therefore to set up a different morpheme for the infinitive in these cases, namely \( \tilde{a} \). Otherwise, not only would rule (50) have to be extended to apply after unstressed vowels in verbs, but even in right environments where the general rule never applies. In fact it could be formulated as "delete the infinitive marker \( r \) everywhere, in verbs whose stem ends in \( m, n, \check{s}, r\check{r}, r\check{s}, n\check{s} \)."

The more plausible solution with a separate marker \( \tilde{a} \) for these cases
is consistent with the treatment of future and conditional adopted in Chapter 1. But the other alternative discussed there is incompatible with it. This alternative claimed that a future form like \( \text{pintaré} \) is formed by an infinitive and inflected auxiliary verb, i.e. \( \sqrt{\text{INF} \text{pintarle}} \). If this were true the future and conditional of the verbs in (51) would be \( \text{tamay}, \text{tamay}, \text{kunsay}, \text{kunsay} \); etc. The solution adopted in Chapter 1, on the other hand, sets up future and conditional markers /ré/, etc., /ría/, etc., respectively, and predicts the correct forms. See also Chapter 3, section 4.

(52) **Future (1st Sg.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Future (1st Sg.)</th>
<th>Conditional (1st Sg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tamay</td>
<td>tamaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plapay</td>
<td>plaparia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunasay</td>
<td>kunasaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuray</td>
<td>kuraria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuarsay</td>
<td>tuarsaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bansay</td>
<td>bansaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. **B to Glide**

A large number of items show an alternation between postvocalic [w] and intervocalic obstruents, mainly [b].

(53) a. tow  'soft'  tóbe  (fem.)
    b. prw  'foot'  padestra  'on foot' (adj.)
    c. palaw  'palace'  palati  'palatine'
    d. paridw  'partridge'  paridgat  'male partridge'
    e. daw  'ten'  dákagun  'decagon'
    f. prw  'price'  daprasya  'to depreciate'

(53) can be divided into two groups. The first group, exemplified by a) has a large number of alternations [w] and only a few exceptions
(i.e. intervocalic $b$ that doesn't show up as $y$ in word final position); see Lleó and Mascaró (1973) for details. The second group (53b-f) has a limited number of alternations, and, in most cases an intervocalic obstruent $d$, $t$, $g$, $k$, $s$ shows up (devoiced) in word final position without turning to $w$. Furthermore in some of the derivatives of examples like (53b-f) $w$ shows up instead of the obstruent: $[\text{pawt}]$ 'small foot', $[\text{pardiwasa}]$ 'big partridge', $[\text{prawá}]$ 'to price'.

Lleó and Mascaró (1973) propose rules of glide formation from $b$, $t$-$d$, and $k$-$g$ to account for these alternations, assigning to the last two the character of "minor" or "morphological" rules; cases like (53f) are the result of two rules, $t \rightarrow w$ and $t \rightarrow s$. But examples like $[\text{pawt}]$ suggest that these cases have two roots (e.g. $/\text{préw}/$ and $/\text{prés}/$), and that a rule is only operative in the case of $b$.

Some of the cases where $b$ doesn't become a glide can be excluded by the rule. Consider the following examples:

(54) a. $n\acute{w}$ 'new' $n\tilde{b}\acute{b}a$ (fem.)
    $b\acute{w}$ 'alive' $b\tilde{b}\acute{b}a$ (fem.)
    $bl\acute{w}$ 'blue' $bl\tilde{b}\acute{b}isim$ 'very blue'
    $\tilde{z}u\acute{ew}$ 'jewish' $\tilde{z}u\tilde{e}\acute{b}a$ (fem.)

b. $\tilde{b}ulp$ 'bulb' $bulb\tilde{os}$ 'bulbous'
    $b\acute{erp}$ 'snake' $b\acute{a}r\acute{b}al$ 'verbal'
    $\acute{a}rp$ 'Arabic' $\acute{a}rabik$ 'Arab'
    $bis\acute{il}p$ 'disyllabic' $bisil\tilde{a}bik$ 'disyllabic'

If the rule is formulated to apply after a stressed vowel, the cases in (54) with final $p$ instead of $w$ will be correctly excluded. The rule should also apply before a plural $s$, but not before any consonant:
(55)   \[\begin{array}{ll}
    nów & '\text{new}' \\
    tów & '\text{soft}' \\
    blów & '\text{blue}' \\
\end{array}\]

\begin{center}
\textbf{Plural}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{array}{ll}
    nów & nów\text{\textit{s}} \\
    tów & tów\text{\textit{s}} \\
    blów & blów\text{\textit{s}} \\
\end{array}
\end{center}

λίβρα  'book'

μόπλα  'piece of furniture'

αδεπτάπλα  'adaptable'

ασκριπτό  'writer'

B to Glide can therefore be formulated as follows:

(56) \[\begin{array}{llll}
    -\text{son} & \rightarrow [-\text{cons}] / [+\text{syll}] & (C)\#\#
\end{array}\]
CHAPTER THREE: VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

1. The Verbal System

Most of the material discussed in the two previous chapters dealt with nominal phonology, although other categories were also mentioned and discussed. The object of this chapter is threefold. First, to present an analysis of Catalan Verb Morphology that moves towards the goal of achieving descriptive adequacy. Second, to determine what contributions such an analysis can make to linguistic theory, in this particular case to try to give a characterization of the rules that operate on phonological representations. In the third place, to test the conclusions, both theoretical and descriptive, reached in the first two chapters: the theory of underlying stress, several of the rules proposed, the distinction made about derived and underlying regularities, and the Strict Cycle Condition.

Catalan has an inflecting verbal system which consists of seven finite simple tenses, three nonfinite forms, and several tenses formed by an auxiliary verb and a verb in nonfinite form. Among the simple tenses, there are two presents and two pasts (indicative and subjunctive), a future, a conditional, and the imperative. The nonfinite forms are the (past) participle, the gerund (or present participle) and the infinitive. The participle can be inflected for gender and number, like adjectives, and is, not surprisingly, the most irregular of all forms. The tense called "passé simple", "passato remoto", "pretérito indefinido" in other Romance languages is confined to literary use in the dialect under study, at least as a simple form, since there is a completely equivalent form with the verb "vaig" (see section
9 and Appendix II) + infinitive. I shall therefore not include it in my presentation. The imperative has all but the first person singular. Third person forms are used to address the hearer in the polite form, so they might be regarded as second person forms, but morphologically they are identical to third person forms. Since the third person singular and the first plural always are identical in the imperative to the same persons in the present subjunctive, I shall omit them in the paradigms and in the discussion. I shall follow the traditional grammars in distinguishing three conjugations: I, II and III (IIIa and IIIb).

In addition to the distinction within III, I shall introduce a classification of II in groups and subgroups for convenience, especially among what we might call the "subregular" verbs. Verbs will be named by their infinitive in standard orthographic form. The verbal forms (the inflected forms) will be always in phonetic transcription omitting a few details (minor assimilations). To make distinctions between morphemes possible, the Imperative second and third plural persons, the Infinitive and the gerund will be transcribed as if a clitic beginning with a vowel followed so that rules applying to word final segment won't obscure the form of the morphemes. Similarly the participle will be transcribed as if the feminine marker ə followed. Thus we shall find [féz], [fázint], [fént], [fér], [mirád], instead of the phonetic form of these words in isolation which is [fés], [fázin], [fén], [fé], [miráṭ], as predicted by the rules discussed in Chapter 2, and the general process of devoicing of final obstruents. The tenses and persons will be abbreviated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present Indicative:</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>1st singular:</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperfective Indicative:</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>2nd singular:</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Regular Verbs

In this section I shall examine the regular verbs starting from the traditional classification of Catalan verbs and modifying it later. The basic hypothesis concerning the structure of the verbal system will be presented here and developed later in the analysis of irregular morphology.

The verbal system of Catalan has been traditionally divided into three conjugations, I, II, III. (Fabra (1968), 41). Here are the paradigms of three corresponding verbs, mirar 'to look', batre 'to beat', and bullir 'to boil':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Inf, Ger, Pa, Imp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mir u</td>
<td>mir əbə</td>
<td>mir i</td>
<td>mir əs</td>
<td>mir ərə</td>
<td>mir ərəə</td>
<td>mir ər</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir əs</td>
<td>mir əbas</td>
<td>mir əs</td>
<td>mir əsis</td>
<td>mir ərəs</td>
<td>mir ərəəs</td>
<td>mir ənt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir ə</td>
<td>mir əbə</td>
<td>mir i</td>
<td>mir əs</td>
<td>mir ərə</td>
<td>mir ərəə</td>
<td>mir əd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir əm</td>
<td>mir əbəm</td>
<td>mir əm</td>
<td>mir əsim</td>
<td>mir ərəm</td>
<td>mir ərəəm</td>
<td>mir ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir əw</td>
<td>mir əbew</td>
<td>mir əw</td>
<td>mir əsiw</td>
<td>mir ərew</td>
<td>mir ərəw</td>
<td>mir əw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir ən</td>
<td>mir əbən</td>
<td>mir i</td>
<td>mir əsin</td>
<td>mir ərən</td>
<td>mir ərəən</td>
<td>mir int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The main characteristic of the three paradigms in (1) is that the root doesn't change, except for stress or rules already motivated. This is the case of betre whose root vowel a is turned into ə when unstressed by the rule of Vowel Reduction (Chapter 1). The problem of regular verb morphology is thus to account for the regularities of the verbal endings and the alternations of stress.

Except for 2 and 6Imp, there is an exact correlation between person and ending, namely persons 2, 4, 5, 6 end always in s (or z), 2 m, w n, respectively, and 1 and 3 show presumably no person marker.

The question becomes more complex when we try to find the correspondances between tense and ending. To facilitate the examination of tense markers, let's consider the following chart, which corresponds
to (1), once the root and the person markers are removed, as well as epenthetic ə in Inf [bātra] (cf. rule (11)).

Is it possible to single out any further systematic generalization in (2)? All three morphological elements, tense, person and conjugation seem to intervene in the determination of the ending. But upon closer examination, an asymmetry appears in (2). Consider separately the first
vowel of the ending and the rest of the ending. The second part of the ending is largely invariable across conjugations, the exception being the imperfective indicative of I. As for the first vowel of the ending, the stress distinguishes two cases. In unstressed endings (separated by a line in (2) from stressed endings), the vowel is, like the second part of the ending, invariable across conjugations, the exceptions being 1, 2 PI and Imp of conjugation I, and Inf of II. But when the vowel is in a stressed ending, it does vary across conjugations: in no case does a form show the same vowel in all three conjugations. This observation suggests that these vowels be treated differently from the rest of the ending. In particular, I shall classify the constituents of the whole ending in the following form, the thematic vowel, as its varying across conjugations suggests, is a marker of the conjugation, and can vary also according to person and tense; it appears only in stressed endings. The tense markers (i.e. the unstressed single vowels, and what follows the thematic vowel in (2)) vary according to tense, and exceptionally according to conjugation and person. Finally, the person markers which are invariable ø for 1 and 3, and z, m, w, n for 2, 4, 5, 6 respectively. This segmentation of a verb form into root, thematic vowel or conjugation marker, tense marker, and person marker seems to me rather plausible, given the facts of regular verbs. Of course, Catalan being an inflectional language, each of these morphemes will be mainly determined by its morphological correlate (root, conjugation, tense and person), but also secondarily by other morphological properties. Consider incidentally what the two other extreme alternatives would be. One could group together all identical endings and state for each one that a verb takes that ending in the corresponding forms, e.g. it takes ès in lIS
conjugations I and II, and 3IS conjugations I and II. This is the method more or less followed by traditional grammars, quite correctly, I think, given their objectives. On the other hand, one could try to regularize the markers more, so that they are less conditioned by other than their morphological correlate; a set of phonological rules would then derive the surface forms. The first alternative should be rejected from the beginning, since it refuses to capture any of the existing generalizations. Let's look a little bit more into the second alternative. We might, for example, claim that the II marker is \textit{bq}, the PS marker \textit{i} and the IS marker \textit{si} (or perhaps even generalize the subjunctive marker as \textit{i} as opposed to \textit{indicative \Theta}). We then would have to posit rules deleting \textit{b} in conjugations I and II after the theme vowel, deleting \textit{i} after the theme vowel (to get 4PS and 5PS), and deleting \textit{i} word finally (to get 1IS and 3IS). Along the same lines, one could propose that there is a specific thematic vowel for each conjugation, and that some rules derive the surface thematic vowels in the appropriate cases. The crucial point is that the force of such an analysis rests entirely on the independent motivation of such rules. If they are specific of verb forms morphologically characterized, then it is exactly equivalent to stating that a given marker appears in some morphologically characterized set of verb forms. Notice furthermore that in this analysis the morpheme is given an underlying form whose choice is arbitrary. That is, there is no reason to prefer having, e.g., underlying II marker \textit{bq} and delete \textit{b}, to having underlying \textit{a} and insert \textit{b} in the appropriate places. This indeterminacy of choice of underlying representation, to which I shall return later, indicates that our former proposal is preferable.

The analysis proposed will be strengthened with the discussion in later sections, but I shall present here two cases dealing
with stress and nominal derivational morphology that also support it.

Note that there are still two unexplained facts in the paradigms of regular verbs: the correlation between the appearance of the thematic vowel and the stressed character of the ending, and the distribution of stress itself. In Chapter 1 it was shown that stress, rather than being assigned by rule was present in underlying representations. According to that view, the morphemes proposed to mark conjugation, tense and person should also share that property. Thus we can propose the thematic vowel to be stressed underlyingly. The only instances of unstressed thematic vowel are the future and conditional (see (1) or (2)). But precisely future and conditional are stressed on the tense marker, and that is why appearance of thematic vowel was correlated to stress in the ending (i.e., stress on the thematic vowel itself or on the tense marker). We already know that within a word, a rule deletes all but the rightmost stress (rule (24), Ch. 1), so the thematic vowel can be set up stressed underlyingly and it will be destressed by an independently motivated rule in the appropriate cases. The distribution of stress in regular verbs in (1) follows from the assumptions discussed and justified in Chapter 1, namely that morphemes are underlyingly stressed or unstressed and that surface stress is predicted by a Destressing rule. The verb root will always be stressed, and more specifically stressed on the last syllable, the thematic vowel will also bear stress, and the rest of the markers will be unstressed, except for future and conditional which will be stressed. After Destressing has applied, stress will show up on the future and conditional markers in these tenses, on the thematic vowel in the other forms where this appears, and otherwise on the stem, e.g.:
The existence of a thematic vowel, in particular of a stressed thematic vowel, is supported by deverbal derivatives, where in fact a thematic vowel also appears. Consider the productive suffixes \( \text{d6}(r) \), which forms nouns or adjectives with the meaning 'the one that X', 'the property of Xing' (where X is the verb); \( \text{m6n}(t) \), which forms nouns with the meaning 'the action or state of Xing'; and \( \text{pl}\), which forms adjectives parallel to English adjectives in -able. The verbs that correspond to them are in 3PI; recall that that form consists of root +\( 2 \n \text{I} \) conjugation and the bare root in conjugations II and III.

(4) Conj. I          Conj. II          Conj. III          
\[ \begin{array}{lll}
\text{pur}t\hat{\text{a}}\text{d6} & \text{par}t\hat{\text{a}}\text{d6} & \text{kul}i\text{d6} \\
\text{p\text{\&}rta} & '\text{he bears}' & \text{p\text{\&}rte} & '\text{he loses}' & \text{k\text{\&}l} & '\text{he picks up}' \\
\text{tr\text{\&}nsfr\text{\&}m}d6d6 & \text{kun\text{\&}sad6} & \text{m\text{\&}p\text{\&}id6} & \text{m\text{\&}\text{p}} & '\text{he milks}' \\
\text{tr\text{\&}nsfr\text{\&}m} & '\text{he transforms}' & \text{kun\text{\&}s\text{\&}\text{p}} & '\text{he knows}' & & \\
\text{p\text{\&}gam\text{\&}n} & \text{\text{\&}r\text{\&}m} & \text{\text{\&}tru\text{\&}g\text{\&}m\text{\&}n} & \text{\text{\&}tru\text{\&}g\text{\&}m\text{\&}n} & '\text{it booms}' \\
\text{p\text{\&}ge} & '\text{he pays}' & \text{\text{\&}p} & '\text{he receives}' & \text{\text{\&}tr\text{\&}u\text{\&}g\text{\&}m\text{\&}n} & '\text{he feels}' \\
\text{m\text{\&}\text{\&}rum\text{\&}n} & \text{b\text{\&}n\text{\&}m\text{\&}n} & \text{s\text{\&}ntim\text{\&}n} & & \\
\text{in\text{\&}l\text{\&}\text{\&}ra} & '\text{he improves}' & \text{\text{\&}n\text{\&}s\text{\&}} & '\text{he wins}' & \text{\text{\&}nt\text{\&}m\text{\&}n} & '\text{he feels}' \\
\text{k\text{\&}nt\text{\&}\text{\&}la} & \text{kun\text{\&}s\text{\&}\text{\&}p\text{\&}la} & \text{\text{\&}sk\text{\&}\text{\&}z\text{\&}\text{\&}p\text{\&}la} \\
\text{k\text{\&}nt\text{\&}a} & '\text{he sings}' & \text{kun\text{\&}s\text{\&}\text{\&}p} & '\text{he conceives}' & \text{\text{\&}sk\text{\&}\text{\&}\text{\&}z\text{\&}\text{\&}s\text{\&} '\text{he unstitches}' \\
\text{ku\text{\&}nt\text{\&}\text{\&}\text{\&}la} & \text{\text{\&}m\text{\&}p\text{\&}la} & \text{\text{\&}mp\text{\&}la} & \text{\text{\&}mp\text{\&}la} & '\text{he boils}' \\
\text{ku\text{\&}nt\text{\&}\text{\&}\text{\&}ra} & '\text{he comforts}' & \text{\text{\&}m\text{\&}p\text{\&}la} & \text{\text{\&}mp\text{\&}la} & '\text{he boil\text{\&}s}' \\
\end{array} \]

The underlined vowels \( \text{\&} , \text{\&} , \text{\&} , \text{i} \) clearly show up because the nouns or adjectives are deverbal. This can be seen comparing (4) with the cases where there exist derivatives which are not deverbal: \[ \text{m\text{\&}\text{\&}ro} \]
(³ the feminine marker) 'improvement', [käntik] 'canticle, song', [təmər] 'fear', [bù] 'boil'. Furthermore this vowel corresponds to the thematic vowel in verbal forms: a, ə for conj. I, ə, i for conj. II, and i for conj. III. Most suffixes are stressed, so the thematic vowel shows up unstressed but in plə (underlyingly bl, see note 4) the last stress of the word is on the thematic vowel, and it gets the stress as expected.

In (4) a particularity of conjugation II already observable in (2) is repeated; namely that the thematic vowels of that conjugation are the same as those of either conj. I or conj. II, depending on the derivational suffix. The same thing happens in the verbal paradigms ((1) or (2)): in some forms the thematic vowel of conj. I and II coincide, in some forms they coincide in II and III. I would like to suggest that the explanation for this particular distribution is that so-called "regular II conj. verbs" (referred to as groups R-1 and R-2 later) are in fact irregular, their irregularity consisting of having a mixed conjugation marker (or thematic vowel), sometimes belonging to conj. I, sometimes to III, sometimes a thematic vowel of their own (ê and ȳ in Ger and Pa, and lack of thematic vowel in the Inf). There is a reason, of course, why a verb like batre has been included in a II regular conjugation. The particular type of "mixing" of thematic vowels that it shows is the most common among verbs that don't belong to conj. I or to conj. III. Other verbs, and this favors this analysis, present different kinds of "mixing", that is, they have the thematic vowel of conj. III or conj. I in other tenses or persons than batre (see sections 5, 6). In addition, all verbs formed by derivation from other words belong to conj. I or to conj. III (Fabra (1968), 138-141).
3. **Class IIIa and Other Anomalous Verb Forms**

The verbs formed by derivation belonging to conj. III that were just mentioned, as well as other conj. III verbs, differ slightly from the paradigm given for conj. III in (1). Thus besides *batre* we have *unir* 'to unite' with the following paradigm:

(5)  | PI | II | PS | IS | F | C | Inf, Ger, Pa, 2, 5, 6
---|----|----|----|----|----|----|------------------
un  | ᵉšu| ᵉ | ᵉši| ᵉš | iré | ir| un fr
un  | ᵉšes| ᵉš | ᵉš| ᵉšis| irás| ir| irás un fr
un  | ᵉš | ᵉš | ᵉši| ᵉš | irá | ir| irá un fr
un  | ᵉm | ᵉm | ᵉm| ᵉm| irém| ir| irém un fr
un  | ᵉw | ᵉw | ᵉw| ᵉw| iréw| ir| iréw un fr
un  | ᵉšun| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| irán| ir| irán un fr

*Unir* differs from *bullir* in that it presents an increment ᵉš in certain forms. That ᵉš doesn't belong to the root is clear from the fact that the vast number of verbs that follow the paradigm of *unir* have different roots but the same increment ᵉš in the same forms. Now compare the forms in which *bullir* and *unir* differ:

(6)  | PI: 1 | ᵉšu | ᵉš | ᵉš | ᵉš | ᵉš | ᵉš
---|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----
2   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
3   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
6   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš

| PS: 1 | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
---|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----
2   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
3   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
6   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš

| Imp 2 | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
---|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----
6   | ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš| ᵉš
Notice first of all that the forms differ just in the increment 
and in stress. The only exception, 2PI, where we get [unes] instead of *[unes] is the result of a insertion rule that will be discussed directly. The increment is always placed between the root and the tense and person markers, that is in the same place as the thematic vowel. Given these facts, and the fact that is characteristic of a class of verbs (i.e. a conjugation) we might assign to the same status as the thematic vowel, and call it thematic increment.

Recall that in (2) a distinction in the class of initial vowels of the ending was proposed to define the thematic vowel. Interestingly enough, this same distinction appears when we try to determine the class of forms where appears: the forms in (6) are exactly the forms that lack a thematic vowel. This fact, i.e. appearing whenever the thematic vowel doesn't appear, gives further support to the distinction between forms with and without thematic vowel put forward before.

As for the stress, considering as thematic element along with the thematic vowel, exactly predicts the placement of stress in (6). as the thematic vowel, will be stressed underlyingly, and the rule of Destressing will eliminate the root stress in all cases.

There are also some other verbs that seem not to conform to the paradigms in (1). As we shall see, their diverging from (1) is due to the effect of general phonological rules.

The desinence of 2 and 3PI is different for conj. I and conjs. II, III; conj. I takes as, 2, and conjs. II, III take s, 2 (cf. (2)). But there are some verbs that, although they belong to II or III, as witnessed by their Ger and II, seem to take the endings of conj. I in 2, 3PI:

(7) a. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>II</th>
<th>Ger</th>
<th>2PI</th>
<th>3PI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cosir</td>
<td>'to sew'</td>
<td>kuz íə</td>
<td>kuz ínt</td>
<td>kúz ás</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(7a cont)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>Ger</th>
<th>2PI</th>
<th>3PI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tossir</td>
<td>'to cough'</td>
<td>tus ña</td>
<td>tus ñt</td>
<td>tús ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fugir</td>
<td>'to flee'</td>
<td>fuž ña</td>
<td>fuž ñt</td>
<td>fúž ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tòrcer</td>
<td>'to bend'</td>
<td>tur ñ ña</td>
<td>tur ñ ñt</td>
<td>tòrs ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vèncer</td>
<td>'to win'</td>
<td>bëns ña</td>
<td>bëns ñnt</td>
<td>bëns ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>créixer</td>
<td>'to grow'</td>
<td>krèš ña</td>
<td>krèš ñnt</td>
<td>krèš ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conèixer</td>
<td>'to know'</td>
<td>kunèš ña</td>
<td>kunèš ñnt</td>
<td>kunèš ñs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. obrir 'to open' ubr ñ a ubr ñ nt | ñbr ñs ñbra

omplir 'to fill' umpl ñ a umpl ñ nt | ómpl ñs ómplø

córrer 'to run' kuř ñ a kuř ñ nt | kòr ñs kòrø

(7a), rather than being verbs that take irregularly the tense markers of another conjugation, are regular verbs subject to a rule that inserts ñ between sibilants. This rule seems to be operative also in other cases. Consider the plurals of "invariable" feminine adjectives, i.e. adjectives which take no feminine ending ñ:

(8) Fem. Sg. Fem. Pl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fàsil 'easy'</td>
<td>fàsils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulgàr 'vulgar'</td>
<td>bulgàrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sublíms 'sublime'</td>
<td>sublíms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fèlís 'happy'</td>
<td>fèlísès</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bèlís 'quick'</td>
<td>bèlísès</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fugàs 'fleeting'</td>
<td>fugàsès</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples in (7b) are similar. In Chapter (2) it was shown that ñ was inserted after geminates before C or word finally. In fact this rule should be extended to cover other cases, in particular sequences of stop + liquid:
The diminutive and other suffixes, can be added to the consonant ending roots *siskl*, *ângle*, etc. and an epenthetic 'a inserted word finally and before C.

Both rules of a insertion should be examined in more detail to accommodate other cases and exclude some also, but I shall not try to deal with them and formulate the rules as (10) and (11) for future reference.

(10) \( V \rightarrow a / [+\text{cont}] +[+\text{cor}] \)

(11) \( V \rightarrow a / [-\text{cont}] [+\text{son}] [+\text{C}] \) and other contexts

Notice that (11) will take care of the last examples in (7b), [kôrâs], [kôrâ] since we can represent its phonetic continuant \( \ddot{r} \) by the sequence of two (noncontinuant) r's /rr/, as shown in Ch. 2. Similarly, the exception encountered when we examined the verbs taking the increment *ëg*, namely 2PI [unēsâs] instead of *unēsâs* (cf. (6) and following discussion), will be accounted for by (10).

Other apparently anomalous verb forms are found in verbs of conjugation II that, having other irregularities, will be dealt with in the next section. One of their characteristics is to lack the thematic vowel in the Infinitive, Future and Conditional. When the root of such a verb
ends in l or n one would expect Infinitive, Future, and Conditional in
lr, nr; lré, etc., nré, etc.; lríé, etc., nríé, etc., respectively.
Instead we get ldr, ndr, ldré, ndré, ldríé, ndríé. The d could not
belong to a particular tense marker for this class of verbs, since it
doesn't show up but in this case, namely when the phonological environ-
ment lr or nr is found. We can therefore suppose the d inserted by rule.
But morpheme internally lr, nr, and ldr, ndr contrast:

(12) a. b.
unrát 'honest' indrét 'place'
ənrebñá 'to speak' sándrə 'ash'
ənřík 'Henry' těndrə 'tender'
kuňřéw 'cultivated land' əndréw 'Andrew'
fulřá 'to line' bəldrík 'sword belt'
tulřá (family name) bulđró 'bunch of higher plants
in a field'

Across morphemes we also find both solutions:

(13) a. b.
sónřežČks 'they are rocks' bən+dré 'I shall sell'
bůlřežČks 'he wants rocks' bul+dríə 'he would like'
ənřéntən 'they wash some of them'
əlřéntən 'they wash him'
ənřégə 'backwards'
(cf. 3PI: bůn, bůl, fůn, půn)
cf. dařera 'behind'
ínřelės 'upside down'
cf. rĕřešes 'reverse'
ənřeřulá 'to tile'
cf. rĕřzle 'tile'

The rule should therefore be formulated so as not to apply across
any number of ř's, that is,
so that it applies to (13b) but not to (13a), nor to (12a) (in (12b) the d is present underlyingly). In (12a) nr is within a morpheme and the SCC will block its application. Here are the derivations of three illustrative cases:

For morpheme-internal lr or nr D-insertion will not be able to apply because it cannot apply properly on any cycle: all information used by the rule is within the 0th cycle and no crucial information is introduced on later cycles. The r will then become a trill since it follows n or l. r will also become r in words like [en[#r]r] but D-insertion will be inapplicable. On the other hand, D-insertion will apply on the first cycle in [bzn]r and similar cases, and the r no longer following n or l, it will remain flapped. Recall that the SCC will not apply to r rules, because they are postcyclic, since they are not neutralizing (see the Introduction).

To sum up, I have presented the paradigms of three conjugations (mirar I, bullir IIIb, unir IIIa; batre was classified as irregular) and considered their forms as constituted of four morphemes. The root and the thematic vowel, or thematic increment for IIIa, form the stem. the desinence is formed by tense marker and the person marker. The set of morphemes of the flexional ending of regular verbs is given below.

(16) **Thematic vowel or increment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIIb</th>
<th>IIIa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 6PI; 1, 2, 3, 6PS; 2, 6Imp; F;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>êš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Inf C r P</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ɦ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IIa

Tense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIIb</th>
<th>IIIa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4, 5PI; 4,5PS; 5Imp</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Imp</th>
<th>Inf</th>
<th>Ger</th>
<th>Pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>I b</td>
<td>1,2,3,6 i</td>
<td>1,3 s</td>
<td>l r é</td>
<td>r í</td>
<td>I 2 a</td>
<td>r n t d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>III a</td>
<td>4,5 Ø</td>
<td>2,4,5,si</td>
<td>4,5 r í</td>
<td>III2,5 Ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,3</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,3,6 r á</td>
<td>6 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person

1. Ø
2. s;Imp: Ø
3. Ø
4. m
5. w
6. n;Imp: nt

4. "Regular" conj. II Verbs and Irregular Participles

The so-called second conjugation is defined by the mixed character of its thematic vowels (sometimes those of conjs. I and III, sometimes different, sometimes lacking in forms where I and III have it), and it is characterized by being by and large irregular. This irregularity can be attributed—as I shall try to show—for each verb or group of verbs to the distribution of the thematic vowel and polymorphism of the root, which is however subject to subregularities. Tense and person marker are mostly unaffected by irregularity, and discrepancies from the regular markers are reduced to otherwise quite irregular participle.
The group of verbs to be analyzed in this section is characterized by having fixed root and thematic vowel (except for the participle), the thematic vowel and the tense markers having the following distribution, as already indicated before:

(17) **Thematic Vowel: R-1, R-2**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense Markers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,6PI; 2,6Imp</td>
<td>$\emptyset = I = III$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,6PS</td>
<td>as in (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>$i = III$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5PI; 4,5PS; 5Imp</td>
<td>$\acute{e} = I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>$\acute{e} = I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ger</td>
<td>$\acute{e}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf, F, C</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>$\acute{u}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group R-1.** It's formed by *batre*, whose paradigm was already presented and discussed together with I and II conjugation verbs in the preceding section.

**Group R-2.** It comprises the verbs mentioned in Chapter 2, section 9, where it was argued that their infinitive marker is not $r$, but $\acute{a}$. Apart from the infinitive, the only forms where they differ from group R-1 is future and conditional. Compare the following forms with the corresponding for *batre* (1):

(18) **córre** 'to run'  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kurr aré</td>
<td>kurr arfa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurr arás</td>
<td>kurr arfás</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurr ará</td>
<td>kurr arfa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurr arém</td>
<td>kurr arfém</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**vêncere** 'to win'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bans aré</td>
<td>bans arfa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bans arás</td>
<td>bans arfás</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>plânger</strong> 'to pity'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plâr aré</td>
<td>plâr arfa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plâr arás</td>
<td>plâr arfás</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The expected forms would be \[\text{kurrre}, \text{b\önsrē}, \text{plajrē},\] etc. The inserted \(\tilde{o}\) in \(\text{corrē}\) is already taken care of by (11), and in the other examples by extending (11) to the appropriate environments.

No verb of conj. I has an irregular participle, but conjs. IIIa and IIIb, as well as the groups of conj. II examined so far, have some verbs whose participles have endings other than the regular \(\tilde{u}d\) for III and \(\tilde{u}d\) for II. \text{Admetre} 'to admit' (and other verbs in \(-\text{metre}\) \(\text{Engl. -mit}\)) has a root alternant \(\tilde{a}\text{dmēz}\), no thematic vowel, and \(\emptyset\) participle marker, and similarly \text{imprimir} 'to print' with the root alternant \(\text{imprēz}\).

\text{Merēixer} 'to merit' and \text{crēixer} 'to grow' have the roots \(\text{mōrēsk}\) and \(\text{krēsk}\) with the normal thematic vowel and tense marker \(\tilde{u}\) and \(\tilde{a}\), and the same holds for \(\text{cōrrēr}\) 'to run' with the root \(\text{kōrrēg}\) which undergoes \(\tilde{a}\) insertion (cf. with the verbs that add \(\tilde{g}\), next section). The rest of the examples have no thematic vowel and the marker \(\tilde{t}\): \text{estrēnyer} 'to narrow, constrain' has \(\emptyset\text{astrē}, \text{morēr} 'to die' and \text{ofērēr} 'to offer' have their regular roots \(\text{mūr}\) and \(\text{ufēr}\), and \text{sofrēr} 'to suffer', \text{obrēr} 'to open', \text{cobrēr} 'to cover' and \text{establēr} 'to establish' have, respectively, \(\text{sufēr}, \text{obēr}, \text{kubēr},\) and \(\text{establēr}\). Here are the participle forms with the corresponding 4PI forms that show their regular root (except for the reduced root vowel) and the conjugation they belong to (ending \(\tilde{u}m\) for III and ending \(\tilde{e}m\) for II):

(19) 4PI \hspace{2cm} Participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4PI</th>
<th>Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{admēt}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{admēz})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{imprim}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{imprēz})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{mōrēš}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{mōrēsk}\ \tilde{u}d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{kōrēš}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{kōrēsk}\ \tilde{u}d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{kurē}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{kurēg}\ \tilde{u}d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{estrē}\ \tilde{e}m)</td>
<td>(\text{estrē}\ \tilde{t})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mūr ĭm mŏr ĭt
ufar ĭm ufēr ĭt
sufr ĭm sufr ĭt
ubr ĭm ubēr ĭt
kubr ĭm kubēr ĭt
aṣtāpl ĭm aṣtāplēr ĭt

5. Verbs with Root Final G

In this class I shall include verbs that, in addition to some minor irregularities, show a root final velar g in some forms. I shall present first the paradigm of one of such verbs (excluding the participle), and later the forms of other verbs that differ from those in the example paradigm. Participles, which show most irregularities, will be treated at the end of the section.

Group G-1. Fondre 'to melt' presents the following forms:

(20) PI II PS IS F C Inf, Ger, 2, 5, 6Imp
fōg fun ĭw fōg ĭs fuŋg ĭs fun dřé fun dřē fun dřā fōn dřē
fōn s fun ĭs fōg is fuŋg ĭsis fun dřás fun dřēs fun ĭnt fun dřēs
fōn fun ĭw fōg ĭs fuŋg ĭs fun dřá fun dřē fun dřē
fun ĭm fun ĭm fuŋg ĭm fuŋg ĭsisim fun dřém fun dřim ĭm fōn
fun ĭw fun ĭw fuŋg ĭw fuŋg ĭsisw fun dřěw fun dřiēw fun ĭw fun dřaw
fōn ĭn fun ĭn fōg ĭn fuŋg ĭsin fun dřān fun dřiēn fōg ĭnt

The alternations in the thematic vowel are the same as for bātre, mentioned before (section 4), some forms having the thematic vowel of conj. I, others that of conj. III:

(21) Thematic vowel: G-1, G-2 (also W-4, and one variant of W-3)
1, 2, 3, 6I; 1, 2, 3, 6PS; 2, 6Imp ∅ = I = III
II I = III
The alternations between o and u in the root are due to the Vowel Reduction rule studied in Chapter 1, which operates on unstressed vowels. The ã in F, C, and Inf is the result of the D-Insertion rule examined before, and the ã in the Inf [fõndrə] is inserted by rule (11), after D-Insertion has applied. As for the tense endings, they are already taken care of by (16) and (17), but the tense marker for 1PI is different:

(22) Tense marker: G-verbs

1PI   ø

The only forms still unaccounted for are 1PI, and PS and IS. 1PI is [fõŋ] and in the other cases a g appears before the ending (2PS [fõŋgil], etc.) The alternations between n and g throughout the paradigm can be handled with the rule of Assimilation of Nasals presented in Chapter 2, and by the same rule plus Cluster Simplification; [fõŋ] from /fõng/ —> fõŋg --> [fõŋ].

The question that arises is how the alternation fõn~fõŋ should be handled. The g clearly doesn't belong to tense or person endings, since it is separated from them by the thematic vowel in 4,5PS and in IS. It could be regarded as a thematic increment similar to ã of class IIIa (section 2), but here the clear-cut correlation between appearance of thematic increment and lack of thematic vowel (see (6)) is missing. There are three other possible alternatives to account for this alter-
nation: a) the root of *fondre* is *fong* and *g* is deleted in the appropriate environments; b) the root is *fôn* and *g* is inserted appropriately; c) there are two underlying roots *fong* and *fon*. I shall return to the problem of determining the underlying form for the root in such cases, when more irregular verbs have been examined. Notice however that the determination of the two environments is not statable in phonological terms; besides the great disparity of all the forms that it covers, 4PI [funém] and 4PS [fûngém] are phonologically identical but for *g*, yet they would have to be differentiated. The same is true of 5PI and 5Imp [funéw], and 5PS [fûngéw].

**Group G-2.** The verb *prendre* 'to take' is similar to *fondre*. It has the parallel forms *préng-* *prén*, but shows another change in the root in F, C, and Inf. Here are these forms together with some examples of the rest of the forms, that don't exhibit the change:

(23)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F: pən dré</th>
<th>C: pən dríə</th>
<th>Inf: pêndré</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1PI</td>
<td><em>préŋ</em></td>
<td>pən drás</td>
<td>pən dríəs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PI</td>
<td><em>prén</em></td>
<td>pən drá</td>
<td>pən dríə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4II</td>
<td>prən <em>iə</em></td>
<td>pən drém</td>
<td>pən dríəm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PS</td>
<td><em>préŋ</em> <em>i</em></td>
<td>pən dréw</td>
<td>pən dríəw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6IS</td>
<td>prəŋ <em>ésiw</em>, etc.</td>
<td>pən drán</td>
<td>pən dríən</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear that the lack of *r* in the forms in *pén-* , as opposed to *préng* or *prén*, is determined (if by any phonological environment at all) by the following *d*, or *r*, or both. But one should be cautious before attributing the loss of *r* to a phonological rule: if indeed there is such a phonological rule, one should expect to find its effects in other places as well. A rule of that sort might have been active in the past, and actually in varieties of the dialect discussed here, since one finds forms [pugráma] 'program', [pubblémə] 'problem' instead of
[prugrámə], [prublémə]. But most speakers, myself included, get words involving two sequences of C-liquid, like the two last examples and the following:

(24) triple 'triple' prendre 'pre-arrangement'
pruje 'progress' triandre 'triandric'
frustra 'to frustrate' preskriv 'he prescribes'
fratriside 'fratricide' süberàprén 'it supervenes'

It is difficult to decide whether the rule is still operative, restricted to verbs (the only examples are prendre and its compounds), or prendre has the root variants prén, prén and pén, the latter for Inf., F, and C. Since there is no other verb of the form CrVₐⁿ[n] of the II conj., I don't find a way to choose one of the alternatives and shall leave the question open.

Group G-3. The verbs soler and valer, 'to use to' and 'to cost, to be worth', respectively, have Inf and Ger differing from the paradigm of fondre (20):

(25) 1PI solk balk Inf sul ér balg ér
     2PS sōlg i balg i Ger sul ént balg ént
     4PI sul ém bal ém

Notice incidentally that g is not deleted in 1PI as in fông → fong → fón, but devoiced: solk, balk, as Cluster Simplification (rule (29) in Chapter 2) and the general process of final obstruent devoicing predict. For the Inf and Ger we would expect [sóldrə], [báldrə], and [sulént], [bólént].

As we noticed before, conj. II verbs are characterized for their irregularity in the choice of the thematic vowel: in some tenses they have conj. I thematic vowels, in others conj. II, and in others a
different or no thematic vowel. Soler and valer differ from the normal
distribution of thematic vowels of (21) by having  in Inf and Ger.
In addition, valer extends the  of 1PI, PS and IS to these two tenses,
too. The distribution of the thematic vowel is thus the following:

(26) **Thematic vowel:** soler, valer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Soler</th>
<th>Valer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,6PI; 1,2,3,6PS; 2,6Imp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5PI; 4,5PS; 5Imp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf, Ger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F, C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group G-4. A final group of verbs belonging to this class are
characterized by the alternation of  with a root final  . Another
property of this group is the fact that for some tenses there is free
variation between  and . The group divides itself in two sets, a)
compounds of the root [aparëš] (aparëš 'to appear' comparëš 'to
present oneself, to appear', etc.); and b) [conëšer] 'to know' and its
compounds (reconëšer 'to recognize', desconëšer 'not to know', etc.).
Here are the forms that present some anomaly, for aparëšer and conëšer
(other forms are regularly formed from the root ending in  , Pa apart).

(27) 1PI  aparëš  u     kunëš  u, kunëk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Soler</th>
<th>Valer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inf</td>
<td>aparëš  ø</td>
<td>kunëš ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>aparëš  arë</td>
<td>kunëš  arë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aparëš  arëš</td>
<td>kunëš  arëš</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>aparëš  arëç</td>
<td>kunëš  arëç</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aparëš  arëš</td>
<td>kunëš  arëš</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PS: aparęš i, aparęg i  
aparęš is, aparęg is  
   etc.
IS: aparęg és, aparęš és  
aparęg ésis, aparęš ésis  
   etc.

Inf, F, and C are perfectly "regular" in that they lack as most conj. II verbs, the thematic vowel in these tenses. Future and Conditional receive a vowel ü by rule (11); the Infinitives [aparęš], [kunęš] have the special marker ü, as other verbs discussed before. Although in some cases one of the forms in free variation might be slightly favored, both ü and g roots appear in PS and IS, as well as in 1PI for conèixer. In the participle, which will be dealt with at the end of the section, the form with g is the only one.

Let's examine now the participles of the verbs of conj. II considered so far. In (28) a form containing the root of the verb, for each root, is present along with the participle, the proposed alternant roots underlined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3PI</th>
<th>Pa</th>
<th>Thematic Vow. of Pa</th>
<th>Pa Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bát</td>
<td>batúd</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umét</td>
<td>umēza</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astryg</td>
<td>astryt</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atēp</td>
<td>atēza</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kórą</td>
<td>kurągūd</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nēš</td>
<td>naskūd</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rón</td>
<td>rónig</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some of the participles have been already discussed, section 4. We might distinguish three cases within the participle forms:

a) those that, most regularly, take the thematic vowel ū and the participle marker d, b) those that don't have thematic vowel and show a participle marker t, which we shall find later in other verbs, and c) those that don't show any specific thematic or participle morpheme at all and form the participle on a suppletive root. Under a) we find the group that forms the participle most regularly on the root, represented in (28) by [batúd], those that form it from their g final root ([bəŋgǔd], [sulgǔd], [bəlgǔd], [əəpərəgǔd], [kunəgǔd]; also [kəɾəgǔd] whose only g root is in the participle and that has undergone ə insertion), and a group of verbs, represented by [nəəskǔd] and [əəpərəskǔd] that form it from a root ending in sk that appears only in the participle. Under b) there is [ɾəəzǔlt], [pəst], and perhaps [əəstrǔt] if the suppletive root is əəstrę and not əəstrǔt itself. [pəst] could be analyzed as [pəst], the z being related to the z of some verbs in c), like [umęz], [ətęz], [fęz], [əntęz], [přęz]; these z alternates with the root final consonant in other forms (t, ř, n), but is followed by no participle marker in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Thematic Vowel</th>
<th>Participle Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>antén</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bén</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pín</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prín</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sůl</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bál</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apərēš</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunēš</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
these cases, as compared with [pɔz+t].

6. Verbs with Root Final W

Putting aside the participle forms, that are specially irregular (like for G-verbs) the class I shall refer to as "root-final W" is characterized by presenting a root ending in VW in certain forms, and can be subdivided in seven groups. These groups are determined by the alternations of the root in VW: Vb, Vg, Vsk, Vg, Vyg and vy, and an irregularity in the thematic vowel (thematic vowel of III in forms where I is expected).

Group W-1. Formed by beure 'to drink', moure 'to move', deure 'must', ploure 'to rain' and their compounds. They have roots in Vg in the same forms as in the G class, namely lPI, PS, IS, and Pa. But in addition the root VW, characteristic of the class, appears in 2, 3, 6PI, Inf, F, and C. In the rest of the forms the root is VB; as the paradigm of beure reveals:

(29) PI II PS IS F C Inf, Ger, Pa, 2, 5, 6 Imp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>běk</th>
<th>běv 1a</th>
<th>bėg i</th>
<th>bag ės</th>
<th>baw ré</th>
<th>baw rïa</th>
<th>běw rä</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bēw s</td>
<td>bēv 1as</td>
<td>bēg is</td>
<td>bag ėsis</td>
<td>baw rās</td>
<td>baw rïas</td>
<td>bēv ėnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēw</td>
<td>bēv 1a</td>
<td>bēg i</td>
<td>bag ės</td>
<td>baw rā</td>
<td>baw rïa</td>
<td>bag ūd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēv ëm</td>
<td>bēv 1am</td>
<td>bag ëm</td>
<td>bag ėsim</td>
<td>baw rēm</td>
<td>baw rïam</td>
<td>bēw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēv ëw</td>
<td>bēv 1aw</td>
<td>bag ëw</td>
<td>bag ėsiw</td>
<td>baw rēw</td>
<td>baw rïaw</td>
<td>bēv ëw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>běw an</td>
<td>bēv 1an</td>
<td>bēg in</td>
<td>bag ėsin</td>
<td>baw rān</td>
<td>baw rïan</td>
<td>bēg int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thematic vowel distribution and the tense and personal endings are the same as in (21). The rest of the alternations (devoiced g in [běk], ë → ə if unstressed) are already familiar. The way to account for the alternations in the root-final consonant will be faced in the
next section, after all seven groups have been examined.

Group W-2. It is formed by `escriure 'to write' and its compounds. Except for the participle, that has the root variant əskrif and takes the participle marker t mentioned in (28) and following discussion, the root forms are the same as for group W-1, i.e. əskrif, əskrib, əskrig for the same forms. But for `escriure, the thematic vowels for forms with əskrib is always i, that is, it takes the conj. III thematic vowel instead of conj. I for these forms. Compare them with those for beure:

(30) PI  II  Ger

4 bəb əm--əskrib ım bəb əa--əskrib ıa bəb ént--əskrib ınt
5 bəb əw--əskrib ıw bəb əes--əskrib ıes
       bəb əa--əskrib ıa  5Imp
bəb ıem--əskrib ıem  bəb əw--əskrib ıw
bəb ıaw--əskrib ıaw
bəb ıan--əskrib ıan

The II makes no difference, since these conj. II verbs have normally thematic vowel i already. Other forms show the alternations of group W-1 (e.g. əskrìk, əskriv, etc.) but in the subjunctives both stems əskrig (+ thematic vowel ə, è, or é) and əskribì do appear:

(31) PS  IS

əskrig i  əskrig és, əskrib is
əskrig is  əskrig ésis əskribì sis
əskrig i  əskrig és, əskrib is
əskrig əm, skrib ım əskrig ésim, əskribì ısim
əskrig əw, skrib ıw əskrig ésiw, əskrib ısiw
əskrig in  əskrig ésin, əskrib isin

The thematic vowel distribution is thus the following:
(32) **Thematic vowel:** escriure (and viure) (W-2, W-3)

1,2,3,6PI; 1,2,3,6PS; 2,6Imp \( \emptyset = I = III \)

II; 4,5PI; Ger; 5Imp (4,5PS; \( I = III \)

IS)

(4,5PS)

\( \epsilon = I \)

(IS)

\( \acute{\epsilon} = I \)

Inf, F, C, Pa \( \emptyset \) (\( \acute{u} \) for Pa of viure)

Participle takes \( \acute{t} \): \( \acute{as}k\acute{r}it \), and lacks thematic vowel.

**Group W-3.** Viure 'to live' and its compounds are very similar to escriure. The distribution of the thematic vowel is the same, and so are the variant forms in the subjunctive. The only difference is in the root final \( g \) which is instead \( sk \), and the participle that is formed from the root in \( sk \) with regular thematic vowel \( \acute{u}a \) and participle marker \( d \). We thus have, instead of \( \acute{a}s\acute{k}r\acute{i}w\)~\( \acute{a}s\acute{k}r\acute{i}b\)~\( \acute{a}s\acute{k}r\acute{i}g \), \( b\acute{i}w\)~\( b\acute{i}b\)~\( b\acute{i}sk \):

(33) **PI** **PS** **IS**

\( b\acute{i}sk \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ i \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}s, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}s \)

\( b\acute{i}w \ s \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ is \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}sis, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}sis \)

\( b\acute{i}w \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ i \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}s, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}s \)

\( b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}m \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}m, \ b\acute{i}b\acute{i}m \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}sim, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}sim \)

etc. \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}w, \ b\acute{i}b\acute{i}w \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}siw, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}siw \)

\( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{i}n \) \( b\acute{i}sk \ \acute{e}sin, \ b\acute{i}b \ \acute{i}sin \)

**Group W-4.** Coure 'to cook', plaure 'to please', coure 'to close' and their compounds present \( \acute{v}w\)~\( \acute{v}g \) root alternations, but no \( b \) appears corresponding to group W-1 \( \acute{v}b \) root. Thus, besides the forms \( [\acute{k}\acute{o}k], \ [\acute{k}\acute{\acute{\v}}\acute{w}\acute{s}], \ [\acute{k}\acute{\acute{\v}}\acute{g}i], \) etc, we find

(34) **PI** **II** **Ger** **5Imp** **Pa**

\( 4 \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{e}m \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{i}\acute{\acute{\v}} \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{e}nt \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{e}w \) \( k\acute{u}y \ t \)

\( 5 \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{e}w \) \( k\acute{u} \ \acute{i}\acute{\acute{\v}}s \)
The participle is formed by adding the participle marker -t already mentioned before to the root kāy without thematic vowel. Coure when it has derived meaning (e.g. 'to smart'), and plaure, make the participle regularly, as Group R-1: [kugû], [plâgû]. Coure has [klû], without thematic vowel or participle marker.

Group W-5. Caure 'to fall' and its compounds have the following paradigm:

Abstracting away from the II, which is characteristic of groups W-5, W-6 and W-7, as we shall see, W-5 is entirely parallel to group W-1, having, instead of  \( \text{vw}^{\text{vb}}\text{va} \),  \( \text{vw}^{\text{vb}}\text{va} \), respectively (cf. (29) and (35)).

One might consider the alternative of extending the set of thematic vowels to cover unstressed vowels appearing after the root (see section 2). This proposal might seem attractive to handle the II [kēyə], etc.,
deriving it from /kɛ+i̯>/, i̯ being the thematic vowel. After stress had been assigned to ē, Glide Formation would derive [kɛy̯]. The analysis consistent with the position taken here would instead have a root kɛy and postulate absence of thematic vowel in II for caure and similar verbs. Two facts favor, I think, my solution—and therefore the theory that is consistent only with it. First notice that the root in II is idiosyncratic anyway, since it has the vowel ē instead of the ā of other root-stressed forms; in addition the y of the root posited for II appears also in other forms with and without g: [kayg+i], but also [kay+i̯], [kay+ént], etc. Secondly, Glide formation doesn't apply across +in verbs,7 as [kɾɛ+i] 'he creates' (subj.), [lú+i] 'it shines' (subj.), [fi̯+ént] 'we confide', [sute̯s] 'he sweated' (subj.) show. It could be argued that it doesn't apply in the contexts C_ V and V_ C, but that it does in V_ V. So part of the force of the argument would rest on independent motivation of Glide Formation for this context. The only examples I can think of, [kəəv̩+ént] 'Esau' (diminutive) and [bən̩zui̯+ási] 'benzoinaceous' suggest the contrary. Therefore caure will have the following root alternants and thematic vowels:

(36) Thematic vowel: caure, creure (W-5, W-6, W-7) Root:

1,2,3,6PI; 1,2,3,6PS; 2,6Imp  ē = I = III kāw 2,3,6PI; 2Imp; F; C; Inf
4,5PI; 4,5PS, 5Imp  ā = I
PS  ē = I kāyg PS,IS,Pa, 1PI,6Imp
Ger  ē
Pa  ū kɛy 4,5PI; II; Ger; 5Imp
Inf, F, C, II  ē

Group W-6. It is formed by creure 'to believe', seure 'to sit', jeure 'to lie', treure 'to take from' and their compounds. They have
a paradigm similar to the last group: [krēw]~[kāw], [krēyēm]~[kēyēm],
[krēyē]~[kēyē], but in the forms that in group W-5 take ūg, they have ūg:

(37) 1PI    PS    IS    Pa    6Imp
krēk  krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg
krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg
krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg
krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg
krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg  krēg

The root alternants are thus the same of (36) but with g instead of ūg. In addition, one verb of the group, treure has irregular participle [trēt].

Group W-7. Riure 'to laugh' and its compounds are similar to creure of group W-6, but lack the root final y in all forms where creure has it, except for II. Compare the following forms with those in (35) for caure (which are similar for creure):

(38) PI    II    Ger    5Imp
4 ūi ām  ūiy  ūi  ūi ént  ūi āw
5 ūi āw  ūiy  ūi  ūi am  ūi  ūi

Thus, whereas caure of group W-5 has y after the root vowel in most forms, creure of W-6 lacks them before root final g, riure of W-7 has it only in II. Otherwise, putting participles aside, the stem forms are

likely parallel.
7. On Accounting for Subregularities

In the preceding three sections, thirteen groups of verbs belonging to the "irregular" conjugation II were examined. They constitute both the bulk and the least irregular part of conjugation II. Remaining are some 17 verbs which show a greater degree of irregular variation; they will be dealt with in later sections.

The set of verbs studied can be characterized, as far as irregularity is concerned, as follows: a) high degree of irregularity in the participle (high number of verbs with different root in that tense, \( \emptyset \) and \( \hat{u} \) for the thematic vowel, \( \emptyset, t, \) and \( \hat{a} \) for the tense marker); b) few irregularities in the tense and personal markers (\( u \) and \( \emptyset \) for 1PI, \( r \) and \( a \) for Inf); c) some irregularities due to different distribution of thematic vowels \( \hat{e}, \hat{e} \) and \( i \); d) most irregularities due to existence of different root alternants. In this section I shall examine this last fact. It should be clear from the foregoing presentation that the stem alternants that are responsible for almost all irregularities are not just completely suppletive, unrelated morphemes. The regularities in the theme vowel can be partially captured, as has been suggested earlier, by considering conj. II as taking the theme vowels of conjs. I and III. The tenses in which they follow I or III vary for each verb, but except for two verbs, soler and valer, if a given verb takes some thematic vowel in a given form, then the same thematic vowel is in that form in conj. I or in conj. III.

The alternations in the stem are summarized in (39):

(39) **Last consonant(s) in roots subject to alternation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>Inf</th>
<th>F;C;2,3</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>5Imp</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>Ger</th>
<th>1,2,3</th>
<th>h,5PS;IS</th>
<th>Pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>batre</td>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As (39) suggests, most irregularities in the allomorphic variants of the root are due to alternations in the last or last two consonants (the other cases of alternation, which are not present in (39), are the alternations prén–pén in prendre and the change in the stressed vowel of the stem to ɛ́ in II in caure, and riure). This fact, and the fact that a small number of alternation defined by cross classification a considerable class of verbs, indicate that the root alternations are not just cases of suppletion, and that the existing regularities ought to be expressed in the grammar.

The perhaps obvious way to capture such regularities is to set up a single underlying form for every verb root (except in real cases of suppletion), and derive the root alternants by phonological rules. Under this solution it is the phonological rule that captures the regu-
larities. In fact, if we used "root alternations" in a broader sense, to include any surface phonetic alternation, we already have made use in the preceding discussion of phonological rules to account for such alternations: 1) Insertion, D-Insertion, and several of the rules presented in Chapters 1 and 2. The verb perdre 'to lose', for example, which belongs to the "regular" conj. II (i.e. group R-1) like batre, has surface roots perd in 1PI [pêrdu], pert in 3PI [pêrd], per in 2PI [pers], and perd in 4PI [pêrdam]. But an underlying root /pêrd/ and rules of r → r, Final Obstruent Devoicing, Cluster Simplification and Vowel Reduction will account for the alternations. We can thus have a homogeneous treatment of root alternations, and claim that wherever regularities exist they have to be captured by an underlying root and phonological rules that derive the surface forms that correspond to it. I would like to suggest that this approach is inadequate, and that the rules accounting for surface-root alternations are not homogeneous, but divided into two sets, morphological rules and phonological rules.

If the rules that account for the alternations in (39) were to be considered phonological rules, they would present the following peculiar properties. 1) Underlying character of input and output. Whereas phonological rules can, but must not operate in terms of underlying segments, it appears that all the alternations in (39) (and any other alternation that characterizes differences among alternating verb stems) are alternation among underlying segments. Notice also that although some phonological rules effect changes in terms of underlying segments, since they are stated in terms of phonological features the same rules can effect very often other changes that don't involve underlying distinctions. The only case that might be viewed as conflicting with this claim is found in the verb
caber to be discussed later, in section 8. There the alternation involves also stress. But it was shown in Chapter 1 that stress is present under-

lyingly, which allows us to save the proposed generalization. 2) In-
determinacy of directionality. It is a curious fact that these rules could be formulated, for any rule of the form \( A \rightarrow B \), also as \( B \rightarrow A \). In other words, there is no evidence that suggests that either \( A \) or \( B \) is the underlying segment for any given alternation \( A \sim B \). Although I don't want to argue that this is always the case for morphological rules, it is a fact that it is never the case for phonological rules. For every phonological rule discussed so far there are reasons to determine the direction in which the rule has to apply. Even in cases where this seems at first glance difficult to determine, there is evidence to decide the underlying representation and the directionality of the rule (re-
call, e.g., the discussion of \( r \rightarrow \bar{r} \) in Chapter 2, section 4). 3) Morph-
ological conditioning. Any careful inspection of the contexts in which such rules operate will reveal that there is no natural phonological context definable. This is particularly striking because the set of endings after the root being relatively small, it becomes easier to de-
fine a phonological context for any arbitrary set of forms. Although both phonological and morphological rules might mention phonological and morphological properties, it is obvious which properties are more likely to determine phonological or morphological processes. 4) Segregation. In all cases where the ordering of such alternations with respect to a phonological rule is crucial, the phonological rule is ordered after. In \( f\text{o}ng \sim \text{fén} \), for example, if Assimilation of Nasals and Cluster Simp-
lification were ordered before the rule that accounts for the alternation, instead of 1PI \( \text{fèn} \) and 3PI \( \text{fén} \), we would get, depending on the direc-
tionality of the rule, 1PI \( \text{fog} \), 3PI \( \text{*fog} \); or 1PI \( \text{fong} \), 3PI \( \text{fon} \).

I shall illustrate these properties with the discussion of what I think is the best case for a phonological treatment of an alternation of the sort examined, namely the alternation \( b \sim w \). This is the only case where there is an independent phonological rule with the same effect, the rule presented in Chapter 2 which read

\[
(40) \quad b \rightarrow w / \left[ \text{syl}^+ \text{stress} \right] -(C)\#\#
\]

In the three groups where this alternation occurs (W-1 beure, W-2 escriure, W-3 viure), the forms and contexts of appearance of \( b \) and \( w \) are the same, so I shall illustrate the alternation with just one example, beure;

\[
(41) \quad b \quad w
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1I</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{f} )</td>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{em} )</td>
<td>2 bew</td>
<td>beew re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{i} )</td>
<td>5 bebe</td>
<td>( \text{ew} )</td>
<td>3 beew</td>
<td>beew ras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{e} )</td>
<td>6 beew</td>
<td>( \text{en} )</td>
<td>beew ra</td>
<td>beew ria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{em} )</td>
<td>5Imp</td>
<td>beew</td>
<td>2Imp</td>
<td>beew re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{ew} )</td>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{ew} )</td>
<td>beew</td>
<td>beew rie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{en} )</td>
<td>Ger</td>
<td>Inf</td>
<td>beew rán</td>
<td>beew rian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebe</td>
<td>( \text{ent} )</td>
<td>beew rie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is tempting to account for the cases where \( w \) appears word finally or before a word final consonant deriving it by (40), and extend this rule to cover the rest of the cases, namely 6PI, Inf, F, and C forms. Notice incidentally that a rule \( w \rightarrow b \) would not work since it would apply to verbs where no \( b \) appears to give \( \text{kúbëci}, \text{kúbëm}, \text{kúbënt} \) for coure (cf. (33)). Let's consider several arguments against accounting for (41) and similar cases by rule (40). First, it was argued in
Chapter 2 that \( b \rightarrow w \) didn't apply before a consonant, despite some instances of alternations \(-bV\sim-wC\). Second, one would expect \([b\dot{e}b\dot{a}n]\) and not \([b\dot{i}w\dot{a}n]\) in 6PI. Notice that there is one way out of this objection: one could argue that the form at the time (40) applies is \(b\dot{e}b\dot{a}n\), i.e. root and G marker \( n \), without any tense ending. There is some reason to take this position. Consider the 6PI forms in the three conjugation, along with some other forms (all forms from (1)):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
6PI & 2PI & 3PI \\
mir \dot{a}n & mir as & mir a \\
b\dot{u}l \dot{a}n & b\dot{u}l s & b\dot{u}l \\
b\dot{a}t \dot{a}n & b\dot{a}t s & b\dot{a}t \\
\end{array}
\]

\( a \) could be just a tense marker for conj. I, and have \( \emptyset \) for the tense marker of present for conjs. II, and III, \( a \) being inserted by rule before \( n \). But there exist a couple of verbs in conjs. II and III with root final vowel, lluir 'to shine', and dur 'to bring' (cf. section 9). Here the forms expected, if there were a \( a \)-Insertion rule applying to 6PI, would be \( \#[\lambda\dot{u}n] \) and \( \#[\dot{d}u\dot{n}] \), and we get instead the forms predicted by the existence of tense marker \( a \), \([\lambda\dot{u}\dot{a}n], [\dot{d}u\dot{a}n] \). Notice that formulating \( a \)-Insertion in the environment \( V-v\dot{n} \) won't help, because then the future forms for 6 would be subject to it and we would get \( \#[m\dot{a}r\dot{r}\dot{a}\dot{n}], \#[b\dot{a}t\dot{r}\dot{a}\dot{n}], \) and \( \#[b\dot{u}l\dot{a}r\dot{a}\dot{n}] \) (cf. (1)); even for beure itself: \( \#[b\dot{a}w\dot{r}\dot{a}n] \).

Finally, consider other verbs with root final \( b \), rebre 'to receive', concebre 'to conceive', saber 'to know', caber 'to fit in'. In all the forms where beure has \( b \) (41), they show \( b \) (except for 5Imp and Ger in saber and caber, which show an additional irregularity in these tenses). But in those where \( w \) appears for beure, \( b \) stays (assimilated in voicing or devoiced word finally), as some of the forms illustrate:
The previous discussion and the four properties of root alternations suggest that they are separate from phonological rules in two respects: they are ordered before all phonological rules (therefore distinct from them, i.e. there exists a $b \rightarrow w$ alternation and a $b \rightarrow w$ rule), and they have different properties, i.e. they are characterized differently as for their form. Some of these properties were outlined above, but, being restricted here to a small domain of allomorphy, Catalan verb morphology, I will not try to give a narrower characterization of them. There is however one property that deserves special attention, namely the indeterminacy in setting up an underlying form for the root and determining the direction in which the rule operates. One might propose, seeking to overcome this difficulty, that the root of conèixer, for example, is kunec with an unspecified, or perhaps partly specified, final consonant. A rule then derives the root alternants kunès and kunég in the appropriate environments. But this approach runs into serious difficulty when faced with alternations like $\emptyset \rightarrow g$, $w \rightarrow sk$.

These difficulties can be overcome once a more articulate theory of the lexicon is presented. It is indeed in the lexicon where one expects to find lexical subregularities of the type discussed to be accounted for. Jackendoff (1975) presents a theory of the lexicon derived from the Lexicalist Hypothesis where lexical entries are fully specified and regularities are expressed by rules which, instead of being operative in derivations serve as means for the evaluation measure in de-
terminating the amount of idiosyncratic information in the lexicon. Thus, for example, both decide and decision are entered in the lexicon with all their phonological, syntactic and semantic properties. Instead of having a rule deriving nouns with the meaning $X'$ from verbs with the meaning $X$ by adding the suffix -ion, a parallel rule will relate the fully specified entries. In other words, it will relate nouns with the meaning $X'$ of the form Yion with verbs with the meaning $X$ of the form Y. Such a rule expresses the generalization that deverbal nominalization with -ion is a morphological process in English, and is used by the evaluation measure to reflect the fact that a lexicon with decide and decision is less complex than a lexicon with decide and jelly, ceteris paribus.

Jackendoff (1975) applies the "full entry" theory to derivational morphology, compounds, and idioms. Here I shall try to show that it can be extended to inflectional morphology (or at least irregular inflectional morphology) as well. This extension of the "full entry theory" would have as a consequence that what we have been calling root alternants will be entered separately in the lexicon. One might further assume that the whole inflected form is entered, as in Halle (1973c). I shall remain neutral with respect to this possibility. At least, then, for a verb like coure (group W-4), we shall have separate entries for the root alternants /ksw/, /ks/ and /ks/:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Inf} & /ksw/ \\
\text{F} & \\
\text{C} & \\
\text{2,3,6PI} & \\
\text{2Imp} & \\
\cdots & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1PI} & /k\tilde{s}/ \\
\text{PS} & \\
\text{IS} & \\
\text{Pa} & \\
\text{6Imp} & \\
\cdots & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{4,5PI} & \\
\text{II} & \\
\text{5Imp} & \\
\text{Ger} & \\
\cdots & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Rules (45a, b, c) relate these lexical entries and are used by the evaluation measure to determine the relative complexity of the set of
entries in (44) (as well as parallel ones). It should establish, for example, that (44) is more complex than the entries for bâtre, which has only one root bât, but less complex than ser (section 9) that has roots sig, rô, ër, etc. For the important question of how the evaluation measure should account for these facts, see Jackendoff (1975).

(45)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \begin{cases}
\text{Inf} \\
\text{F} \\
\text{C} \\
2,3,6\text{PI} \\
2\text{Imp} \\
\end{cases} & \leftrightarrow 
\begin{cases}
1\text{PI} \\
\text{PS} \\
\text{IS} \\
\text{Pa} \\
6\text{Imp} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{Z} & \quad \quad \\
\text{Z} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b.} & \quad \begin{cases}
1\text{PI} \\
\text{PS} \\
\text{IS} \\
\text{Pa} \\
6\text{Imp} \\
\end{cases} & \leftrightarrow 
\begin{cases}
4,5\text{Imp} \\
\text{II} \\
5\text{Imp} \\
\text{Ger} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{Z} & \quad \quad \\
\text{Z} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that (44a, b) are not used just for coure and verbs in the same group, like plaure and cloure, but for other classes as well. (45a), for example, will relate the entries (46i) and 46ii)--and another rule (46i) and (46iii), etc.--and rule (45b) will relate (46iv) and 46v):

(46) i. \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Inf} & \\
\text{F} \\
\text{C} \\
2,3,6\text{PI} \\
2\text{Imp} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases}
1\text{PI} \\
\text{PS} \\
\text{IS} \\
\text{Pa} \\
6\text{Imp} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases}
4,5\text{PI} \\
\text{II} \\
5\text{Imp} \\
\text{Ger} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases}
\text{Inf} \\
\text{Ger} \\
\text{F} \\
2,5\text{Imp} \\
\text{C} \\
\text{II} \\
2,3,4,5,6\text{PI} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases}
1\text{PI} \\
\text{PS} \\
\text{IS} \\
\text{Pa} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases}
6\text{Imp} \\
\text{II} \\
\text{IS} \\
\text{Pa} \\
\vdots \\
\end{cases} \\
\end{align*}
\]
This treatment can be naturally extended to all the root alternations summarized in (39), and the cross classifying subregularities captured by redundancy rules like (45).

The four properties that distinguished root alternations from phonological rules are automatically predicted in this analysis. The underlying character of input and output is a consequence of the fact phonological information in the lexicon is represented in underlying form; thus rules relating two items in the lexicon will have necessarily that property. The indeterminacy of directionality is also a necessary consequence, since rules like (44a, b) relate items and do not play a role in derivations. Finally, morphological conditioning follows also from the kind of information present in lexical entries, and the segregation of lexical redundancy rules from phonological rules is also predicted.

8. Verbs with Alternating Root Vowel

The six verbs in this class are characterized by having several of the irregularities encountered in the verbs considered so far: alternations in the last consonant of the root, irregular distribution of the theme vowel, irregularities in tense markers.

Consider the paradigm of venir 'to come'.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{Inf} & \text{Ger} & \text{Pa},2,2, & \text{mp} & \text{dr} & \text{fr} \\
\hline
\text{bíŋ} & \text{bən} & \text{fə} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{i} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é}s & \text{bin} & \text{dré} & \text{bin} & \text{drfə} & \text{bin} & \text{drē} \\
\text{bēn} & \text{s} & \text{bən} & \text{fə} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{i}s & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{s}i & \text{dr} & \text{ás} & \text{bìn} & \text{drf} & \text{s} & \text{bēn} & \text{fr} \\
\text{bē} & \text{bən} & \text{fə} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{i} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é}s & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{á} & \text{bìn} & \text{drē} & \text{bēn} & \text{fr} & \text{t} & \text{bēn} & \text{int} \\
\text{bēn} & \text{fəm} & \text{bən} & \text{fəm} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{m} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{s}i & \text{m} & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{m} & \text{bìn} & \text{drf} & \text{m} & \text{bē} & \text{g} & \text{s}d \\
\text{bēn} & \text{fw} & \text{bən} & \text{fəw} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{w} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{s}i & \text{w} & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{w} & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{w} & \text{bēn} & \text{s} & \text{fr} \\
\text{bēn} & \text{an} & \text{bən} & \text{fən} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{i} & \text{n} & \text{bίŋ} & \text{é} & \text{s}i & \text{n} & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{n} & \text{bìn} & \text{dr} & \text{n} & \text{bēn} & \text{fr} & \text{t} & \text{bēng} & \text{fr} & \text{t} & \text{bēng} & \text{int} \\
\end{array}
\]
Venir has four root alternants bén, bé, bín, bing. The distribution of the thematic vowel is also irregular, namely:

(47) Thematic vowel: venir, tenir

1,2,3,6PI; 1,2,3,6PS; 2,6Imp   µ = I = III
II; 4,5PI; 5Imp; Ger: (Inf)   í = III
4,5PS                         ã = I
IS                           ó = I
(Inf)                        ð
Pa                            ú

The ù in 1PI bín and in other forms before g, as well as the epenthetic ð in Inf, F, and C have been already dealt with for other verbs (see section 5). Consider now the alternation bén-bé. Bé appears only in 3PI [bé], the only form where it is word final. In Chapter 2 a rule deleting word final n after a stressed vowel was motivated, so it might be possible to reduce the root alternants to three and account for bé by the N-Deletion rule. But whereas in nominals the general case is deletion, and non-deletion is exceptional, in verbs the opposite is true. The only case of deletion is 3PI in venir, tenir and their compounds. But in other cases, even in venir and tenir in the future, there is no deletion:

(48) prén 'he takes'       bindrán (6F)
    fón 'he melts'         tindrán (6F)
    són 'they are'
    fán 'they make'

It would be very odd to extend the treatment of nominals to verb forms in this respect, since it would mean to mark as exceptional the majority of verbs that have a form with root final n in the context ñ __#, and mark all the 6F forms as exceptional, too, for any verb.
A more striking example that favors the treatment of bé as a root alternant is furnished by the compounds of venir and tenir that form 2Imp on the root bén, tén, and not on bín, tín. Compare 3Pi and 2Imp of prevenir 'to prevent, to warn' avenir 'to get on well', obtener 'to obtain', and detenir 'to stop, to arrest':

(49) 3PI 2Imp

prabhé prabhén
abé abén
upté uptén
daté datén

If the 3PI forms are subject to the rule and the forms of 2Imp are exceptions, the root should be marked as an exception in 2Imp but not in 3PI. Notice incidentally that here again we find a clear illustration of the property of morphological conditioning assigned to rules determining allomorphy in the preceding section. There is no hope to find a phonological environment to distinguish 3PI from 2Imp in (49), since both would be underlyingly /prabhén/, etc.

Tenir 'to have, possess' is exactly parallels to venir except in 2Imp where it shows up as [tiğaz]. In addition to forming 2Imp on the root alternant with final g, and having the tense marker z, the 2nd person marker é, which was replaced in Imperatives by the marker ò in most verbs, is here extended to Imperatives also.

Poder 'to be able to', shows the following paradigm:

(50) PI II PS IS F C Inf, Ger, Pa,2,5, 6Imp

pük pud fá púg i pug és pud ré pud ríp pug ër
póst s pud fás púg is pug ésis pud rás pud rías pug ënt
póst pud fá púg i pug és pud rá pud ríp pug úd
Here the alternations in the root vowel show up when it is stressed, for otherwise ə merges with u by Vowel Reduction. Notice that in root-stressed forms u appears always with the root final consonant ɣ, and ə with ɣ, which allows to set up, just two root alternants, ɣəd and ɣug.

The t in [pɔts] and [pɔt] is gotten through the general rules of Final Obstruent Devoicing and Voicing Assimilation, and 2Imp [pugaz] with tense marker ə and person marker ə is similar to [tirgaz] of tenir. The thematic vowels are the ones typical of conj. II except for Inf and Ger where instead of lack of thematic vowel and thematic vowel ɛ, respectively, we find a thematic vowel ɛ in both cases. Thus poder is similar to the verbs in G3 soler and valer in this respect.

Voler 'to want' follows the pattern of poder, with roots bɔl and bûl, but presents an anomalous form for 1PI, where instead of [bûlk] we get the alternant root [bûy].

Except for 1PI saber 'to know' and caber 'to fit in' have parallel forms. The root alternants of these verbs are special in that one of them has exceptionally penultimate stress, thus originating after addition of endings the only proparoxytone verb forms in Catalan verb morphology. The roots are kâb-kâpîg for caber, and sâb-sâpîg, and sé (for 1PI) for saber. Here is the conjugation of caber and the diverging 1PI of saber:
Notice that 1PI of caber takes the tense ending *u of R-1 group, and that the distribution of thematic vowels, with £ in Inf and Ger, is the same as for voler and poder.

9. Other Irregular Verbs

To complete the presentation of Catalan Verb morphology, I shall extend the analysis developed in the preceding sections to the eleven remaining irregular verbs that are included in Appendix II.

**Dir** 'to say'. The roots are *dɪw, dɪg, dɛy, dɪ*. It is similar to riure, group G-7, except that the root *dɪ* appears in F, C, Inf, and Pa, instead of the root with *v*, and root *dɪg* appears in 2,5Imp, which shows the familiar ending əz in 2 (see (50)).

**Dur** 'to bring' just has three roots: *dʊ, dʊg and dʊy*. *dʊ* appears in the same forms as *dɪ* and *dɪw* in *dir*, and in addition in 2,5Imp.

**Veure** 'to see'. It has the familiar roots *bɛw, bɛy*, and instead of the root with *g* it has *bɛʃ* (but *bɛy* appears in IS, 4,5PS and 5Imp). Notice that 1PI is *bɛʃ* and not *bɛʃ* by Final Obstruent Devoicing. The affrication of word final ʃ is a general process of Catalan as the following alternations show:

(51) | PI  | II  | PS | IS | F       | C       | Inf, Ger, Pa, 2,5, 6Imp |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>káb u</td>
<td>káb iə</td>
<td>kápig ə</td>
<td>kápig és</td>
<td>káb ré</td>
<td>káb rίο</td>
<td>kápig ɛr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káp s</td>
<td>káb iəs</td>
<td>kápig əs</td>
<td>kápig ésis</td>
<td>káb rás</td>
<td>káb rίοs</td>
<td>kápig ɛnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káp</td>
<td>káb iə</td>
<td>kápig ə</td>
<td>kápig és</td>
<td>káb rά</td>
<td>káb rίο</td>
<td>kápig ʊd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káb ɛm</td>
<td>káb iəm</td>
<td>kápig ɛm</td>
<td>kápig ɛsim</td>
<td>káb rɛm</td>
<td>káb rίοm</td>
<td>kápig əz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káb ɛw</td>
<td>káb iəw</td>
<td>kápig ɛw</td>
<td>kápig ɛsw</td>
<td>káb rɛw</td>
<td>káb rίοw</td>
<td>kápig ɛw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káb ən</td>
<td>káb iən</td>
<td>kápig ən</td>
<td>kápig ɛsin</td>
<td>káb rάn</td>
<td>káb rίοn</td>
<td>kápig int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that 1PI of caber takes the tense ending *u of R-1 group, and that the distribution of thematic vowels, with £ in Inf and Ger, is the same as for voler and poder.

9. Other Irregular Verbs

To complete the presentation of Catalan Verb morphology, I shall extend the analysis developed in the preceding sections to the eleven remaining irregular verbs that are included in Appendix II.

**Dir** 'to say'. The roots are *dɪw, dɪg, dɛy, dɪ*. It is similar to riure, group G-7, except that the root *dɪ* appears in F, C, Inf, and Pa, instead of the root with *v*, and root *dɪg* appears in 2,5Imp, which shows the familiar ending əz in 2 (see (50)).

**Dur** 'to bring' just has three roots: *dʊ, dʊg and dʊy*. *dʊ* appears in the same forms as *dɪ* and *dɪw* in *dir*, and in addition in 2,5Imp.

**Veure** 'to see'. It has the familiar roots *bɛw, bɛy*, and instead of the root with *g* it has *bɛʃ* (but *bɛy* appears in IS, 4,5PS and 5Imp). Notice that 1PI is *bɛʃ* and not *bɛʃ* by Final Obstruent Devoicing. The affrication of word final ʃ is a general process of Catalan as the following alternations show:

(52) məɾəʃá 'to make dizzy' məɾέč 'dizziness'
The root for Pa is \( b\ddot{a}z \) (see end of section 5) with tense marker \( t \).

Fer 'to make'. The root \( f\ddot{e}v \) is restricted to II, in this case.

The root with \( z \), \( fa\ddot{a}z \), has the same distribution as in the preceding verb, veure. The other roots are \( f\ddot{a} \), \( f\ddot{e} \), and \( f \). Tense and person markers are the regular ones (16) and (22), except for the second person marker in 2Imp.

Anar 'to go' shows the root with final \( \ddot{a} \) in the same forms as the two preceding verbs (\( b\ddot{a}z \)). The other roots are \( b\ddot{a} \) (2,3,6PI) \( b\ddot{e} \) for 2Imp (with person marker \( z \)), and \( an \) which takes thematic vowels of conj. III (F and C) and of I, and has thematic vowel \( \ddot{e} \) in free variation with \( \dddot{e} \) in 4,5PI; 4,5PS and 5Imp.

"Vaig" is the auxiliary used for the perfective preterite tense, and is used for that reason only in the present. There are roots \( b\ddot{a}z \) and \( b\ddot{a}ra\ddot{a}z \) for 1, \( b\ddot{a} \) for 3 and \( b\ddot{a} \) and \( b\ddot{a}r\ddot{a}z \) for the other persons.

Eixir 'to get out' is a perfectly regular IIIb conjugation verb, but has two alternative roots, \( f\ddot{e} \) and \( \ddot{a}z \). Notice that this looks like a good case for positing a phonological rule, since the alternation is correlated with stress. However, presence of stress on the root is also correlated with presence of a thematic vowel or a stressed desinence (since if the ending is stressed, Destressing will wipe out the root's stress). And, in turn, the presence of the thematic vowel and a stressed desinence are determined morphologically. Therefore either characterization of the environment will do. Since this alternation seems to have
the property of indeterminacy of directionality that was discussed above, it seems more plausible to express it through a morphological rule.

Estar 'to be, to stay' has roots astig for PS, IS, 1PI and 2,6Imp, and ast with thematic vowel of conj. I for the rest of the forms. In addition to tense and person markers of 2Imp ə, ə, it has the particularity of extending the thematic vowel to 2,3,6PI.

Donar 'to give' has a regular conj. I paradigm, but in addition to the regular conj. I forms it has forms with a root d6ng for the forms that typically show root final velar (1PI, PS, IS, 6Imp).

Haver 'have' has the familiar root forms áb, áz, áw, ág and the thematic vowel ė in Inf and Ger (like soler and valer of group G-3). In addition, it has monovocalic roots for PI: á and í for 1, á for 2, 3,6 and á for 4,5. When used in the construction haver de/Inf, 'to have to', the 1PI has the root of 1,2,3,6PS áz. It should be noted that the forms [á], [á], [án] can be destressed and reduced to [á], [á], [án], but not in the construction just mentioned: [ámirát] 'he has looked' but [ádámirál] 'he has to look'.

Ser 'to be' is the verb that shows more polymorphism in the root, and most suppletion also. The roots are sig, sé, ró, ér, sóg, ét, só, én. As in W-5, W-6, W-7, dir, dur, veure, fer, there is no thematic vowel in Π, but this also happens in roots ró, sé, só. Person markers are regular (ə in 2Imp as many verbs in conj. Π) but we find the irregular tense marker rə along with the regular r1ə in the conditional.
APPENDIX I: Perceptual Level of Nonmain Stress in Compounds

I summarize here one of the experiments described in Mascaró (1975). Compounds of the type exemplified in (43) in Chapter 1, two-word phrases with a secondary stress and a simple words with a single stress were used to test the assumption that compounds (and some phrases) have a secondary stress in addition to the main stress (see, e.g., Marvà (1932), 405; Fabra (1912), 193-195; Badia (1951). For a different point of view, see Barnils (1933), 18-19, 28-29).

A list of 36 words or phrases containing pairs of homonyms was recorded in random order, and three subjects were asked to identify each word with two written choices, one being the word read, the other its homonym. Four extra items were recorded at the beginning to get the subjects practice before the test. Examples of the items recorded and the words (or phrases) in the answer sheet are given below. (the vowel whose stress level has to be determined is underlined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word Recorded</th>
<th>Answer Sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitja nit [miˈja nit]</td>
<td>mitja nit [miˈja nit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sistemes [siˈsteməs]</td>
<td>sistemes [siˈsteməs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hipo-polar [iˈpuˈpolar]</td>
<td>hipo-polar [iˈpuˈpolar]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i popolar [iˈpuˈpolar]</td>
<td>i popolar [iˈpuˈpolar]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pair of choices in the answer sheet were identical to each other phonetically, except, in principle, for the first vowel which had
secondary stress (in two-word phrases like \[\text{mijaf\text{"n}it}\]), was unstressed (in simple words like \[\text{sist\text{\text{"e}}ms}\]) or its stress level had to be determined by the experiment.

The question to be answered then is whether the problem vowel (P) is identified with the secondary stressed vowel (S), with the unstressed vowel (U), or is kept distinct from both.

The following figure gives the results of the experiment. The stimuli are grouped according to their vowel and the vowel of the homonym presented as a second choice. Number of correct and incorrect identifications of the word (or phrase) recorded, as well as total for pairs containing and not containing a secondary stressed vowel (S) are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options Presented</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A stimulus B</td>
<td>correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S P</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S U</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P S</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P U</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U P</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total U, P vs. S (SP, SU, PS, US)

Percentage correct

Percentage correct

These are the basic results. However I will introduce a slight modification. It was observed after the test, that an item (\[\text{un\#\#t\#n}\] 'a quantity') might have been uttered with unstressed first vowel, \[\text{un}\] being both indefinite article and numeral. If this were true it would belong to category U or P, but not S. The results when \[\text{un\#\#t\#n}\] is discarded are given below. I present also the number of homonymic
pairs P/U or U/P for which the same option was chose, and related figures to be discussed directly.

| Options Presented | Answers |  |
|-------------------|---------|--|---|
|                   | correct | incorrect | total |
| A stimulus        | B       |             |     |
| S                 | P       | 8           | 1   | 9  |
| S                 | U       | 9           | 0   | 9  |
| P                 | S       | 8           | 1   | 9  |
| P                 | U       | 11          | 21  | 32 |
| U                 | S       | 9           | 0   | 9  |
| U                 | P       | 19          | 14  | 33 |

Percentage correct

- Total U, P vs. S 34 2 36 94
- Total U vs. P 30 35 65 48

Number of pairs of stimuli with same/different response (same word chosen for both homonyms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>equal</th>
<th>different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

after discarding [Un#tän]

The main conclusions of the experiment are that for the data used there is just a binary distinction between secondary and zero stress. There is a clear distinction between S stressed words on one side, and U and P stressed words on the other (88 percent correct identification; 94 percent after correction). In addition, the subjects were unable to distinguish between U stressed and P stressed homonyms, which means that, perceptually at least, there is no stress distinction between them (48 percent correct identification). The correction introduced by eliminating one item makes the conclusion more clear, but it is sufficiently supported without the correction.
It might be objected that it is possible that subject might have tended to choose a specific option because of some other factor such as frequency of use, likelihood to appear in isolation, etc. As the last figure in the preceding section shows, there seems to be some tendency towards making the same choice for both homonyms. However, when the two pairs of homonyms for which the same choice was selected by the three subjects are discarded, the percentage of correct choices drops only to 45 percent, which assigns little importance to that factor.

* The words were read by myself. I am grateful to Cristina Bech, Rafel Andreu, and Dolors Ferrer, who were the subjects.
APPENDIX II: Paradigms of Irregular II Verbs

**dir 'to say'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Inf, Ger, Pa, 2, 2, 6 Imp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dík</td>
<td>díy a</td>
<td>díg i</td>
<td>díg és</td>
<td>dí r</td>
<td>dí r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>díw s</td>
<td>díy as</td>
<td>díg is</td>
<td>díg ésis</td>
<td>dí rás</td>
<td>dí rás</td>
<td>dí ent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>díw</td>
<td>díy a</td>
<td>díg i</td>
<td>díg és</td>
<td>dí r</td>
<td>dí r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di ém</td>
<td>díy am</td>
<td>díg ém</td>
<td>díg ésim</td>
<td>dí rém</td>
<td>dí rém</td>
<td>díg az</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di éw</td>
<td>díy aw</td>
<td>díg éw</td>
<td>díg ésiw</td>
<td>dí rew</td>
<td>dí rew</td>
<td>díg éw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>díw an</td>
<td>díy an</td>
<td>díg in</td>
<td>díg ésin</td>
<td>dí rán</td>
<td>dí rán</td>
<td>díg int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**dur 'to bring'**

| dük | dúy a | dúg i | dúg és | dú r | dú r |
| dû s | dúy as | dúg is | dúg ésis | dú rás | dú rás | dú ent |
| dû | dúy a | dúg i | dúg és | dú r | dú r |
| du ém | dúy am | dúg ém | dúg ésim | dú rém | dú rém | dú |
| du éw | dúy aw | dúg éw | dúg ésiw | dú rew | dú rew | dú éw |
| dû an | dúy an | dúg in | dúg ésin | dú rán | dú rán | dúg int |

**veure 'to see'**

| bèc | bèy a | bèž i | bèy és | bèw ré | bèw rás | bèw ra |
| bèw s | bèy as | bèž is | bèy ésis | bèw rás | bèw rás | bèw ent |
| bèw | bèy a | bèž i | bèy és | bèw rás | bèw rás | bis t |
| bèy ém | bèy am | bèy ém | bèy ésim | bèw rém | bèw rém | bèw |
| bèy éw | bèy aw | bèy éw | bèy ésiw | bèw rew | bèw rew | bèy éw |
| bèw an | bèy an | bèž in | bèy ésin | bèw rán | bèw rán | bèž int |
fer 'to make'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Inf, Ger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pa,2,2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fáč</td>
<td>fčy ə</td>
<td>fάž i</td>
<td>fές</td>
<td>fά rε</td>
<td>fά rίς</td>
<td>fέ r</td>
<td>6Imp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fá s</td>
<td>fčs</td>
<td>fάž is</td>
<td>fέςis</td>
<td>fά rάς</td>
<td>fά rίς</td>
<td>fέ nt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fá</td>
<td>fčy ə</td>
<td>fάž i</td>
<td>fές</td>
<td>fά rά</td>
<td>fά rίς</td>
<td>fέ t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f Ém</td>
<td>fčm</td>
<td>f Ém</td>
<td>fέςim</td>
<td>fά r’m</td>
<td>fά rίm</td>
<td>fέ z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f Éw</td>
<td>fčw</td>
<td>f Éw</td>
<td>fέςiw</td>
<td>fά r’w</td>
<td>fά rίw</td>
<td>fέ w</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fá n</td>
<td>fčn</td>
<td>fάž in</td>
<td>fέςin</td>
<td>fά rάn</td>
<td>fά rίn</td>
<td>fάž int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

anar 'to go'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Inf, Ger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pa,2,2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bάč</td>
<td>bάb ə</td>
<td>bάž i</td>
<td>bές</td>
<td>bά irέ</td>
<td>bά irίς</td>
<td>bά ár</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bά s</td>
<td>bάbəs</td>
<td>bάž is</td>
<td>bέςis</td>
<td>bά irάs</td>
<td>bά irίς</td>
<td>bά ánt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bά</td>
<td>bάbə</td>
<td>bάž i</td>
<td>bές</td>
<td>bά irά</td>
<td>bά irίς</td>
<td>bά ád</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bά Ém*</td>
<td>bάbəm</td>
<td>bά Ém*</td>
<td>bέςim</td>
<td>bά irέm</td>
<td>bά irίm</td>
<td>bέ z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bά Éw*</td>
<td>bάbəw</td>
<td>bά Éw*</td>
<td>bέςiw</td>
<td>bά irέw</td>
<td>bά irίw</td>
<td>bά Éw*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bά n</td>
<td>bάbən</td>
<td>bάž in</td>
<td>bέςin</td>
<td>bά irάn</td>
<td>bά irίn</td>
<td>bάž int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"vaig" (defective auxiliary)

bάč, bάreč
bάs, bάrəs
bά
bά m, bάrəm
bά w, bάrəw
bά n, bάrən

eixir 'to get out'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Inf, Ger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pa,2,2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s u</td>
<td>sš ίς</td>
<td>1s i</td>
<td>sš is</td>
<td>sš irέ</td>
<td>sš irίς</td>
<td>sš fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s əs</td>
<td>sš ίςs</td>
<td>1s is</td>
<td>sš ίςs</td>
<td>sš irάs</td>
<td>sš irίς</td>
<td>sš int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(eixir cont)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Inf, Ger, Pa, 2, 5, 6Imp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ìš</td>
<td>ìš i</td>
<td>ìš i</td>
<td>ìš ís</td>
<td>ìš irá</td>
<td>ìš iríe</td>
<td>ìš íd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìš ím</td>
<td>ìš ím</td>
<td>ìš ím</td>
<td>ìš ísim</td>
<td>ìš irém</td>
<td>ìš iríem</td>
<td>ìš ís</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìš íw</td>
<td>ìš íw</td>
<td>ìš íw</td>
<td>ìš ísiw</td>
<td>ìš iréw</td>
<td>ìš iríaw</td>
<td>ìš íw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ìš ãn</td>
<td>ìš ãn</td>
<td>ìš in</td>
<td>ìš ísin</td>
<td>ìš irán</td>
<td>ìš iríen</td>
<td>ìš int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**estar 'to be, to stay'**

| òst ìk | òst ìb | òstíg i | òstíg ís | òste ré | òste ríe | òst ár |
| òst ìs | òst ìb s | òstíg ís | òstíg ísís | òste rás | òste ríes | òst ánt |
| òst á | òst ìb | òstíg i | òstíg ís | òste rá | òste ríe | òst ád |
| òst ëm | òst ìbam | òstíg ëm | òstíg ísim | òste rém | òste ríem | òstíg áz |
| òst ëw | òst ìbw | òstíg ëw | òstíg ísiw | òste réw | òste ríaw | òst ëw |
| òst ãn | òst ìb n | òstíg ín | òstíg ísin | òste rán | òste ríán | òstíg int |

**donar 'to give'**

<p>| òdn u, | òdn ãb | òdn í, | òdn ís | òdunén | òdun ríe | òdun ár |
| òdøg | òdøg i | òdøg ís | òdøg ísís | òdun rás | òdun ríes | òdun ánt |
| òdn ñs | òdn ãbs | òdn ís, | òdn ísís, | òdun rás | òdun ríes | òdun ánt |
| òdøg | òdøg i | òdøg ís | òdøg ísís | òdun rás | òdun ríes | òdun ánt |
| òdn ëm | òdn ìbam | òdn ëm, | òdn ísim, | òdun rémon | òdun ríem | òdun ã |
| òdøg ëm | òdøg ísís | òdun rémon | òdun ríem | òdun ã |
| òdn ëw | òdn ìbw | òdn ëw, | òdn ísiw, | òdun réw | òdun ríaw | òdun ëw |
| òdøg ëw | òdøg ísiw | òdun réw | òdun ríaw | òdun ëw |
| òdn ãn | òdn ìban | òdn ín, | òdn ísin, | òdun rán | òdun ríán | òdun ínt |
| òdøg ín | òdøg ísin | òdun rán | òdun ríán | òdun ínt |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Inf, Ger, Pa, 2, 5, 6 Imp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>haver 'to have'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é, í, ác</td>
<td>ab íe</td>
<td>áž i</td>
<td>ag és</td>
<td>aw ré</td>
<td>aw ríe</td>
<td>ab ér</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ás</td>
<td>ab íes</td>
<td>áž is</td>
<td>ag ésis</td>
<td>aw rás</td>
<td>aw ríes</td>
<td>ab ént</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>ab íe</td>
<td>áž i</td>
<td>ag és</td>
<td>aw rá</td>
<td>aw ríe</td>
<td>ag úd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ém</td>
<td>ab íém</td>
<td>ag Ém</td>
<td>ag ésim</td>
<td>aw rÉm</td>
<td>aw ríém</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Éw</td>
<td>ab íew</td>
<td>ag Éw</td>
<td>ag ésiw</td>
<td>aw rÉw</td>
<td>aw ríew</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>án</td>
<td>ab ían</td>
<td>áž in</td>
<td>ag ésin</td>
<td>aw rán</td>
<td>aw ríen</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ser 'to be'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sók</td>
<td>ér á</td>
<td>síg i</td>
<td>sig és,</td>
<td>se ré</td>
<td>se ríe,</td>
<td>sé r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ét s</td>
<td>ér ás</td>
<td>síg is</td>
<td>sig ésis,</td>
<td>se rás</td>
<td>se ríes,</td>
<td>sé nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó sis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>és</td>
<td>ér á</td>
<td>síg i</td>
<td>sig és,</td>
<td>se rá</td>
<td>se ríe,</td>
<td>sig úd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sóm</td>
<td>ér am</td>
<td>síg Ém</td>
<td>sig ésim,</td>
<td>se rÉm</td>
<td>se ríém,</td>
<td>síg az</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó sim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sów</td>
<td>ér ëw</td>
<td>síg Éw</td>
<td>sig ésiw,</td>
<td>se rÉw</td>
<td>se ríew,</td>
<td>sig ëw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó siw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>són</td>
<td>ér án</td>
<td>síg in</td>
<td>sig ésin,</td>
<td>se rán</td>
<td>se ríen,</td>
<td>sig int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fó sin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

1. As will be pointed out later, almost all verb stems have final stress. See (5) and corresponding discussion.

2. The first three items are either left unstressed or are wrongly stressed if instead of Minor SR, MSR applies. The forms Helsinki and Helsinkë are, I think, also found, but the same is true of Hélsinkï (see Coromines (1971), 58), and therefore the stress rules should have a way to stress this word on the antepenultimate syllable.

3. Wheeler includes /v/ in the phoneme inventory. The a's in (17) later reduce to a by a rule to be discussed in section 6.

4. See Moll (1929).

5. See Goldsmith (1976) for an exposition of autosegmental theory. If autosegmental character was extended to stress patterns, stress, although still underlying, would not be a feature on vowels, but on a separate (autosegmental) representation. It would then be possible to have monosyllabic suffixes like ik with penultimate stress that would be associated later in the derivation with the syllable preceding ik.

6. For the features ATR (Advanced Tongue Root) and CP (Constricted Pharynx) see Halle and Stevens (1969) and Perkell (1971), respectively. The physiological evidence available (Cerdà (1972)) is not decisive for the determination of the phonetic specification of a with respect to [ATR]. The only motivation to characterize it phonologically as [+ATR] lies in the phonological processes to be discussed in this section.
7. Most grammars don't register these cases, which are rather recent. Influence from Spanish must have been a determining factor, but these words show up with $\xi$, $\xi$, $\xi$, etc., which are not found in Castilian Spanish, and therefore they are not just cases of foreign pronunciation.

8. It might be possible to collapse (49a) and (49b) into a rule stating that $\xi$, $\xi$ reduce to $u$, and $\xi$, $e$ to $\xi$ unless followed by $a$, but this is not crucial. Notice that $[-CP]$ is assigned to "reduced" $a$ by convention since $^f$ $[+CP, +ATR]$.

9. Later in this chapter I shall treat lexical exceptions as exceptions to morpheme structure conditions rather than as exceptions to (49a).

10. Literally [pškal] 'little', [bəɾˈɡoɾə] 'sense of shame'.

11. It could also be $\xi$ since $\ddot{o}$ becomes $\hat{o}$ before prestressed suffixes like $ik$ by a rule to be discussed later in this section.

12. raonament should be underlyingly /raõnámẽnt/, the final $t$ being deleted by Cluster Simplification, rule (28) in Chapter 2.

13. This entails that the part of Vowel Reduction that has the effect $\xi \rightarrow a$ should in fact be a separate rule, not affected by the SCC. Notice that if it is formulated as a separate rule, it won't be affected by the SCC since it will not be a neutralization rule, and therefore not cyclic.

14. A crucial case would be a proparoxytone ending in -Vbl, which should show up as -Vbl, but as $\ddot{v}$pl if a prestressed suffix followed, since assignment of stress by the IC-Rule would constitute introduction
of specific information for the SCC. I don't know of any such case.

Chapter 2
1. Most of the phenomena described in this chapter can be found in Badia (1951) (see however the review in Coromines (1971), 245-275), and also in a generative framework, in Lleó (1970) and Wheeler (1974).

2. [intaF6nal] and the following examples are compounds and have therefore internal#; see Chapter 1, section 8.

3. The first element in the cluster could be also z, since the stop is devoiced word finally and z assimilates in voicing to it.

4. 5r ōs with deletion comes out as [5rés], since the rules (17) and (18) don't apply. gúst ōs is, with deletion [gúzés] by a rule that voices continuants across#, before a following vowel; [gúsc] and [gúşigi] by Contraction (23).

5. The u is probably inserted between sibilant and s by a rule similar to (10) in Chapter 3.

6. Probably also verge 'virgin'~virginal 'virginal', and orde '(ecclesiastic) order'~ordenar 'to ordain'. These are not mentioned in Fabra's list because they don't alternate in some dialects with plurals with n.

7. v appears as a result of the rule of Glide Formation discussed in the first chapter.

Chapter 3
1. The forms of Barcelona dialect I present here differ in some cases from Moll (1929). His data were collected in 1916 and 1920. I also
haven't included all cases of coexisting forms in Barcelona, restricting to free variant coexisting forms that are very common.

2. The voicing specification of 2nd person sg. marker can be determined when it appears in Imperatives of some irregular verbs. In this tense a clitic can follow the verb form and the rules that devoice final obstruents and voice sibilants before vowels across don't apply. We have, e.g. (see section 8) [tǐŋgəs] 'have!', but [tǐŋgəzu] 'have it!' (But for tossir 'to cough' a regular conj. II verb with bare root Imperative [tús] 'cough!' we have [túsil] 'cough there!).

3. With the exception of two irregular verbs, caber and saber which will be discussed in section 8.

4. /dôr/ and /mênt/ are phonetically [dō] and [mēn] as a result of R-Deletion and Cluster Simplification discussed in Chapter 2. [pl∞] derives from /bl/ by B-Devoicing (Chapter 1) and a-Insertion, rule (11) below.

5. It should be noted that roots like fong should be "derived" in some sense in order to allow the SCC not to block application of Assimilation of Nasals.

6. r could not have been inserted, i.e. /pēn/ --→ [prēn], etc., because then we would expect also /bēn/ 'he sells' --→ [brēn], /dapēn/ 'he depends' --→ [daprēn], etc.

7. This could seem to run against the analysis of Glide Formation presented in Chapter 1, but in nominals i does become a glide ([əl̥zəbrətk], see Chapter 1, section 5). It is worth noting that all the cases where Glide Formation doesn't apply to verbs are cases where the thematic
vowel is lacking (when it is present and destressed, underlying stress prevents application of Glide Formation): [krε+ø+i], [λu+ø+i], etc.
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